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The Jack and Pat Johnston interviews - a note about the start 
It may s~em strange to the listener to the tapes, or the reader of the 
transcript, that the recorded conversations begin with a discussion of 
the interv~er~ cousin Bob. Jae~ and Pa~ Johnst~n were the most affable 
of hosts, welcoming me, a complete stranger, like a long lost friend. 
They commented on my surname,- and Jack remembered that he had once 
known a Bob Eagle; a lad of this name had lived near the Johnstons 
in Jack's and George's childhood. It became apparent before long that 
this youn~ man, or his name, had been used by George in My Brother Jack; 
the group of shy teenagers who sit reading in 'David Meredith's room 
include a Bob Hawkes! It was somewhere about here that I turned on 
the tape recorder and the interview proper began. 
Chester Eagle 1?/3/1983 
-) 
JACK JOHNSTON, PAT JOHNSTON, CHESTER EAGLE 
INTERVIEW AT PEACE COURT, DOVETON 29 July, 1980 
_( went to school with my cousin Bob, he's up atB:,chc.,M 1 growing oranges nowJ1,1ith 
seven or eight kids or something like that, so there we are. Do you remember this 
Eagle that George was at school with? 
JACK Oh yes, yes - we used to go camping together - the three 
of us. 
PAT I think in the book, he mentioned Bob. I think he sort of 
brought·Bob into it. Bob and another mate used to _come home 
and see George, and they were terribly shy these three toys, 
and if a girl came into the place, they'd Sc.,tfl-<- ""to 
their bedroom and they'd have nothing whatsoever to do. 
And one of the Eagles was like this? 
JACK Yes, 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
Oh, the three of them, and Jack always... , f""JLJ 
. .ro ,,,. ... t.~, ' ... 
Well, I d~n 1 t know Bobb'l \,f '144111/t · .. ·Bobby Eag~el\. Billy ':.Baldl.J 
and Ric::;, RuftJ.S.~ Rich; 
They were very shy boys and they'd scuttle into their bedroom 
and they would be terrified of girls you see, and he had the idea 
that because they'd go away when girls came to the house, there 
must be something queer about them - because if there were girls 
about, Jack was always there, and this is where he got the idea 
that there was something quite funny about the three of them -
which I can assure ••• 
And one of the Eagles was one of these three? 
PAT .Oh. Bob, yes-4 
·~,.. ) Well that I s a discovery ••• 
JACK Yes. Well) "-1s·- dad had the barber shop and billiard room at the 
top of the stree:,you see. 
JACK THEN REACHES FOR A BOOK CALLED nTHE FAR ROAD" 
JACK There was another one:. of these books he made ••• 
Oh, look, one of the girls who works with me has got that and she hasn't quite 
finished it - she only got it the other day••• 
~..JACK ~er.I,.. N~/' f.. ~~,(. !'"""", 
Yes well, when she read it ••• I think that's where he first calls himself David 
Meredith, isn't it, in that book? 
PAT I think David Meredith does - it's a long time since I read 
that. 
) 
JACK I. f-<'"'1 c.f-- ~w. 
I think that she """' -. .._.~ I fk'- ,-L.. w~rk.s w,+k n-c 
I i)~.,.-J / showed me a rather 
savage description of Helen in that book, where~Meredith talks about his wife - it's 
only in parts - there's a couple of war correspondents talking, I think they're in 
China or Tibet or something. 
JACK Yes, that's right, it's over in the East. 
Helen comes, in that book, with the first rather sour bit about Helen of which you 
get plenty in this one. 
JACK Yes. 
PAT Yes, in My Brother Jack, obvious, but of course, the character 
he gives Helen in that book is quite different to Helen. 
You know Helen? 
PAT Oh yes; we knew her very well - I didn't like her, but she was 
a very beautiful looking girl, but a snobby girl, you know. 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
She came from very poor I lw...,~ people, very nice people, but 
they were very poor, and when she married George, Jack was out 
••• were we out of work at the time? ••• I've forgotten, but 
Jack was on very low wages and George started off on about £10-
£15 a week •• -. 
Oh yes, big money. 
••• and it was quite a lot of money in those days and it seemed 
to my way of thinking that it sort of went to her head a little 
bit, and she cut off from all her friends, she didn't want to 
know anybody - but she didn't want to know any of George's friends 
either. He wasn't allowed to bring anybody home,or no entertain-
ing or anything. She was a very, or rather a prudish type of 
girl ••• 
••• cold type of girl_ 
Yes. 
••• and ah••• 
fl.<_1 didn't want To_ -- tke day he married the girl, he came out 
of the church, and you know how you go up and congratulate the 
groom, and kiss the bride - and he put his arms around me and 
he said as he came out of the church, he prayed that the church 
would fall on him so he wouldn't have to live with her. Uow 
could you believe that on your wedding day? 
I've heard a few people say it the day before! 
PAT Well, you know, had you said it the day before, but to wait 
until he married her and then realised that he shouldn't have 
married her, I just couldn't believe it. 
I think he says something like that in the Brother Jack book, l,,,e.J ~ ~f-? 
PAT Yes, well, it was quite true. Yes he was real ••• 
He came out and said that to you? 
) 
) 
PAT Yes. 
JACK But then I think the unfortunate thing, not only that, there 
was a couple of things that happened; the war breaking out, 
and he becoming a war correspondent - well he was away from 
home, you know ••• 
PAT But that didn't happen you know, until two or three years after 
the war had been going ••• 
JACK · 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
That's right, but I think it was during the var, where the 
split up started _and like I W.(.. i.vl<(C- ,.,.(- £!~1<'S 
place a~ ;~id she didrl't: care if he ever came home, you know ••• 
Oh, that was after ••• 
~Would _make the place .. {:??!] 
That was during the war, and they were both due back on leave 
and we were highly delighted that our father and my husband was 
coming home, because at that time I had four children - I had 
another one since - we were so thrilled about dad coming home, 
Sil,/ s4 
and she couldn't bear the thought of George coming home, you 
I\ 
know. He used to smoke, he'd like a beer, all that dirt around 
the place and all ·that. Not that ••• good God, that's little 
to put up with you know. It's well worth that to have your 
husband home. 
Yes, she must have found him - just couldn't~ tolerate him/ even then ••• 
JACK Well he'd be what you call a•••• well I think with the right 
PAT 
JACK 
woman, he'd have been alright, but he'd been unlucky in his 
married life because she was cold and the place was like a doll's 
It< 
house andAwould get in a brand new suit and play on the floor with 
the kids ••• 
••• not his kids Jack ••• 
••• just a normal sort of, a bloke but, she was spik'n'span and 
had to have everything just right - and didn't want, you know, 
any reporter friends there, who were pretty, you know, f N<. 
and easy lot, and of course, he gradually drifted away from her. 
l'f.'4 But you did see her during the war while George was away1 
PAT Oh~ yes, (well I went to see her ••• ) 
JACK Oh, well, mum saw her ••• used to go up and see her. 
PAT When I say she cut herself off, she didn't want to have anything 
to do with the Johnston family, and I had two {,ff,~· girls, oh 
well I had four ••• but the two elder ones would come down, and 
- I think she was as lonely as we were - and we'd go down to 
visit her~and she told me that after the war that she didn't want 
to have anything to do with the Johnston family. She didn't mind 
me coming and the two kids, but nobody else, she didn't want 
anybody else ••• 
She didn't take too kindly to Jack? 
PAT ••• and she didn':t want Jack there at all, and I said if Jack 
· ,.,,s,A< 
doesn't come, we don't come, and we've.never been .:ASAher place 
since. 
JACK I didn't have enough couth for her. 
PAT No, she was a very, oh really peculiar girl, as I say, a 
very beautiful girl to look at, but there was no feeling in 
her - you just••• I don't think she ever had any friends. 
In the start of _Clean. Srr.ir.w. for Nothin~., ~~ she figures in the early pages for 
a little while, and then just sort of fades out altogether, ])id you see her in 
the '40 1s and 150 1s, and going on••• 
J....-...~, '7t'./ 
PAT '40's J; """~"- ~ tut after about ••• 
JACK ••• after about '46- 147, we didn't see her_ 
PAT I saw her••• the last time we saw her was the day that Jack's 
father died1which would have been about 1950. 
I haven't seen her since. 
:·) Is she still alive? 
PAT I wouldn't know. 
) 
JACK She might have re-married or anything. 
PAT When she told me that there was no way she would have Jack ••• 
If Jack isn't welcome, we're not welcome, and we didn't go to 
see her •... She was so bad, she had the little three year old 
or four year old little girl at the time, and Jack's mother, 
who was an absolute angel - really, she had gone by public 
fro'ltl\ 
transport· ~)Elsternwick - I don't know whether you know 
Elsternwick - but you had to go from Elsternwick - and she 
went down to ••• she was living in Fast St. Kilda at the time, and 
she'd gone all the way around on public transport, and she'd be 
in her late '70 1s, to take the little girl a birthday gift, and 
she took it from her at the door and she didn't even offer her 
a cup of tea, or to come in or anything, and that's ••• 
A little girl, which little girl? 
PAT George's first little girl. He had one little girl with Elsie, 
her name was, the one that was Helen ,~ .ft_., ~.(. 
I see, the child doesn't appear in the •••• 
JACK No. 
PAT He never mentions her. 
Oh, and your mother took the gift ••• 
JACK ••• and she just .took it off her at the front door. 
PAT ••• took it from her at the door and she didn't even offer her 
a cup of tea and it was a dreadfully hot day, and poor gran was 
terribly distressed, and I thought, well that's enough, we don't 
want to know you anymore, so from that day on, we have never 
) 
seen her, and I don't want to see her. 
For 30 years? 
JACK Hmmm. 
PAT That same little girl turned up at her father's funeral alone 
- he was buried in Syr:/dey - and she was there and we didn't 
know - I wou_id have gone over to the kid, because she had 
f~ ""'"':) 
come up allAon her own. 
Well, how old would she have been then?· 
PAT. Well she'd be now•••• 
When George died ... 
JACK She was born in about '41 or something ••• 
PAT .She'd be about ••• 
JACK ••• she'd have been about 19, I suppose ••• 
PAT '.k11 ••• 
141, well George died about sixty-••• 
JACK 
PAT 
Oh yes, it would be more than that, 1 41, she'd be 20 odd ••• 
She'd have been well in her late 1 20 1 s, I'd thought. 
f • 
And you didn't know that that was her at the funeral? 
What was 
Did she 
PAT No, well they told me she was there and I do remember seeing a 
girl on her own, and I went back to the house, you know, to get 
a cup of tea or whatever, and looked around for her, and she 
didn't appear at all, and I asked Shayne_ ~which is George's 
daughter by his second wife, and ,k.. SA1K. J ()J... '7 o J she was there; 
She doesn't know where she went. 
the girlts name, Shayne, was it? 
JACK Yes, Shayne. 
PAT Yes. 
lmow that this girl ••• 
PAT Yes, she had met herG She had been up to stay with her father 
a couple of times ••• 
Oh I see, yes. 
PAT • • • so, they knew one another ( 
It's rather sad isn't iti 
PAT Yes. 
JACK Yes, a very sad life he had. 
PAT He's had ••• he had a sad life right from the very first day 
he was married, the first time. 
JACK He had the world at his feet, you know, I mean, hehad all the 
opportunities, had a good job.When he went over to England, 
he had a good job with the Sydney•••. 
) 
·PAT No, with the Associated Press ••• 
JACK Well, no ••• it was the Sydney paper ••• 
PAT It was the Sydney Morning Herald. 
JACK ••• and·then they sent him over there as European editor of 
the AAP, and ~e just threw that job up, and went over to 
Greece to live for writing books. 
PAT 
JACK 
He thought that he would be able to make a fortune~writing 
books over there, and have a carefree life, you know,W3ll) 
it didn't work out that way for himJand for eleven years while 
he was in ~Jdr~J: we did no~ have one line, nor his mother, 
nor any member of~ family. ~ a line from him, and we got a 
lette}-" to say/, c:,1-,.:I brother Jack got the letter to say that i""• l 
book was being published, not by your leave, or do you mind 
or anything - it's published, and that was it. And he was 
coming back to Australia, ~~II of course, h•S mum was alive at the 
time1 +t...,"'fl... #1...l- father had died, and ol, )grandmother was delighted, 
you know, just couldn' t believe her son was ~ __ - . because 
he was really the. wl.,'tt- - k.11,~I/. boy1 both with his father and his 
mother. And thi's is why we cannot understand the character he 
gave his father in that book, because so many people knew the 
family, they'd lived all their lives arou.,.-nd the area, and so 
many people knew the family, and they'd come up in the street to~ 
and they'd say,
0
'iook I had no idea the old man was such a dev:Ll. 
Poor grandma, fancy poor Mrs. Johnston having to go through all 
that life !1 Well) they were the most cievoted couple and their boy 
s~ ,.Jri,,lc.,ce..A. 5~0.,,~ - -~ , ( -, 
George, you know, l\.the intellectual brilliant son, a .... d ~e~ 1".t,4J 
the larrik&n Of the family, and this WaS 4o'wl' ,f- W"AJ/ . and 
grandma was alive, and was very nearly blind, so it was Jack's 
sister and my job to tead the book to her. So we had to quickly 
read the chapters and substitute phrases and paragraphs that we 
knew she'd be pleased with, and wou~dn't ~e happy with • .lhe 
~
would've died had she known what was in that book - she wouldn't 
have believed us.A~ fortunately, she died before the ••• it was 
on television, and grandma heel.died, just before that came on••• 
but they did clean it up,because they wrote to Jack . the ABC ) ) 
w•ll ~: C~l,ff "f- f"("'S to sign, that we wouldn't take any action 
against them. 
••• and we wouldn't sign it ••• ( '>11 . . . ) we both haven't 
signed it ••• ) · 
PAT ••• for months we didn't sign.it, we just sort of keftthem 
dangling on a string because even after he came back he:ri.to 
Australia, he treated his mum very badly. She had this huge 
family party and everything arranged with all his friends there 
and he stayed, I suppose,~ two hours and shot through, and 
she didn't see him again for months. He was the most complex 
character that ever you could imagine. 
Yes, well that comes out particularly in Clean 5tr~w for Nothing where I always 
think that he would have been like a . Uj ul "J e .,.. going round and round inside 
his own mind. I think Clean 5trv1""" for Nothing is a marvellously written book - it 
takes a lot of skill to organise a book as complexly as that. The thing he is explor-
ing in that book seems to be his own inability to get out of this sort of mental 
position he's in and I feel that, I mean you're saying that the picture of ,his :Dad. 
in Brother Jack is an unfair one. As a complete outsider reading it, it seems logical 
when you go on to what George or David is like in the second book, it's as if he's just 
repeating some terrible pattern that ••• 
JACK Could've been all mental with him,because whe~. he was a little 
fella, I was a bit older, and dad was at the first world war, well 
mum was a nurse up at Caulf/t/&/ Hospital, and we lived at Elwood 
then, and I think George missed his ~other •. I didn't, I was 
1 
older you see, and we asked granny, she was a real darling, she used 
to look after us, t1?-at was mo~ ni-o 14.r , but George was a 
W~1~r,.. as a baby, and I think he was a w! '"';·a· because his mother 
) 
wasn't there. 
PAT Well he was only a tiny little boy of two or three, and you lrn.ow 
as a teacher, little kids do really, especially /~ff'<soys, they 
need mummy, and he was missing his mother and this was the pattern 
through his growing up years, even though she was there - I don't 
think even she as a mother realised. They didn't~you know_ in 
those days. I didn't have a mum, my mum died when I was 14 months 
old, but I lmew1 I was a boarder at school, and I used to feel if 
only we had a mum, you know, You'd hear the kids going on about 
JACK 
PAT 
~JACK 
oh mum, they had a fight with mum, and I rem~mber my sister saying, 
., 
who was a little bit older than me, Wouldn't it be lovely if we had 
a mum that would, you know 
••• 
., 
• • • growl at us ••• 
• • • that would give us a smack or something, and the y-eQr,.,..., f.h."""t: 
we had to have had a mother, so I could realise that George was 
missing what he should have been getting from his mum; and she was 
a nurse all during the world war I years, so there was four years 
when that little boy was growing, say from two to six, when he 
didn't have a mother 
••• 
Oh, he would see her of a weekend occasionally if she wasn't 
working· 
••• 
PAT Yes, he'd see her occasionally. But the times when he really 
needed her she wasn' t there, and he nth,rwd and grizzled and 
grandma) who was beautiful, she really was, she had no patience 
) 
with him, she'd pou~ castor oil down his throat--.--
JACK ife. had worms ! 
PAT ••• had worms 
George••• 
••• 
This was grandma, so you can understand poor 
JACK ••• that was a cure-all, castor oil, when a kid grizzled ••• 
PAT ••• then when he grew up to be a bit older and should've had a 
dad and mum to talk to, the facts of life, whatever you like, 
but to talk to him father to son, he never got that. Jack 
didn't either, but he could cope, that didn't worry him, it was 
like water on the duck ••• he'd find out from somewhere else 
but the only one George had to turn to was grandma and she 
••• 
couldn I t be bothered with him, so that when I came on the scene - - -
and Jack's dad was a great big man 6 '3 °
1
and 17! stone,. I (used to 
think) he was a giant you laiow. I happened to be Catholic and 
the family were Presbyterian, and .his bigotry was really 
something, not all one way. My family would've been the same. 
My grandmother used to say if I introquced her to anybody, 
':Do they step with their right foot] 1~d I didn't know what she 
meant for years. It was years later I realised she was saying 
to me are they Catholics - if they're not have nothing to do with 
them; and this is what I got. And of course, dad would pay out 
on me, you know, anything that went wrong, it was the Oatholics, 
bloody Catholics, you know, and he even told Jack that he~d have 
no luck ••• if you marry her, you'll have no luck, didn't he?••• 
JACK Well, I haven't had much1 really - I've had to put up with you all 
these years! 
PAT So we had this sort of thing, poor old George, you know, I 
realised what he was missing, and he felt sorry for me, so he was 
sort of••• and I think I was the first girl apart from his 
sisters, who couldn't be bothered with him anyway, that he could 
really talk to and the fact that he said he was in love with me, it 
was only the fact that we could talk to one another ••• 
That's really what it was. Because sometimes I could cut his 
t}i.roat and he probably felt the same about me, but we could talk 
to one another. But this is really, I think, the whole ~rouble 
with George right through his lifeo 
JACK But this thing that astounds me is the way he could write a book 
PAT 
JACK 
the way he did, b~cause his '~"00 ~'~ "Was · neglig,i.ble actually • • • 
••• he only went to Form 2 ••• 
••• went to the Brighton T13ch for two years. 
·) 
) 
Brighton Tech was it? 
PAT 
JACK 
Yes. 
Yes. 
I always thought it must have been South Tech. 
Right. 
JACK/PAT No, Brighton Tech. 
PAT ••• and he wasn't a scholar. 
JACK ••• and he was only there for two years. He didn't get his -
he might have got his J:,,,, ,or 7e t "- • 
PAT He didn't, he didn't. 
JACK He got his ••• well you see in those days, you'd get your 
"'fOJ eovlll(. 
Qualifying certificate in the sixth grade, orAgo on to 7th and 
8th and' get your Merit, but if you got your Q-~ally, you could 
go to the Tech School, you see, .which I did ••• 
PAT ••• or a High School, which were very few and far between. 
JACK They were very few, 
Very few in the '20 1s. 
PAT They were very very few and ••• 
' Oh, they weren't for the working class .thank you very much, oh no. 
JACK No. 
PAT No, no, and Catholic schools were a little bit different. I only 
ever went to Cathoiic schools, and of coµrse, our Catholic schools 
were maintained by Catholics only, and the State Education 
Department had the right to walk in at any time and examine the 
grounds} $0 they had to be kept up to scratch. So our ·n VI\S 
sort of pushed it a bit more - we'd get all day Saturday,if you 
wanted to, you could go ~11 day Saturday for extra tuition which 
was a big thing, so therefore, I went to what we called 
intermediate - not very much more than form two, but it was just 
a little bit more~ So that when George was applying for jobs, 
he'd bring his {et/ers to me and I'd have to correct his English, 
and then when he comes out and writes books like this, I just 
couldn't believe it. 
I wonder how much, do you think, did he ever discuss the editing with you( I mean., as 
an author I know that some authors need an awful lot of editing - did George ever 
talk about that? 
JACK No, well see actually, he never wrote a book - he used to 
write for the ••• 
Oh, he would never have written in the years that you were ( ) 
-JACK No, that's when we were together you se~, because I was married 
before the war, then the war separated us, and then of course, 
after the war••• 
PAT The first book he wrote was Grey Gladiator, did you ever read 
that? 
) 
No,, I don't know that•••· 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
}:>AT, 
It was the battle of the 
It was the MedirteEtranean 
••• 
••• 
I think in England••• 
They called it -:Che battle of the .sea ways, it was something 
to do with ••• I did read it, but it bore~ me. 
The battle of the ~~~ • 
Yes, it bored me, you know, it was a man's book really. The 
war between the Navy and all that, and1I think he must have 
gone and had a few extra English lessons really - he'd finish 
his sentences with a preposition - oh, all sorts of awful 
mistakes he'd make - he was shocking. And then when the book 
came o~ t, I said to him 11Who did it for you1' 'and he said he did 
it himself, and I know that he did the third one, Cart.---Goad of 
Clay, without any help - mind you, he didn't finish it. He 
-
was writing that just before he died, when we were up there. 
You were up there then? 
Really] 
JACK 
PAT 
Yes. 
About a month before he died, we were there. 
PAT Eitmm. 
How was he then? 
JACK Oh he was bad. He had one lung gone, had to (pump her) all 
the time. 
PAT Did you ever see a picture of him on telly or anything? 
Yes, I've seen photos of him. 
PAT Well, I'll just show you what he looked like during the war. 
JACK He was in hospital when he wrote The Australians, did you ever 
see that one? 
Yes, Yes. I know that one. 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PA11 
Now wait a moment. 
That one. Well he wrote all the text for that. Well he was 
in the hospital when he wrote that. 
Well, there was Georgie during the war - a really fin~ ••• it's 
a dreadful picture ••• 
ls fL..;r dvr,"-) l'L... w .. ..- ? jV:> .' 
Ah, yes. 
No. 
It was, you were on leave. 
JACK I didn't have a suit when I was in the Army. 
PAT That was the suit you had before you wertin the Army• 
) 
JACK Oh, get out••• 
PAT Well, I'll tell you what ••• 
There's George, right, 
PAT 
Pat, who are the ( 
PAT 
You're not there? 
No, I'm sorry it was after the war, it was ••• 
)? 
This is Jack's dad and mum. This is Jack - George - here's 
the elder sister and his younger sister. That's the family, 
.. ( ;I'S L~;'~ on the parent IS golden Wedding day• 
PAT Oh no, that's just the Johnston family. But he was a really 
handsome••• he would have been I suppose about 12 stone when 
he left - when he arrived back in Australia, I doubt if he 
was eight ••• 
JACK 
PAT 
( ,,, ... ) 
Oh, he was shocking. Of course, he developed TB in England 
and he didn I t recognise this. He had this '"v9A and all the 
rest of it, and thought if he went into Greece in the sun, he'd 
get rid of this. Now the island where he went; they had no 
running water, there was no doctor, no nothing, so they had to 
go to Athens for treatment••• 
He mentions that in Clean S'trt,!tV' ••• 
PAT Yes well Charmian ...,I think he calls A-e,.. 'C~sr-,dA. .•, She was 
supposed to have treated him. Now they did not get on at all. 
They were both writers ••• 
JACK But they were half .starved. 
PAT But they were something/ They cru,ified one another. I mean, 
it might sound dreadful coming from us,the family, when we're 
talking to you like this, but as Jack said to you, we can only 
tell you the truth••• 
) Well, I wouldn't want anything else,~ I'm interested in George's ••• I mean, you 
go ahead. I think George has written some marvellous things and I'm interested to 
know all about it - but - go for your life. 
PAT Yes. But his life was dreadfully sad - it really was, and he 
was in hospital for twelve months up there or round about that, 
while he was writing •• , 
JACK The Australians ••• he was doing the••• 
PAT This is this one, one of them. And I don 4t think that 
.Charmian. had seen it. She was a dreadful alcoholic, 
Charmian, and she never went near him all the time he was in 
hospital. She might have been once to ( "?? f ) , so 
there was nothing there either 
Gee, that's a shock, I didntt realise that. 
••• 
) 
PAT Yes, it was really sad. 
JACK See, she was a glamorous thing when he married her, and 
she was in the newspaper business to~ 6irl ~ I think. 
L±ke, he wasn't kicking goals with his wife or anything, 
so he got on with her. He met her in the Army, she was 
••• he met her at firs·~ and the second time he met her ·she 
was a Lieutenant, I think in the /\WAS or something, down 
the £1.sk,.,w,,( Golf Course. 
Yes, Yes. I know the Golf Course • 
JACK • • ·• and anyhow, he fell for her, but ••• 
PAT She was a very beautiful girl, too - sort of attracted the 
beauties, I tell you ••• 
JACK But she was another one that destroyed him because ••• 
PAT Now come on, they destroyed one another. 
l l.. 
" 
JACK Yes, well that's what I mean, but I think they were both 
brilliant in their own way. She was a really brilliant 
writer, so was he, and I think there was a certain amount of 
jealousy and friction, and then plus, probably the disappoint-
ment when they left a luxurious job. I suppose, it would be 
••• you know, they'd have probably had a decent old flat in 
London, and good money and everything, which he always had ••• 
(DISCUSSION ON WHAT TO DRINK) 
••• He had a big ambition to write a trilogy, that was his 
big thing you see. 
PAT He was going to be the only Australian••• 
JACK ••• but the point I was trying to make - they had this 
luxurious flat and money in London and then I think, a 
combination, he's probably got - starting to get this TB, 
which would make him tired and the weather wasn't conducive 
to it and they thought that with both their talents, they 
could go to this island in Greece, where things were cheap 
- write books, and live the life of Riley_, which didn't 
turn out that way. Because the books he wrote ••• oh, he 
wrote a lot of books, under the name of Martin Shane. 
Martin Shane? 
JACK Yes. 
PAT you know. Anything to get 
a quid as he said, because they were (poor) ••• 
JACK ••• and when they came back here, well they had to come back 
on a £10 immigration fee, that's how poor they were. 
Really? They migrated back to Australia? 
JACK Yes, Yes. 
) 
) 
PAT They arrived ••• 
JACK ••• and they never had - well the girls didn't have one 
thing - the kids. 
PAT Charmian and Shayne ;the little gir];.,and the two boys, 
did not have a shoe between them - I'm not joking. They 
had absolutely nothing ••• 
13 
' 
When they arrived? 
PAT ••• when they arrived back here in Australia. 
They came barefoot? 
JACK Yes, on the boat. 
PAT On a Greek ship. 
JACK Sh~ had a pair of thongs. Thongs, that's all she had. 
PAT Did she have thongs on? I know the kids had no shoes -
nothing. 
JACK Oh yes, well, and of course, by then and then the book got 
published and bang, he's got a loan and his royalties and 
it went on - he finished with plenty of money, you know, 
pretty well. 
He mentions in Clean Str,1w something about a two storey house in Sydney. 
JACK Yes, well that's the one that he was living in when he 
died. He bought that house,., just on a road down ~ Mosman 
Ferry. I forget the name of the road••• 
PAT Oh, Raglan Street. 
JACK ••• Raglan Street. 
PAT Do you know Mosman at all? 
No, I don't. 
Yes. 
JACK Well anyhow, it was one of these old houses, but beautiful 
you know, staircase he spent thousands on doing it up. 
_ II- WAJ f'Z...t__ 
OJ.... l. {Jt1f1JI-(.., " sort of house), when it was sold up it could've 
got anything from ~p60-70, OOO. 
PAT It was a t"errace house. Do you know what I mean by a terrace 
house? 
PAT Well that's what it was, one of those. 
He must <,vti,l~ .... ,l _ __ . I mean, I didn't realise he made that much from the 
book. 
PAT Oh, he did - he made a fortune out of it. Well not only 
that, that other book - I've forgotten the name of that 
••• 
~,Australians. 
) 
PAT The Australians. They made a packet out of that. 
JACK Oh, made a'. mint from that., 
--PAT But he told us that My Brother Jack;and it was because 
of all of his friends and one of his greatest friends was 
Russell Drysdale, the artist. He was marvellous to George. 
Yes, well he's supposed to be a very generous person. 
PAT Oh, he's a really wonderful person. He is. 
Well, when George was writing Brother Jack on Hydra or Kal,~~s ••• 
JACK H'dra, 
Hjdra - he didn't communicate with you to sort of check out any material? 
JACK Oh, no, no. If he had of, I think if he'd have left that 
PAT 
JACK 
book and sat down with me and I could have told. h ·~ 11,..<c..dowJ 
and things tf;;::r ~ff'~~- -- see during the depression, George 
was always working, he only had sort of a birds-eye view of the 
tk-t blokes in black coats andAout of work. He never went through 
it - we did. You see, we did, we lalew exactly the things we 
did to live, you know ••• 
He amused me,·r think in My Brother Jack••• 
and, these things - if he'd have only seen me and we 
could've talked things over a..~d I could've told him things 
- he could've made that book 100% better. He could have 
really••• but how he came to write it - he was very sick 
of course with the TB, and he might have been a bi~'tlelirium 
or home sicke\pss, nostalgia••• 
PAT ••• I think he thought he might die ••• 
JACK ••• and thought he was going to die, and he was thinking 
about his childhood and these little things, and one thing 
and another, and his wife said, well why don't you write a 
book and that's how ••• he probably told her and she wrote 
a lot - I think that's what happened. But he put al~these 
things in••• 
He would never have told you that though1would he? 
JACK Oh no, no. No, he didn't tell me that, but see, a lot of 
things the,e.- what he's done, he's taken little things that 
have happened and built a story around them - which is an 
author's job, when it's all said and done. 
PAT That's the art of ( ?? ? ) 
Most certainly is. 
JACK This is how we explained to the kids, when I lecture to 
them. An author - a good author - could for instance, 
write a book on us three people sitting here.. 
He could indeed. 
) 
IS 
"--
JACK If he's got the imagination, you see. It's like an 
English comedy, they can make a terrific comedy with two 
people or three people in it - can't they? Whereas the 
yanks have got to have an orchestra and dancing girls. Now 
that's just the difference in my book - between 
PAT 
JACK 
~v~ ,:;;--d tto-"'- l.."'"""o-r - the difference between an 
author ••• 
••• an artist 
••• who could make a story out of••• or house out of 
straw practically. 
What about the business in Brother Jack where you disappear for two years? How 
much a reality or fantasy is this? 
JACK Well, this was before I was married. I went up to the 
Wimmera - I was working for £1 a week, and tucker, on a 
farm driving h-0rses, because I was mad on horses and farms 
and things, and I worked, you know, 60-70 hours a week for 
£1, and my tucker and r~¥:~d. 1 t-, and of course, I wasn't 
married then, .but he gets that into a wrong context you 
see, that I went up there after I was married - which I 
didn't. * 
PAT None of that was true at all. We were quite amused about 
that 1 ( ? ~.? ) 
./ JACK But I can see how he got to get it in the book. 
What about heading off to South America and walking. •••• 
JACK Oh, that's 
, 
••• 
PAT No••• 
JACK Now, this is where another thing comes in. One time - this 
is again before I was married - a fella I met up in Horsham, 
was the Minister's son, he was out of work and so I was a bit 
homesick, so I came home, and brought him with me, because I 
used to stay at his place of a weekend when I got into town, 
so I brought him down home you see, an.d we went fruit picking 1 
up to Shepparton, and the fruit ran out - one thing and 
another, they••• during the depression time, and there's 
dozens of blokes there and of course, they couldn't sell 
their fruit, so they had to put us out and we didn't have much 
money, and what we had - we had a few beers and had our fare 
back to town you see. So we walked from Melbourne to 
~ l),o,..A Tt.rr- ,d(- k Elsternwick.lhome,) A about 6 or 8 · m, s
1 
and 
of course, a hot day, and we land at the front door and you 
know how you put it on aaah, {sigh), you know like, and 
ft... t J h-A 1Ti"r . 
c.A,c, 
) 
I do, I do. 
George, being younger, remembers this, you know, wellJ 
we must have looked dirty, .hedraggled, and tired ana 
one thing and anot\r, so he gets that little bit which stayed 
" in his memory and builds a story around it. Follow what I 
mean? 
PAT Well, he's . et w.r,te.r_ himself, he knows "f"·l...15. 
JACK 
PAT 
. JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
Well, that's the th~ng that happened) 7,;,J s<-<- • 
Well it rather amused me when he said about ••• 
Over here mum, the thing won't pick you up ••• 
You haven't got it onf 
He.has. 
Of course it's on, come and ••• 
PAT Well, he said about ••• he gave £50 when I was so very sick. 
Do you know, it would have been~I suppose, all the years we 
were married, he'd been in our house twice - he'd go past in 
his beautiful little car and everything, and he wouldn't 
even call in and ask his brother if he had anything to eat. 
In the depression years? 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
All the depression years. 
He had a guilt complex at the finish, 
should have done something because ••• 
He knows that he should have come ••• 
b-C:CAv.i e... 
l\he thinks he 
He was earning about £10 a week then, when the working man, 
you know,tradesman, was getting about 4, so he was on big 
money., 
If he ~.,.J. " J" I, at all, of course. 
JACK 
PAT 
Yes, and he wasn't married then ••• 
You see, Jack was out of work for three years and in that 
time, we had two children and at the time, I think, ~es, 
there was a third one on the way, and we were ~anaging 
alright, I mean, Jack would do anything to get a few bob, 
you know. 
What did he do to get a few bob, if you don't mind me asking? 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
Well I can remember him selling honey from door to door. 
I was a cook. 
He was a cook. He went down - where was it? 
JACK Poowong 
PAT ~oowong, and cooked for 
JACK •• for a road gang••• 
PAT 
JACK 
••• a road gang••• 
••• hiking the road • •• 
••• 
) 
) 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
J.ACK 
••• 
and he worked about 16 hours or 18 hours out of the 
24, because he wasn't a cook and he was so slow, and they 
"'""' finally bought/\100 wt. of peas to shell as well as do all 
the cooldng ••• 
~A<r<... I I . told them" to put their peas .P~ .C fY 51? ~ .. 
/;,,~(t/1#'~~ ihen he started, he took a job••• 
Oh, then I was selling fruit and vegetables down to Port 
'7 
'..!. 
Albert. We usep. to go right down there I o"" ll_' truck tL...;-~ ~loiq_ ,._4~ ·io',l:,o~ • ) 
fv"'"':) .1 a .... ti) 1,l.l'{ WelJ_, we shared a house with a fella named 
George 1'lliot - Elliot, Mass~1 Ferguson. 
7?? ) 
••• place in Camberwell and Dandenong. He's dead now. But 
he and his wif~ Pat and I shared a house~and he,worked in 
Oakle,tk.in a garage, and we got about ••• oh, he worked all , 
wk...o }.J 1,,.u>'\ 
hours to get that, ••• but anythow, he was an old bloke 
/\ 
a fish merchant, so he got the idea. .. He had a son down at ••• 
Port Albert. 
You know••• just off of Port Albert, but down say, Port 
Albert. He was a fisherman. So he had this old l)odge truck, 
well, it wasn't really a truck, it had been a motor car and 
the back-cut out you know, like a utility. But he couldn't 
drive - he was half blind and half deaf, and so George said 
well, 7u.._ can go with Tolly', 10;..,might get a quid out of it, 
so I said rightO-, so I had to drive~this Tolly - he lived 
out Collingwood. So I got this old Dodge truck - well! -
you used to get to the market oh, about 3 o'clock in the 
morning, and load up with, you know, any cheap vegetables 
and things we could get, and then we 'd : Mc:i w k them all 
the way down to Port Albert. Now in those days, the roads 
were terrible, in those days, we used to go down to 
Traralgon. From Traralgon, we'd go over to Gormondale, over 
the hills, down to Yarni.m, and that road was around the 
mountains, and it used to be you know, all <..O r-d vr-o.'j a --A 
( ~f't11i1d '), and everything, and this old bloody truck had,_ 
what do you call, mechanical brakes - in those days, that's 
all it had. Yell I woke up in a sweat sometimes; well I did 
afterwards, and I used to go with this - I'll never forget 
'the first trip. Horn didn't, oh yes, the horn worked a bit 
- not too good - you could hardly hear it. And the first 
time we get near the top of the hill and going around, and 
there's old Tolly sitting out on the mud guard - whooosh, 
slips the thing in first gear, 00000, he's whistling, you 
·) 
) 
couldn't have heard it five yards off! 
PAT ••• and then you'd pick up fish••• 
JACK ••• and then we'd pick up fish from his son and bring it 
back to the market, but we could hawk.it on the way back 
and what we got that would do us, and we'd do that twice a 
week, and we'd go down U\. c;..... dA.j"" ~ get there that 
night, sleep the night, leave the next day, and hawk the 
fish and get back here - have a da-js rest, and down we'd 
go again, and we'd make about 30 bob each out of it. But 
it was enough to keep the family going. 
PAT Oh well, it did keep us. 
You were together at that time? 
PAT Oh yes. 
JACK Oh yes, but mum had to stay home. 
PAT But he said that Jack had left me, and you know, well that's 
the only time he ever did - was when he went down tq Yarram ••• 
JACK 
PAT 
Before you resigned 
JACK 
PAT 
••• and up to .Poowong, ••• 
••• oh Poowong, but you were only there about two weeks 
••• 
Yes, I had to cook for 15 blokes - started off with seven 
which was alright, but there was no facilities much, just 
an old wood stove, and I finished up I couldn't cook anything 
because all the heat would go. I had to get the blokes to 
pack it all up with mud and then I'd have to get them 
rt.~" breakfast and~more came along, and they'd get further away 
and I'd have to cut lunches and they were paying,i-1 a week 
or something, for their tucker, so they weren't going to work 
and wash up or anything, I had to do ••• and they wouldn't 
give me an offsider, and when he brought this bag of peas, 
and I left them there - this was the boss, he came up one 
day, and the peas were still there and he started to go 
,,~ ,, 
crook, and I told him, p::el the bloody things yourself! I 
said. 11 I I ve had it!" I I d just had it by then. 
Oh, then he got ••• , at one stage, now, today, they get a 
reasonable amount, I don't say they get luxury or anything, 
but they do get enough that they can eat, when ••• about 
18 months, we had a little bit saved so that we didn't have 
to go on the dole, but it came to a time when. we really had 
to, and for a man and a wife and one child, we got 10/ ,6d a 
week, which was not given to you in money ••• 
) 
Ration, tickets? 
PAT You'd get so much to take to the butcher, and so much ••• 
JACK 
JACK/PAT 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
and it was the most degrading thing, you snuck into the 
"'rocer, and you were not allowed to buy butter, and you 
were not allowed to buy this - it was just the bare 
necessities; margarine, which was uneatable in those days, 
the very basic thingsl But the grocers were very good, 
you take what you want to that value you know, and I had a 
~ 
very good sister that looked after usA she was marvellous. 
But, then the unemployed decided that they'd strike - they 
didn't want this ration business - they'd work, they'd do 
anything, but give them the money. So by that time we had 
two children, so for a man and his wife and two children, 
you got 14 shillings ... 
I used to work ••• 
••• 21 hours a fortnight to get 28 shillings••• 
••• and out of that twenty- ••• 
We used to go up to the Balaclava junction - we made that 
pJf,i.;pr--lj_ 
big _" - -'field there. It was all sort of tip and every-
thing ••• we levelled it all out and you got 28 shillings 
for 21 hours work. 
But it was more dignified than sort of getting these 
cheques given to you ( . ). ~ - -
You couldn't even go around and cut hedges and lawns for 
many people, because nobody had money - oh, it was a 
shocking time. We couldn't afford you know, firewood or 
anything and ••• 
We had a gas ( -sfo,re). 
' We had a gas ••• penny in the gas slot meter, and I used 
to•••• 
••• and once a month a man used to••• just a minute ••• 
once a month the man used to come around and collect these p<n~1~J 
~ from the gas meter, and he happened to be a friend 
of mine - his little children and ours knew one another - hvt 
he had a job, and he showed Jack, that a piece of bicycle 
'fl>'..I 
tubin; Aunscrew this, and you unscrew that, and he fitted 
this over the thing, you see, and it didn't register, and 
you could have all the gas you wanted and all the heat, so 
we used to light the gas stove up - ._ -
JACK ••• open the ·door, f4 o-a,,.. "('r- ,:;,J... everything·-_ -
PAT We'd have every gas jet lit, and the children were beautifully 
warm, the whole house was nice and warm, and I didn't feel a 
/-:\ j 
) 
Why should you? 
PAT 
They should not. 
bit guilty about that ••• 
eff,~ WI~ 
My children shouldn't 'Acold~ 
PAT ••• so we used the gas GOID_pany up for a while, but since 
JACK 
then we've paid it back. 
Yes, they were funny days. 
night and play poker, ( 
I used to go out of a Friday 
? ? ? ) 
PAT Oh, he used to cut his mother's hedge and his sister's, and 
in those days they were all pr,~~i hedges, you know, well 
he do that and there'd be a day's work, and he'd get 5/-, 
well I would go up and do the washing and ironing for both 
families, and I'd get 5/-, and I'd work, oh a good six or 
eight hours to get that 5/-, and that paid our rent, but 
Friday night he used to go out with the 10/- to play poker, 
and believe you me, I prayed every minute he was out, and l,h-e_. 
~--: he didn 1t play poker, I'm sure it was our Guardian 
... 
angels and every night he would bring home the money and tip 
it back - he wouldn't only have the rent, he that much ( ??? } 
You didn't know a few tricks did you Jack? 
JACK No. 
Just a good bluffer, were you? 
JACK Just a bit lucky. Bit lucky. 
PAT I tell you the Guardian angels looked ••• God looked after 
us, believe you me. 
A lot of people he didn't look after at the time, unfortunately. 
JACK 
PAT 
Oh yes, it was terrible times. And yet there was so many 
like, y.ou know it was so ••• but the cruel part was when the 
war started, all of a sudden there's millions a day. It 
makes you wonder, like everybody's not communist from those 
days - it really does. 
??? ) 
JACK To think that you know, they'd let people starve to death, 
and there's a bit of a threat to England - not us! We weren't 
threatened ••• 
England, that's right. 
JACK It wasn't a th~eat to us ••• 
PAT And they put their ( ) 
JACK ••• and all of a sudden, it's a million a day. Alright when 
the Japs came into it, fair enough, but before they ever 
thought they were coming in. 
You I re not really the Jack of the book then 
1 
k~ 
PAT t./o way,. 
) 
••• that Jack seemed 
JACK 
That's right. 
JACK 
really crazy to get into the war, isn't he? 
Oh I didn't mind getting into the war - that part of it 
2. ( 
........._ 
.;J... ... t" 4-,.. 
didn't worry me. But the part/\worried m)or: 1o•'et"n,..J?,,.,,-.s./ 
what they will do, what they could do and should do. 
See that was the thing that worried me. Actually getting 
into the war at the time I had a job - I sort of felt I 
had to go and that was it. 
Were you ~s quick to join up as the story says? 
It was 
JACK No. I'll tell you why - there's a funny reason - another 
six o'clock 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
re~son why I joined • I used to play tennis ____ w~ Wt~- /,v,J 
at Brighton in those days, and we used to play tennis around 
at Lancock's Park - oh not Lancock's Park - Lancock Street, 
two or three tennis courts there, and my mate and I used to 
go and play, but we knew everybody - but right opposite was-
a Drill Hall, 46B - 46 Battalion, B Company, and we noticed 
it was Sunday - this was before the war - but blokes came 
out of there with bottles in their arms;half stung. Beauty/ 
you see, so we made a few discrete enquiries, and found out 
that if you joined the ,,.,,J,h~ they had a mess there, 
you see, you go in Sunday afternoon and have a drink and get 
a few bottles when you want it, you see. 
closing in those days, of course - nothing on Sunday. 
This was alright you see. So we could have our game of 
tennis, and hop over and have a few drinks, and take home a 
bottle. Well anyhow, we joined up, and got our uniforms, 
very proud of them and everything, and we were in it about 
a bloody month, and the war broke out. 
••• so they were stuck! 
qp,~~ ~o, you had been running around in a uniform, you 
can't sort of not join up. See. So they cut out the fr•~~~ 
~ mess. I had to wait three years before I became a 
Setjeatif"j before I could enjoy the delights of fL&.f. 
But then of course, we weren't AIF then, we were all going to 
join up as a battalion, you see, altogether when we ••• so we 
done a couple of camps down'at Balcombe, and one thing and 
another, and up near Seymour, and anyhow, I thought they're 
mucking around, and then 6'\j 'fr,-4 /-( c,-.,,L r decided 1,,1-(.'d 
join up, which ~e did - and it was a good thing. I joined 
early; when t~y finished, they all became the second ••• 
• • • twenty-second ••• 
••• second-twenty-second, they went to R...~!~vJ. 
About 80% of them were !tilled or captured ••• 
••• wiped out. 
JACK ••• wiped out practically. But Kel and I we got tired of 
waiting, so we joined up, and we missed out. And then I 
hurt my knee••••• 
CHANGE OF SIDE OF TAPE 
s,A .a.- ~rtr ~ 
JACK 
Good place to be/ 
PAT 
••• 4t" Pv e,/c.._~.,,) you see, then I - no I wasn·l t, I was 
still at Caulfield Racecourse) Vtli, h--.9) you know, 
and they had a big sports meeting, one thing and another, 
so.I used to do a bit of jumping, I went in the high jump -
No, wrong again! Joy was going to b~-!done the high jumping 
at school, and Joy was doing it at school ( ?? ? ) , 
so I came home on leave this- day, and I thought I'd show 
Joy how to high jump, you know, she was practicing, and I 
showed her how to do it, and I came down and done my knee. 
Not bad - so they sent me out to Heidelberg, and I was there 
for a while, and then they sent me back to Caulfield, so I 
was in the Armoured Division, you see, and then the Japs came 
into the war, and the Amoured Division was disbanded, and so 
I 1m hanging around, and hanging around, and I went one day 
- I got a bit disgusted, and went and saw the Captain, and I 
said what's going to happen,,I said, you laiow, hanging around 
here 7 He said, well look, can you ring up, he said, there I s 
a crowd going away, so I'll ring up and see if there's any 
AWOL and you can go with them. So he rings up and, oh he 
said, you better hang around for a couple of days. Well I 
said, there's a mob going back to Pucka on Friday, I'd like 
to go with them, i:t..d ~ ~ o~t/11;-t;_· He said, he said, alright 
then. On Friday, I went up there. The next day they paged me 
on the thing, I believe, I heard this after. But the last lot 
that went left for Singapore;before it was gone. I'm in 
Pucka then. And t~ all got done over. 
Yes, well very few of them came out of there. 
JACK See, so I missed it there. PJ1d then so I finished up, they 
sent me up to Darwin. And I was up Darwin. But then I never 
saw a shot fired in anger up there, so ••• 
Well; how do you feel about that? 
JACK Well, I don't mind - ~- -
PAT He volunteered - he couldn't do any more, could he? 
JACK You know, I can't do anymore, they sent me where they 
wanted to. But it's just how lucky I was, you see. 
-) 
) 
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PAT But (according to what ••• ) / 
Well you wouldn't have been here now. 
JACK Well that's a chain of events, you see. 
It is. 
PAT 
- '1ovtl ~ye flvvjAr 
The way George wrote it though, Ahe was ;0\.6-ta'J h--U"'1. 4Jt;; ..,,f-- 't:. 
Oh, yes mad keen. 
PAT His father was madly patriotic, so was his mother. My family 
were Irish, and were not patriotic. 
Good on you. 
PAT They were not. My father was in the first world war, and so 
was Jack's father. My father came back a physical wreck 
absolutely. He ha';,> 1-<s 1 4--'A · died before the second war 
but Jack's father really was a patriot, and I mean that. And 
I think he 1 d have been disgusted if Jack had~t. joined up. 
Now George, - this also migh~ sound mean - but he was a s·cart:d":J-
~ -cat, he would have died if he'd been put in a fighting 
area, so he joined up as a war correspondent. But I think he 
did get into - he didn't get into the action, but he was up 
Oh yes he has. 
near the front line, he must have been,I think. Because he'd 
written a few war books. 
JACK I think most of those correspondents, except the photographers, 
they sat back in the nearest pub, and just picked the brains 
of the blokes who had been there. 
He even r,ctu~ °th4J-) ~ ~. 
He doesn't make any secret of that. 
JACK Yes, but that's practiaally how I got in. Perhaps, if I'd 
never have worn the uniform, like in the ""- 1 /1-hv... - --
PAT You'd have been there - you were driving me mad. You would 
11 ,, 
have been there no matter what. That's how I got caught. 
Serve him right for being greedy. 
JACK Yes, but that was that. But anyhow ••• 
Could I ask you Jack, now, in the story you have a son Jack, how old would he be 
now? 
PAT 45 
Well, yes, he's my age - 46. Well he'd be, well, if he's 45, he'd be in the 
generation that I belong to, which wouldn't have been in the second world war and 
far beyond it at the time of the Vietnam war. 
JACK Oh, no he wasn't in those ••• 
IIo,-ne'd be too old for that sort of business, but ••• 
JACK He was in the call up. Remember when they had the compulsory 
PAT ••• had to do his national service••• 
Yes I had to do that too when I was at 20, or whatever it was ••• 
••• 
:_) 
JACK That's right, he had to do it. 
About three months at Puc\.punya.l,.. Well, do you just have the one boy? 
J\ 
PAT Yes, four girls and one boy. 
Well, what would you have felt, ~»Ja. both of you, if he'd been of fighting age 
at say, the time of the Vietnam war. What would you have thought about that? 
JACK Well, I'd have thought he, you know, he'd make up his own 
mind if he wanted to enlist. I wouldn't have tried to stop 
him. But••• 
PAT We wouldn't have told him we thought he ought to go. It 
would have been entirely up to John, and if John thought he 
shouldn't go, I wouldn 1 t have felt he was a coward. B.ecause 
I don't believe they should have been there. But that was 
my opinion. 
You don't think they should have been there ••• well I certainly don't think ••• 
PAT No, I don't. 
Well, what did you think about that Jack? 
PAT 
JACK 
No way. 
No. I don't think it was the right thing to do in any 
case. The French had been there a hundred years, trying to 
fight them, and they couldn't. The Yanks went there, which 
was the cause of all this bloomin' muck up it is now. From 
-the day the Yanks took all ·their tro~ps out of Vietnam, and 
we took ours, and that, the economy started to drop. Kow you 
work it out - the employment ,it- n-l-~{s to keep half a million 
troops in the field - for America - now we had probably 
10,000, and all the materials, the food stuff, the tin stuff, 
tk.. ~-e.~/s ••• 
Oh, war's good for the economy••• 
JACK Well that's right - and as soon as they stop war - I've just 
) been reading about the British Navyf;f1 the old days. It Yas 
the same then with war. When the war - no war on, all the 
sea-captains, all that, were put off on half pay, all the 
sailors out of work •• 
PAT Are you ready for a fort yet? 
Yes, I am, thank you Pat. 
JACK k)'\-ew Everybody was praying for a war. They A they'd get killed, 
and the terrible, horrible, circumstances, and thafsthe same 
in the economy in the world today, it 1 s still the same. 
Wel~t I must say, I agree with you~ the Eagle family, well my father, he bought a 
farm up in New South Wales in 1932, I think, just before I was born, I was born in 
a933, he'd hardly bought it when the wool growers, wheat growers situation 
) 
~ 
collapsed, and so we were poor for years, and then, I know my parents only got 
some money when the wool boom, which was associated with the Korean war, because 
they wanted lots of wool, for uniforms, to send all the Americans into the cold 
climate. 
JACK Yes, well this is true. Well you can imagine what it did to 
America. Half a million men going back, with no trade, ••• 
PAT 
JACK 
••• and England••• 
••• nothing. And all the factories, all the factories, that 
were making those things collapsed, more people unemployed. 
And that's the start of it - it's the pattern of history. 
~ war, a depression, time of plenty, war, it's the way it 
K 
goes - it's the way the capitalist system works. 
,, 
Yes, that's what I think about it. 
JACK &1d I'm not a communist or anything ••• but I can't see••• 
PAT No, but of course, we say these sort of things, Jack's dad 
when he was alive, he used to classify us as communists. 
You lmow, if you don't agree with the establishment·, you I re 
not supposed to be able to think for yourselves. And this is 
the problem today - the kids are more educated than my 
generation, and Jack's father's generation before me, and 
they're able to think and they can see the injustices••• 
Some can. There's a pretty massive campaign at the moment to just depress the 
country. 
JACK That's right. 
An awful lot of young people just leading fairly depressed lives at the moment, 
I thihka And I think that's fairly - well there's no-one saying it's intentional 
on the Government side, but that suits them••• 
JACK That suits them. 
PAT Well that's how they ••• I think it suits them. 
JACK Oh, they can pick and choose who they want now. 
You know, I look back seven or eight years to when the Whitlam Government came 
into power, and just before they came into power, all over Melbourne, you would 
see people driving around with cars, and they 1d have, sort of stickers and things 
m their cars, which would be in some way idealistic abo11r' something that 
they wanted fixed up, or they felt should happen - all that's gone now, and ••• 
ill\ PAT Except .Jl"On' t rubbish Australia - Mal' s doing a good 
enough job.'' I rather like that one. Well George was 
definitely against the Vietnam war. Sick and all as he 
was, he marched in the demonstrations. Do you want a 
cigarette? Well I've only got a couple, so ••• 
JACK Oh, don't worry about me, I'll have my pipe. 
I wondered.how you felt about that, and I wondered how he felt about that ••• 
PAT Oh, he felt Yery strongly against it. 
In Brother Jack, he makes a big thing about how the good old Australians will 
always be· off and into any sort of adventure, as if it's a noble thing to go off 
1.3-ver 
to - well, some people were saying that for theAwar, and first world war and 
second world war, but I don't think he could be saying that at the time of 
Vietnam, I think Vietnam finished all of that. 
PAT 
JACK 
Yes, it was. 
PAT 
That's right. 
PAT 
Yes. 'V' am • .,L 
JACK 
Finished all of that, yes. 
M~ Coi/wf!:/1 c.v. I I< d. it the right name, the dirty, filthy, 
unwinable war. 
I\ 
And the tragedy was so many young lives were lost for 
nothing. 
were. 
TheyAjust wasted. I'm really delighted to find•••• 
••• that we both agree on that. 
Yes, well back to the book! · Skip the 
discussion. 
philosophical 
Alright. I've got a couple of not?s here~ Over the years, you know when George 
was away and in Greece, you got no letters, or heard ••• 
BAT Not a word. 
JACK We got one, when he wanted me to sponsor a Greek n, 11 rt,"' f- o...; t • 
PAT Oh that's right, yes. 
JACK ••• which I did. 
When would that have been? 
JACK Oh, nineteen-•••••• 
PAT Now wait a minute, I can tell you exactly. John was married 
when he was twenty-one, he was born in 1934, so it would have 
been '55. And Jack - see George, he wrote a book over there 
called The Sponge Divers, and this young Greek was very 
helpful. Now he wanted to come to Australia, and because 
George was not living here, he couldn't sponsor him. Then 
he wrote and asked Jack if he would do it. Well we had that 
young man living with us for two years. .And we never - he 
never wrote and said thanks for having him or anything else, 
just the one letter asking us, and we didn't hear another 
word until the book appeared, then he wrote and told us that 
WclS he was doing it, and " sure would 
in the meantime, he was on his way 
be delighted with it, and 
back. And he came before 
av~-1-
his wife and children. George was a very - well weAcouldn't 
believe it was George. He was so ill. Then he went with 
this American, he did the photography and George did the 
script, and he finished that in hospital where they removed 
-') 
one of his lungs, and found the other one was very nearly 
gone too. He was a physical wreck when he came back to 
Australia. He really was. 
He does say rather idly .in Clean Strai.1, he never had any letters from Jack, but 
Sheila keeps in touch, that's you Pat -
PAT Yes~ 
••• well that's fictionising again, I take it, that ••• 
PAT Yes, all the time he was in Greece, I never wrote to him; 
But while he was in hospital I did. But he was back in 
Australia, and I wrote to him because I knew he wasn't 
getting on with his wife, and I had had TB myself as a 
youngster, and I knew exactly how depressed you can be, and 
how lonely you feel, and how isolated, you know, with TB -
although in my day it was a lot worse than Georges, no cure 
in our day. So I used to wr1te to him frequently, we 
couldn't go up there very often, we still had kids at 
JACK 
PAT 
school we were paying fees for. We went up once or twice~ •• 
••• yes, a couple of times••• 
••• but I did write to him~ fair bit. 
Could I ask a personal one1 Is your son - your children, the girls, are brought 
up in Catholic schools. 
PAT All of them. 
John too? 
PAT/JACK Oh yes. 
There's a joke in here about the others are for the Pope, but not for the boy. 
PAT I'll tell you something, the Pope's got him too. 
Has the Pope got him! 
JACK Yes, he's got me. 
~~ 
I 9av~. "r=' fighting r r JQJ~ ,l 
1 
_) How do you feel Jack? 
JACK Good. Good, best thing I ever did. 
PAT He didn't get any pressure from the family. That's entirely 
up to you what your faith is, but I had been brought up a 
Catholic, and I - it was good, I was getting a lot out of 
it, and I felt that I couldn't teach my children anything 
else. So Jack didn't object. When he married me, he said 
That I s right 
PAT 
yes. In those days you had to say, well you wouldn't interfere 
with people••• 
Well of course,_that 1 s gone by the board now. But in those 
days, you had to give your word that you would have your 
children brought up Catholics, and they all were, and they're 
all practising Catholics. 
) 
Well that 1s very interesting. 
JACK Oh yes, we've got a wonderful family •. We've got a 
grandson that plays football for Hawthorn, I 1ve had••• 
PAT Don't brag about your family ••• 
JACK ••• wait on••• two grandaughters who have represented 
Victoria with basketball, 
:pAT 
JACK 
••• netball••• 
••• 
netball, alright, we've got a grandson now that's 
going to - representing Victoria in the Under 13 Soccer 
team, going to Hewcastle next month, and 
PAT ( ??? ) 
JACK ••• and another grandaughter, my son's daughter ••• 
PAT She represented Australia••• 
JACK She went over to Canada for rowing, and they won the 
Canadian championships~ 
PAT 
JACK 
But they'te all sport happy, my family, the whole lot of 
them.' 
My son played. footy for Sandringham. 
Son-in~law played for St. Kilda. 
Was he a Johnstoni 
PAT/JACK No. Russo}. 
PAT Russo. 
We had fifteen of them, teachers. 
JACK C~alkies. 
PAT C{alkies. 
I won't put my comment on the tape. 
JACK But, oh, they're very happy in it, they like it. 
PAT We've got a very- good family, and they're a very united 
family. If one's in trouble, they're all there to see 
what they can do. And that's very gratifying when you 
look back. 
Going on to the things that George, sort of took f"o..., somewhere, and ,,...."-k '"' l~ 
something else - about a year ago, I was reading a book about the, a woman, a 
painter called .Clarice Beckett, - she's a lovely painter; and in this book it 
described a murder cctSe, that took place in the 1920's, and after I had read a 
few lines, I thought, my God, this is the Jessica \,/A1murder case ••• 
PAT . -rk ,one that George wrote about 
••• now, from reading that book, it would seem that Sam B~rlington, is the 
,, 
painter called Colin CoJ-..ahan• Uow did you ever go to his flat as ••• 
o.l/ 
JACK To us that 1 sA a mystery. See George never ever left home1 
that's one, until he got married. He never left home, it 
.... 
was no rushing out with th-e typewriter ••• 
_:) 
) 
PAT I'll tell you he was his mother's darling, his father's 
white haired boy. 
No beltings? 
Jia.GK No. 
PAT No. Never. Look his father never belted them often enough 
- that was the problem. 
JACK But as I say, it was a mental thing with George. 
PAT It's true! 
JACK Because actually, I was a bit of a larrikin. Not a~ 
fella if you understand, but I liked to get out up to the 
billiard room ••• 
PAT He.was more an extrovert, you know, he had plenty of mates 
very popular ••• 
JACK ••• you lmow and go dancing, and pick up girls, and all 
that sort of thing, well fair enough, and I'd be home late 
and dad would be waiting for me and I could always pitch 
him a tale, you know, telling him about the girl I took home 
and whatnot, and missed the tram and had to walk home. Was 
she a Catholic ( 1?? ) . So it was alright -
but George, because he was sort of brilliant, he could paint, 
so they thought he vould be an artis~, he could paint a bit 
and draw, he was a pretty clever drawer, and then he started 
"f1u5 writing
1
one thing and another - well he was home more 
often. And I used to come home and I'd pitch him the tale, 
you lmow, and sort of elaborate and everything, and I think 
it made him a bit envious, that he couldn't do the things I 
could do - iecav.s e it wasn I t within him. And then I suppose 
dad thought well Jack's gone this way, and I don't want 
George to do it - he might have rer»eejse.d him a bit. But I 
don't know, but he seemed to have had a hate against dad in 
that book. 
Well he does, that's right. 
JACK And yet I can't understand for a while ••• 
Well I mean ( ·J71 
. 
) real part of it, he comes over as a bit of a monster 
in the book, doesn't he1 
JACK Yes. 
PAT But he wasn't. He was a great big man, as I say when I 
first saw him, he frightened the life out of me, this great 
big fellow, you lalow, and I was only a .six stone little 
girl, and he had a very bitter tongue to me. Alw~\YS 
something wrong with Catholics - if there was a murder, they 
would happen to have an Irish name or something, see bloody 
. -~ 
· .. J 
) 
Catholics again - all this sort of thing. But it didn't 
worry me, and I used to thin7 Oh,silly old fool, you knoY. 
My grandmother used to always say, you feel sorry for ~ 
people like that, you lmow, they've missed the tram. We 
were the chosen race, ( '??? ) we had to feel sorry 
for them. 
JACK But of course, you mightn't understand, but there was a lot 
of b:lf<r~ in the early days between the Catholics ••• 
I realise that. 
JACK But it all finished up amicably enough, and ••• 
Well particularly at the time of the first world war, because the conscription 
(ss~e.. s,/,f along Catholic/Protestant lines. 
PAT And it was very general. I remember when we were little 
kids going to school) -t, ..... 'j little kids about this big, 
we'd call out to the- kids g~ing to the other schools, proddy 
dogs, and they'd be calling out ••• 
Yes that's right, we did that • 
PAT ••• but in reality, we were quite good friends. But you 
realise the Irish people back in the early days - they had 
a hatred of the English, and I Ja.,,.'+ k~ w if the English 
had it, but I was brought up with Irish grandparents, and 
this was instilled into us. But my grandmother, never 
hate~ anybody, she used to say oh you feel sor!7 for them 
love, we are the chosen ones, you know, you pray for them 
- this was gran's attitude. But grandpa ••• 
JACK ( ,n 
•I• 
PAT ••• Johnston was different. If you were Catholic, you were 
definitely no good. No way in the world were you ••• and 
of course, we were married twelve months when you got out 
of work, and I remember, he didn't lrn.ow I heard it, but I 
heard him say to Jack, when Jack came home and said that 
he'd lost his job, he said, well I told you, he said you 
shouldn't have married a Catholic. And this was the whole 
thingl And of course, George used to hear this, and I 
think he really felt sorry for me, and this is how we were 
close, you know, and I •••• 
t"''"lt JACK Oh, I really~though, he did really love you in his way ••• 
PAT ••• well in a sisterly sort of way ••• 
JACK Yes, yes. Oh well, I think he you know ••• because you were 
the o.nly one he•••• 
PAT 
JACK 
••• well I could talk to him 
••• talk to him 
••• 
PAT ••• and I felt sorry for him. And he'd come and talk to me 
"'4 ~ /«e '\ 
about things he should·/\ tatking to his father or mother 
) 
about, and he just couldn't. And of course,I think it's 
pretty general, see I didn't have a mum, so I had nobody 
a. 
to talk to, and I had to find••• mind you, we were b~rders 
with the nuns, and they were really good. They'd tell us 
all the things they thought little girls should know. So 
we had really a pretty good relationship with the nuns. 
So you never met a Sam B.urlington, or any ••• 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
No •. 
We met a few of his journalist mates, but there was no 
Burlington, or whatever he calls that fellow in the book, 
I've forgotten now, ••• 
N~,I think his memor-~ gone back, I think, during that 
time••• 
PAT There was a murder ••• 
JACK ... there was a murder, and I think he's remembered this 
and he's put himself into it. 
"That's right. That's what he 1s done, I think. 
JACK ••• because he never ever left home. See in the book, he 
said he left·home, and one thing and another, well he never 
ever did,until he got married. 
PAT There was one thing that came out of that book very strongly 
to me, that George realised in himself, that he was a 
tno.ru I coward). 
Oh well, he gives Helen a terrible time in the book,but he gives himself a far 
worse time. 
PNC •••afar worse time, yes. And he really was a MDr~I coward. 
He was working ••• 
But that I s what he seems to admire about Jack, that he wasn't - - -
PAT Yes well Jack can face things. If you've got an enemy, 
When is this Pat? 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
you can't run away, you've got to stand and face that enemy. 
Now, his father was dying for two years, and he was in 
11¥\w,u,e "\,r 
Sydney, and death was very 1, ~, and the Doctor said to 
me, well - I was nursing him••• 
Way back in about nineteen 
Nineteen-fifty ••• 
••• 
••• it would have been 1950~ 
Somewhere around that~ 
1950, dad would have died, and George was in Sydney. 
He~hadn 1 t gone overseas then? I 
C ~ ... ) 
PAT No. And he said - the Doctor said to me, get the ;1\· tell 
all the family that they should be here, so I r-,.,,.J /'hr-iJ..;j 1' 
-) 
Yes, very sad that. 
to George, and I wasn't able to speak to him, I left a 
message for him to ring home. Well a week went by and we 
heard nothing. So I rang again and again and again. And 
finally, the i?ditor said, George is in Melbourne, he has 
gone down to see his father. He arrived two hours after 
his father had died. He was re-married by this time. 
If I, 
He said He's gone down to see his father, and I thought oh 
well ha'll be there. And his father died and George 
arrived, three or four hours after dad had died. He'd 
been in Melbourne two days, and he'd taken his first wife 
out and around every\..lhere, and he did not come near his 
father. And of course I paid out on him because dad kept 
asking for him. 
JACK Well we finished up we had to dress the,nephew ••• 
PAT I dressed Jack's sister's boy who was very similar in build 
to George, in George's uniform he wore. It was still there 
at his mum's home, and I brought hira in to dad••• 
The correspondents uniform? 
JACK 
PAT 
Yes. 
No. Yes. And I thought - I knew dad couldn't see very well. 
)I ,, 
And I said look here's George. And the boy acted the part 
beautifully, and dad died happy, thinking George was there. 
And I paid out on him, and if you could've heard me when he 
~ ~ 
got there. And he said ~h well I just couldn't face it. I 
couldn't bear to see him suffering. I said we couldn't 
either, but somebody had to be here, and you knew he kept 
'7t;,'V 
asking for you and you wouldn't come. The day of the funeral, " 
as I say Jack's father and mother were very patriotic, he 
arrives out there with a bright red tie on, comma: tie -
actually he wasn 1 t a commo, but he was giving you the 
opinion he was. .And I said do you think you I re wearing 
that to the funeral. And he said yes, why not. I said look 
your mother would be broken hearted, here's a black tie to 
put onJ for respect. Well we had to fight with him, didn't 
we, to get that tie on. Actually, he was a very f'unny 
character. 
I'M sorry, I just missed one detail here, sorry, who was it you dressed up in ••• 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
My nephew••• 
Jack's sister ••• 
My elder sister's son. 
Who was very similar in build and feature-wise and everythin~ 
, he could have passed for George••• 
) 
) 
That's a strange tale. 
PAT ... ~ad's eyes were going, he couldn't see. And he hugged 
him, didn't he, he really thought it was George, and then 
he died. 
JACK Yes so, (olhpl.1'~ as I said earlier, I didn't finish it, 
he had everything going for him, he was on the top of the 
tree, everything was right in his life, except himself. You 
know he could have gone anywhere. I just, you know ••• 
I was never envious of George - I was always proud of his 
achievements. I've never been envious of anybody, you 
know, I can stand on my own two feet. Got a good wife, 
lqvely family, 70 now, and going to be 71 and still going 
you know, and I never wanted much, you know. 
PAT Man of very simple tastes, is my husband. 
Well, reading Brother Jack, I think something that comes over clearly to me, is 
that the very complex person is admiring of, or envious of, or something, the 
simple person, and that's where Jack, in the book, Jack comes over, he sort of 
is to be admired because he doesn't have to worry about all these things that 
sort of tear David Meredith to pieces. 
JACK That's right. 
PAT And at the very finish of that book t,.;~ fLvr- 011t" ~ /h.L;,, 
he admires the good tf"r.\1f s · in his brother. Jack would 
never let anybody down. George would. 
That's right. 
PAT You see, he had arranged, and that was really clear, he had 
arranged to go and meet Jack's friends and he was making all 
' t...."'f pe~--tl the excuses, oh he'll be here, somethings_ ~ , and I 
didn't know that he'd remember that, but he did, because he 
put that in the book, and I thought, well at least he had a 
conscience. 
Jack, was there a Snowy Bretherton or a \DYd 13-e~ll'\-ttf ? 
JACK Yes, Yes, they're both true. 
They're real names, are they? -Jj~ ~11,,..er.,.., ~-~ CL? - - -
JACK Yes. 
Did you fight those characters? 
JACK Yes. 
PAT The plumbing bit wasn't true. 
Oh, it should have been trueJ 
v.l I 
PAT/"fA-CI( That I s one of the fi.rst questions/\. the kids ask. 
JACK See now, what really happened, I was on••• well I was 
working for a plumber, and I was getting 12/ ,6d a week 
) 
In Bourke Street? 
and I had to do my six/nine months, you know, before you're 
apprenticed; after nine months the boss came to me and 
bvi <-
said well we've apprenticed you John, he said,Ayour wages 
w JII drop to six shillings a week. So I went home and 
told mum I got the sack - I wasn't going to work for six 
bob a week! But, what really happene~we were building a 
building in Bourke Street, or we were doing the plumbing on 
it, next to the - there used to be a Synagogue there I can 
remember, something real old••• 
JACK Yes. On the left up from Elizabeth Street. There used to 
be a Synagogue there, next door, I can't remember the name 
of this building ••• 
PAT It's long before your time. 
JACK But I was on the roof, and I heaved a bit of wood over the 
top, you know, which is criminal on a building, just not 
thinking either, it was over and hit the foreman on the 
head. And that's - you know I've come home and told him ••• 
Four teeth? 
and another time I was sent out to the Victoria Brewery, to 
help a fellow we used to call Texas Jack, oh, he was a big 
raw bloke, big ginger moustache came down here, and he 
had four teeth, he used to ( ??? ) clean these teeth. 
Oh, he was a surl1 old bugger. 
JACK Yes. Two at the top, two at the -bottom - just enough to 
hold his bite, and we were putting new pans in the toilet, 
you see, and in those days you either heat up a big pot of 
bitumen which they used to put around this bitumen, it's 
concrete you know, cement now, but it used to be this black 
hot p, • fe,.~ , like stuff, you see, and the painters had 
just painted it and he's doing this, and I've got to bring 
in the pitch - or the bitumen, and the door was openJheld 
with a stick against it you see, and I wasn't ~JJ ~~ ~.j 
·fk.-e,,.,1 a"' this big ,iron pot full of boiling bitumen wns 
pretty bloody heavy. And going in I accidentally kicked 
this stick and it scratched the door a bit, aa:1, he called 
a~ ~t 
me,,.awkward bugger, and he"me with his snips, solup with a 
lump of wood and I clouted him, and he after me. Well up 
the stairs, up on the roof, over the roof, he's chasing me! 
I got down and I went home. So the next morning I knew 
there was a gang working on the wharves, and they had an 
) 
old "Ford truck that used to pick them up and take them down 
there, so I fronted up there next day. So that ft?r.e~AY\.---
\'kvhat are you doing here Jackt'Well I said, I told him the 
llA •, 
story, ~oh he said you'd better come back down with us. 
So the next thing, I'm down at the wharfs, sitt~ u.r..,~ 
the roof, putting new sheets of iron on you see. ..11'ook bolts 
go through, and the washer on, and you got to paint around it 
to stop the water going through - and I was painting these 
and had a big thing ti\'fr'',..._J off the en°jlooking down 
at the boats, oh, I thought it was beautiful. The next 
thing I see the boss coming up in the truck, but he never 
said a thing, the foreman squared off for me. So th1'iext 
thing we're on another job. And this Texas Jack's there. 
I think it was Tattersall's building, in the eity/ 
to be quite frank, and I used to boil the billy, you see, 
build a fire, put a couple of kerosine tins of water, and 
all the men would bring a billy with a little packet of tea 
and sugar or whatever, you see, you'd collect all them and 
when the billy - you'd fill 'em all up and put them on a 
5,')(.,..,~ "'UL. 
stick and take them up to them, and they'd give you ·A_ a 
week for that - all except Texas - Texas Jack would never 
JC-'\S...lt._ WO,.;~ ,,,., . .,.... '"' '"'-,_s 
pay me. So I Yent to the foreman one day, she.Le./ T SCt,d. 
Well he said, punch a hole in his bloody billy., Y.ou know, 
punch a hole in his billy. So I got a punch, and went bang 
anu put a great hole in the bottom of his billy. Next day, 
he knocked it out and soldered over it! The plumber - t._._ f ,.._,4, 
Cl ~ /-e_... 1 ~ ·. a bit of tin and mends it like that: ! 
And then, at this place, I'll never forget the things he 
did.,You 1£? get nightmares at times .• This building, 
Tattersall thing - oh, about six stories high, I think - so 
one da.J then, the boss said I want you to go over and 
punch a hole, he said, you know, go down, he said, and I'll 
tell you when to stop and count every brick or something_) 
I forget now. So he got a bloody long pole out, with a lot 
·or sand bags on the enq on the end is a pully and ropes and 
a little seat,) about this size, see, so I had to sit on 
this seat, he said, now when you're alone and you want to 
stop, you put a - he showed me the thing to do - and I was 
sitting on this bloody thing. Well I hitched her up and I'm 
banging away, and oh gawd, I'm frigh{~~'m going to drop 
1f I I/ 
the ~k,se.J/· and go down and hit somebody. There's no 
things, you lmow 
PAT . ??? ) 
••• scaffolding ? :r 
JACK ••• scaffolding, in those days. Oh, but thank God, wouldn't 
" go up for a million dollars now. 
Oh, no you wouldn't. 
JACK Yes. Just this damn pole with a few sandbags on the end, 
and there I am, you know, about a hundred feet up from the 
crowd, sitting on this thing banging w, tL.. A. sleda,:'t kit-. ~'(>.,.. .. 
Oh, gee, I wouldn't be doing that. 
JACK Well I thought it was marvellous, until I looked down. But 
I did the job - it was alright. But now, you know, oourse 
wµen you're young you don't think I suppose. 
Could I ask you, was there anyone you know that sort of corresponds to Gavin Turl~? 
The Gavin Tur1t in the book? 
JACK No, he was a reporter wasn't he? Who would that be - ••• 
Jee we knew Turlll~, see this is where he gets the name 
-) Turl~) they were a family that lived around - oh, hefore 
J 
your time __ _ 
PAT No, well I don't know anybody ••• 
JACK ••• in Clarence Street, or something, they came from up 
Wedderburn way, and everyone in the family could play a 
a musical instrument. They were a clever mob. Turlt,~ 
their name was, now, this Gavin Tur~ he's remembered 
this name Turlt!j you see, that's stuck in his head. Now 
who he was referring to could have been one of his 
reporter mates, or something, you see. 
So you never met•••• 
~ JACK No. There was no original Gavin Turl~j~ 
Was youAparent's house called Avalon? 
PAT Yes. 
JACK Yes. 
Where was it Jack? 
JACK 
11 Buxton, that's right. 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
It's still there? 
In 11 Buxton Street, Elsternwick. 
And it was changed after that - he changed it to 
Lockead, but when he got to this thing on writing about 
sailing and all that ••• 
-:Chat's right, yes ••• 
I think some of our ancestors came out on the Lockead or ••• 
Yes, grandma __ _ 
••• and changed the name to Lockead, but I don't know if 
it's got that name on it now. The house is still there. 
JACK Yes. Number 11. 
) 
Lockead? 
JACK I don't know if the name's still on it. 
Where was Beverley Grove? 
PAT Actually, that would have been lvlackie Grove. 
JACK Mackie Grove. That's where he lived. 
PAT Running parallel with ••• 
JACK Hawthorn Road, off Cheeseman Avenue. 
Parallel with Hawthorn, it's a road off Cheeseman Avenue ••• which suburb? 
PAT/JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
East Brighton. 
( i?? ) 
Right there near the end of Hawthorn Road where••• not 
far from the terminus. 
East Brighton, oh. I'd always thought it must be Glen Iris because••• 
PAT He did live in Glen Iris when they were first married. 
JACK 
They lived there for a little while before they went into 
:Mackie Grove. 
Hackie Grove is the one he talks about, he planted a tree 
or something. I don't know how long he reckoned he was 
going to live there to see it grow. 
TL... !vj'"' 1v,n.. Is that a real incident? 
JACK No. No. 
PAT As (far as ••• ) he might have put a tree there. 
JACK He might have put a tree there. I couldn't imagine him 
. tt • vp J. h f th • I -1- h d t s1 1ng~on ~ e roo, or some 1ng - wasn v e suppose o 
be sitting on the roof? 
Actually, there's actually_a weak spot in the book at that point because ••• I 
always think it's a weak spot because the neighbours start complaining about the 
tl'VL .;,t.._~ 
roots of the tree cracking the path next door. Now, it'sAa lot of people at the time 
despised gum trees and they didn't like tree roots cracking ••• 
h/0,1,0 jACK 
PAT 
·.He wouldn't have been in the_/\ house long enough. 
_He wouldh 1 t1 have lived there twelve ( th. o~tLs) . 
No, no, exactly. I mean, well surely gum roots don't crack concrete anyhow. 
JACK No they go straight down, they're more tap roots, aren't 
they? 
But even if they were going to, it would have been seven or eight years before that 
happened••• 
PAT ( ?77 .... ) 
JACK That's right, yes. 
Because I'm a keen gardener, and I've got a few gum trees in my garden 
••• 
JACK Yes, well you know. 
••• that bit always feels a bit tus' to me. 
JACK Yes, well to me it does too. As he said, he planted it 
as a ~esture of revolt, wasn't it? 
PAT Oh, yes, because he was having trouble with Helen at the 
" :--'\ 
. -J 
) 
JACK 
PAT 
Because Helen only wanted the flash ones around the place 
there, she did, yes. 
Well that's true. She was that type. She only wanted her 
own friends. And she didn't appe~r to have very many, 
because whenever we were there, there was nobody there. 
She was very lonely. She wouldn't do a11y entertaining or 
anything. 
You haven't seen her for thirty years? 
JACK No. 
You don't know if she still calls herself Johnston? 
JACK No. She could be married now, I don't 1mow. She wouldn't 
get married because George always kicked in. He always 
paid her. Even after they were divorced I think he still 
paid her. 
PAT Oh yes, he did. Actually, the stoI"J about her was, he wrote 
and sent her a rough copy of the book before he had it 
published, and she was delighted with the character he gave 
her. And I was horrified, and he was a bit afraid that 
maybe she wouldn't like that character. A..~d frankly, I was 
amazed that she did like it, but it seemed that when the 
book was so successful, she tried to get••• 
JACK She tried to sue him, for defamation of character. But 
he kept the letter. 
PAT But he'd keftthe letter that she'd written him, you see. 
JACK See, she was that cold. She had this in mind all the time. 
I'm sure. He asked her, and he got a letter back saying she 
was delighted with it and everything. And fortunately, he 
kept the letter, and then when he gets the Solicitor's letter 
from her solicitor, later;, found out they were going to 
sue him for defamation of character, one thing and another. 
, He gave the letter to his Solicitor, and that was the end of 
it. 
Really? Have you ever seen those letters? 
JACK Oh no. I , never saw them, no George was telling us about 
them. 
PAT George sat one night about, oh, a month or so before he 
died - we were visiting him. And he sat from 9 o'clock 
one night until 5 in the morning, going over his life •. 
Almost like as if he was going to confession to a priest. 
And I'd say, oh George, look, you've had enough. Don't 
go on any more. And the tears would be running down his 
face - IVP, I must tell you, I must tell you. And we were 
just so heartbroken about it all. We didn't want him to 
_--) 
) 
JACK 
PAT 
tell us. But he wanted ••• it was almost like as if he 
lrn.ew he was so close to death, and he wanted to tell 
somebody about their life back in f-l'jt/itll; . the 
terrible life they had, how they, oh)$k. ~dj Ad/-t~ J,._,,.,..1 
Charmian 
___ ~_A_ ~ fov;Lf- __ _ 
and oh, I believe - ••• you don't know Gabrielle from 
Bendigo? 
PAT Well somebody, I don't know whether it was Gabrielle, or a 
friend of Gabrielle~ visited them back there, and stayed 
with them for a while, and they said it was just dreadful 
the way they used to fight. Physically fight. Break bottles, 
and cut••• well Charrnian gouged all his face, and oh dear, 
it was dreadful. And he told us all of this. Didn't he? 
Every little detail, we got in those hours. 
This is about a month before he died? 
PAT Yes, just about a month before he died. 
Yes well actually there are••• in Clean Straw. for Nothing, there are a lot of fists 
get flung around one way or another. And he wouldn't be as strong as you Jack, I 
don't think? 
PAT Oh, he was a very•••• 
JACK Not now, not at the finish. But he was a big boy. He 
was a bit taller than me, and he was a pretty good athlete. 
I got him interested in footy for a while, and we used to 
play footy together. And he wasn't a bad footballer, and he 
could have been a good runner. This bloke wanted to take 
Sfu""e/f 
him to the .. A- Gift, but he wasn't interested, you lmow. 
And for I suppose, wh~t, four or five years before the war, 
was it - yes before the war, we played footy together. Dad 
and mum used to come and watch, and dad would be go:s::tf 
umpire, you know, we were pretty close in those four years. 
And then the war intervened and that was••• well it was up 
till the war. 
PAT And then he met his first wife. And as I say, she was a 
ve-ry pretty girl, and I think he kissed her and thought he 
had to marry her - I'm sure that must have happened because 
he didn't - he told me he had no love whatsoever for her -
he just didn't know why he married her. 
You don't....~- you're not going to accept .the four years of love-making on the couch••• 
JACK No. 
PAT No way. It wasn't true. She was a prude. It couldn't ••• 
JACK And he wouldn't have lmown what to do anyway ••• 
_--) 
) 
PAT Th.1s u;·:/"''-4 c17111,o"" 0f !,"" .. It's funny, he was a very 
~ 
shy ••• 
JACK T4 to,fi4 ,_ ~) f~ . 
Thank you Jack. 
PAT He was a very shy character. As I say, if a girl spoke to 
him that he didn't lmow, he'd go every colour of the 
rainbow and stammer and stutter. He couldn't just handle. 
a'S 
That's a fascinating thing~ When you're talking about h~) she comes overAvery 
complex if she said she ~d the description of Helen in the 0001:iwhat's her name) 
Elsie? 
PAT Elsie. 
a t1 TI;, .,. J7 t-
And then to sue - you think. that would just be calculated to get her share of the 
/\ 
money? 
PAT Yes, yes. Well that's - as I say, I ad.~ired her for her 
beauty but certainly not for her character. I didn~t like 
her at all. You could never make a friend of her, and the 
only reason I went down is because we were lonely and I 
felt she must be lonely too. 
So, that was in the 1940's during the war? 
PAT Yes, during the war, yes. 
What about in the - immediately after the war, '46, '47, '48, when according to 
I-le 1-e"' Clean Straw fer N"--n....'1) , things were going pretty bad, did you see 'A- in those 
years? 
PAT No, no. When he came back from the war the family - I 
don't know whether his mum and dad saw him, but Jack and 
I didn't see him. We were very poor and they didn't want 
to know us, that was it.-
Well why - do you feel that George had some of the snobbishness of Helen too? 
Why was this? 
PAT No. But I think to keep the peace - actually, he was 
working a lot of nights, he was a night reporter, he did 
shipping and he did; c( .I1v-t-- ~r-t; c1f~,,..i·, but mostly at 
night. Well if he wasn't working, he wasn't home. And 
she was home very much alone. But that - I don't know 
whether they ever entertained, but they certainly ••• she 
told me that she didn't want Jack there so I wouldn't 
even - even if she had of invited me I wouldn't have gone. 
lf\V1kd But she never us. :My son was very cross about that book. 
I\ 
Had, he ••• I think if hetl come across George at the time 
of the book being published, he would have killed him. 
PAT Because in that book, I had a baby before I was married. 
Well now these days, it's accepted, but my son wouldn't 
have that of his mother, and it wasn't true. We could have 
sued him for that sort of thing, and this was what the 
) 
JACK 
PAT 
ABC were afraid of, you see. And for a long time, I didn't 
care about that because my friends knew it wasn't true, and 
I didn't care about other people, what does it matter 
anyway. It wasn't true. The ABC were most particular, 
and I was so cross because of the character he'd given his 
father, and I knew it would hurt his mother if ever anybody 
had told her about it. We had to be so careful, didn't we? 
Yes. 
Because grandma - they'd been married for about 52 or 53 
years and were just as devoted. They were really 
marvellously close to one another, the old couple. And 
they would never have believed their son would have 
written like that. I'm sure. Grandma would have thought 
we,invented it. 
Well certainly from a writer's point of view, this i~ a very complicated question 
when you bring in real things and mix them with what imaginary things need to be to 
make a story. I've just finished writing a novel, and certainly there are elements 
of reality in it, but there are••• all sorts of- - -
JACK Elements of imagination f~~ you've got to have it. 
Yes. But it really is fascinating. As I say,~ knou, uith that Jessica"'~~murder 
case, Yhen I came on the story, and I realised that's the story George got hold of, and ••• 
JACK Yes. Put himself into it • 
••• it was a real discoverJ to me. 
JACK 
PAT 
Made himself a bit of a hero in it, you !mow. 
( : ? ? ) had of been your friend, 
you'd have been there to see what you could do ~~tn him 
and stand by him, but not George. George would have ,-
Well of course, he makes Jack out rather marvellously,~·•• 
PAT I think he recognised the character of his brother, and 
() realised his own shortcomings, he must have,( ??? ) 
Well that's very clear to a reader, it is clear, very clear to a reader. In Brother 
Jack}~ you Jack write three letters. f)id you write three letters to ••• as it 
- I I 
comes over in the story? 
PAT I think you did write one ••• 
JACK Dh I wrote, only, you know when he asked me to bring John 
Chaprios over, I wrote back to him, and I think he wrote to 
me about, you know, good 1,0, and I wrote back and said send 
him, W'~ I might have wrote three. I'm not a 
letter writer, let's face it, I'd sooner send a telegram. 
I mean,-ln this story, there ane about three letters that are ascribed to his brother 
Jack, and_;would you have written to him in the 120 1 s and 30 1 s? 
JACK No, no, never. 
Did you keep any of George's letters? 
PAT I don't think he every wrote any ••• 
JACK Never, got one from him. Only the ones from Greece. 
PAT I'll tell you1 his letters when he was applying for a job, ~ 
they were appalling, you couldn't believe it. And I'd sayJ 
George1you couldn't send that, they wouldn't give you a job 
on the paper if you can only write a letter like that. And 
I'd write it out for him well as I felt he should have 
written it, and then suddenly he produces a book. I said to 
Jack, there's no way ~he write that. 
Well how do you eJqJlain that? Do you think that Charmian was the big influenc.e: t L -rt 1 - -~ ) 
~. JACK 
PAT 
Oh, she might have been. 
No, no, no. 
JACK Because, together they wrote his first book. 
PAT Yes I know. 
JACK , _High Valley __ • 
That's right, they wrote that one together. 
JACK They wrote that together. 
~ I've got that one at home • 
. J PAT Yes, well she was, I would imagine Charmian was much 
brighter. 
·CHANGE OP TAPE 
JACK I think grammatically her literature was much higher t~an 
Georgest , ••• 
tL~t 
PAT ( ??? ) the lack of it. People tell meAwhen he was· 
living in HJ~rA) Australians used to go over there 
imagining he had made a lot of money, and would stay for 
months with him, and they were flat broke. And he was 
living on credit. 
)They must have been pretty blind if they couldn't see that the fellow was flat broke--
. or maybe they didn't want tb lrn.ow. 
PAT Maybe they were all broke, you see, and it was just a place 
where they, you know••• because I believe he did have this 
beautiful big house, he told us ••• well oy daughter saw it, 
she was over there a couple of years ago. And she bought 
this little teapot stand home, just to show me in a rough 
way how it was, and this was supposed to be George's house. 
It was a great big ••• and he bought that for £500 and 
recently, oh,when I say recently, a couple of years ago, the 
Age had an article on it. 
Yes, yes I saw it. 
PAT Do you remember it? Well my youngest daughter had an idea 
if she could get it cheap, she would buy it, and she rang 
JACK 
PAT 
the Age to ask, you know, how would they go about 401 ~, it. 
And oh it was a very complicated••• there was some talk of 
Australian people buying it as a company, just because 
George had lived there. Why, I wouldn't know. But Annette 
thought she might get it for £1,000, which I'm sure she 
wouldn't have. 
Oh well I think, her husband's ••• 
Her husba.~d's family ••• 
JACK •o• husband's family were Greek, and thought they might 
J ...J.- J-- like to live there ( ? ? ? ) •••• >'\JUrvf'/rn.-... h-ti<-:f"'"f- ~ 
of- co"'- vu .J;.. ho/\. m,.r.s, J , ---:hat's an experience in itself, isn I t it. You see, to 
) 
) 
talk to them and get their autograph, you 1mow what I mean, 
see, a real live character out of a book, you see, which 
very few people do. 
PAT You see George was so well lmown here in :Melbourne when 
he was here, and the latter part of his life he lived in 
Sydney, but he was so well knowr;i, that there was no way of 
disguising that that was his brother Jack, sort of thing, 
and he •••• · 
Well you're not doing a bad job living in Peace Court, Doveton, because I wouldn't 
have found you if I hadn 1 t • been told, how would (: I run you to earth1 2 
PAT Well, we were on holidays down at Cowes and over the loud 
Jjt "' speaker, s there a Mr. John Johnston in the areal And we 
U 7u 
sat up and listened 1 ~ould he report to the office. So 
.Felix went up, my son~in-law
1
to find out, he thought it 
was baa news you see, so he went up to find out. And it 
was somebody advertising. Now how they got onto us down 
there, I'll never know. 
JACK Oh, no there•••• 
PAT 
JACK 
Oh, it was somebody who had put an advertisement in the 
paper ••• 
••• in the paper, anybody knowing the whereabouts of Jack 
Johnston••• 
PAT ••• anybody knowing the whereabouts of Mr. Jack Johnston, 
late of Buxton Street, Brother of George Johnston, would 
they report to them, and we had that young lady, she was 
here, and she's doing a thesis on Australian Authors, and 
she came here, she was here for two or three hours with a 
tape recorder. She 1d been here an hour or so and found 
out she hadn't turned it on. She had to start over again. 
I got over that hurdle. 
JACK She was very ingenious in getting on to us, and somebody 
had read the paper and sav UB •••# 
PAT ••• and lmew we were on holidays, that's how that happened, 
yes. 
Jack, how do,you feel about the part near the end of the book, where all the soldiers 
are marching and the two brothers sort of standing there, and looking at all this, 
what's your feeling about that part of the book? 
JACK Oh I think my feeling would be lik~I can't remember it 
happening, but I know I was always proud. ~GJsee even now, 
a miflitary band or something will sort of stir me up. I'm 
very proud of them. 
You don't remember that particularly happening? 
JACK 
Might it have happened? 
No, not particular ••• 
JACK I doubt it, ·r doubt very mu~h. Because I only met George 
once while the war was on, when he happened to be in 
Melbourne. I only met him once. We had a drink or two 
at the Australia, and then I took him down to••• we were 
having a bit of a ,ergean~ do down at Engineer 1 s Depo~ 
down Chapman Avenue, I took him down there. We had a few 
drinks down there. 
Well yes, he has obviously built on that. Did you)at some stage as is recorded in 
the story, question him as to whether he mightn't be a bit of an urger in doing. 
t,, recruiting type talks? 
JACK No. I didn I t lrnow he did them. 
PAT 
JACK 
Could you imagine him doing them? 
No. 
Well,~ after all we've talked about tonight, I can see an even bigger gap 
between reality and fictional thing1. He seems to have been out to make a sort of 
' J mythical figure out of the whole of Australia, Jack to 
do it. That's probably why you got your new name Sheila, isn't it? 
Does it seem 
have somehow 
PAT Yes. 
a hard act to live up to, or do you feel that somehow these characters 
got out there and beyond you and away from you in some way? 
JACK Well actually, we don't give it much thought. We realise 
it's a novel. And we know which things are true••• 
PAT See we're so close to it we know what is all wrong and we 
realise he's written just a novel, and therefore, he's got 
the licence to put in what he likes~providing it 1 s not 
defamatory. But, it••• anything he's written in it didn't 
bother me except the character he gave his father and 
Elsie0 I felt it was very unfair, because so many people 
knew, you know her own friends, you knot.J now just have ~ ov 
) 
got a daughter? What ~ould you feel if anybody had written 
that in a book about your daughter? That she met, you 
know, in the nuddy, and entertained him and all this sort 
of thing. 
Well, because I am a writer, I suppose I would just regard that as sort of fair game 
for fiction. I wouldn't say that, you know, oh, well, that's exactly, obviously how 
it happened, I'd just assume that the writer had made an alteration. 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
1-lell so many people that knew her _took it literally. You 
know. 0~ ,~k-j 1"'-() and she was such a quiet looking 
you see, you I d never lmow. And we got this everywhere • 
You see it's a novel written as an autobiography. Didn't we? 
I lmow, people lose, people lo--se sight of that •••• 
He says that. He says it even more strongly at the front of Clean Straw .• 
PAT 
JACK 
Oh yes, because he knew we were ir-"ate about the first one. 
'.He calls it a novel , well fair, but he used a lot of true 
names in it, you see. There was Bretherton and the; 
¥1...oot·k~vl-eirs - - -
PAT !>u d B ~ "'~ -e.·it: 
JACK ••• and one thing and another. 
He lmew you were ir;;;ate? 
PAT Oh, yes I told hi~. 
But only in respect to the . faf-k.e.- ? 
PAT Oh, yes, he~ still till his dying day swore that that 
character was true, and that's what worried me. He really 
had that hatred of his father, and yet, when he lived at 
home, you would never have thought it. 
JACK Well, you see, it was only the years when we played footy, 
you know, and dad was there and they all got on well, we 
all got on well, I never saw them have a cross word. 
Because we weren't living home then. 
PAT But I ( -~ <? ) 
JACK Because I used to play footy and that's when we used to 
meet•••• 
PAT But I knew them when I was only 16 ••• 
JACK Oh, yes. 
PAT 
JACK 
A d h 1 ~ ~-~,: s 1 ( n e was a ways so prouc.1 ••• ~~orge wa on_y 
Oh yes he was ( 
'?? '· 
??? 
PAT See I was a few months older than George and even in those 
days, he was still a white haired boy that had to be 
protected from the world and all this sort of thing. And 
they did more harm in protecting him the way they did than 
letting him be a normal boy, and I don't think it was their 
fault as much as it was George's, he was a mummy's boy, sort 
) 
of thing, and he wanted to .be at home, there all the 
.,. 
time, and he wanted everybody to look up to him, sort of 
thing. Actually, he was ambitious, and he had the gift as 
you can see. 
And in talking before about your surprise that George sort of went fro~ being fairly 
illiterate to as talented as this, I think you were suggesting that Crress,c;/~ I!lllst 
have been - Charmian must have been a very good influence on him. 
jACK I think she might have been "f .,o - - -
PAT 
JACK 
PA'.11 
,But ( , - - . ) 
he_ But A never wrote a book before that. 
No, he didn't write a book. Maybe it was the - he worked 
for the Argus , and he was known as the golden boy there, a-~ 
I believe at the time when he was there, most of those boys 
were dollege, and vniversity ~raduates. He was the only 
one that had ordinary State School education. He'd been 
to no college or anything. Yet he was the one that went to 
the top so quickly. So maybe it was there all alo'ng, but he 
just didn't develop it or J,.dn't do anything about it. 
Well he might have had the talent and still been pretty rough in actual expression. 
You mentioned her a couple of times; did you know her, did you meet her very much? 
PAT Oh yes, we knew her well. 
JACK Only after they ,fore married. 
PAT Oh yes. 
JACK We never knew her before that. 
PAT Oh we met her before she was married. 
Well you'd have met her about 1950. 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
Yes, welJ. the - she was at liad 1 s golden wedding. 
Weren't tjy married then? 
lw.er--e.,-.'f- ~., 7 
-"iheylwere arried then. c~. 
( ) And then you 1 d have met her quite late in her life. 
JACK Oh well after they came - we only met her a couple of times. 
We went and saw them all when they went to .Greece. - to 
England. 
PAT You did, I didn't» 
JACK I did, yes. C,od :f ,\jt- "-.orr, 1~7 d rv~ k__, And then we 
never saw her again until she came back. 
PAT Well how could we, they were twelve years in Greece. 
JACK ( ) so we never saw them for twelve ")')") 
... 
years. 
Where was the '.booze up, when they were 
•••• 
On the boat. 
JACK On the boat. 
JACK See I worked for 
I 
a-.,{ Cooper that I s who , 
~') 
) 
t_e cdls We};;,~ ~/11(1..-k.._~ ---
l<l e b -e o'L do r f + lfct r'tlt-. 
PAT 
JACK 
Trl}f U and Cooper ? 
Yes well he was there, he was c.L co1n ~e,,-.c, A I ~,,,.f, :,!,' 
Well George worked there. And I worked there. 
JACK Cooper. 
Oh, yes of course. 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
And when he was going, the boat pulled in at Melbourne. 
Have another port. 
I'm sorry, I'm neglecting. 
He 1s not a very good host, I'm afraid. 
You've got to pull the cork out, it helps. And he came 
over to say goodbye to some of the chaps at work, you lmow, 
the bosses and one thing and another, and so we went over 
to the local pub and had~ few and we stayed there until 
stumps, and then t.Je went back to +L.- boa.t; 4 r-11,p{ u; h,..IL_ !t...d,. 
y to flR._ I..:. A, 7-
and have., tea, mum and Jean were 1 
And your dad was there. 
No dad wasn't there. 
Wasn't dad there? 
down. 
No, no. Mum and Jean came dotJn after tea. But we were too 
late for tea ••• 
Well where was dad? 
I don't know where dad was. 
Oh he might have J J-ed,. 
So we couldn't get any tea, so we sat in the lounge drinking 
bloody great pints of beer, you know, no tea, nothing except 
a sandwich for dinner. 
That was a very strange thing. George would never touch any-
thing in the family, no grog of any kind, would he? Absol~te 
f...e<--/ff 
t~taller, and we went to his first wedding and ___ tl.v~ /\ · °' 
-of the groom and bride, you know how the speeches go, and 
his father was asked to make a speach, and he wished them 
,, 
all the best as they do, and he saidG>h well if he turns 
out to be half as good a husband as he's been a son, I can 
assure she'll have no problems, he doesn't drink, and he 
,, 
doesn't this, and I heard fellows at the back letting out a 
bit of a snigger., Vell I turned around and said, ., No George 
IJ 
doesn't drink, ano they roared, they said oh, every Friday 
night they used to take him home to somebody's place and 
put him to bed. He used to drink outside the home. He'd 
be out with his mates. But the family didn't lmow a thing 
about it, he wouldn't have a beer or anything at home, 
would he? 
") 
L+8 
Oh Friday night I think they used to get a couple of~ JACK 
bottles each. 
PAT Who did? 
JACK Johnny, and George, and Bobby, and the boys, you know. 
PAT But they didn't bring it home. 
JACK No, no, no. 
PAT Never brought it home. 
JACK They used to go down behind Elsie 1s shop. 
PAT Well that's what he said. 
JACK Well that used to close at 9 o'clock Friday night, and 
they'd be in there with a couple of bottles each, you 
know, those kids though, a bottle each would make them 
silly as ducks. 
PAT 
JACK 
Well that's what the ,boys said. 
And that's right. And Ge~rge would just probably be down 
there and have a couple with them. But he never drank at 
home or he never drank in the pub with the boys, or anything 
like, you know ••• 
Which age are you talking about Jack,when he was sort of 16 and ••• 
JACK No, when he was about eighteen, I suppose. Eighteen, 
nineteen, twenty. Twenty-twenty-one when he was married 
wasn't he? 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
Oh, no, he'd be about - oh about 23. 
23. Well it might have been when he was nineteen, twenty, 
twenty-one. 
See he wasn't out of his ~pprenticeship until he was 21. 
No, well that's right. 
It was after that. 
But he was always a bit_ of a 8''.J '1ec~, v-er., 
bring home beautiful drawings of ••• 
,.Ships ••• 
He used to 
~?t,'/-/1'1'4~ flying ships, sailing ships, you know, full 
sail and everything, and you know, we all thought, you lrn.ow, 
s, j ~ George Johnston, you lmow, magnificent artwork ~ 
This night when he, just before he died, he told me he used 
to trace them. 
PAT He didn't draw them at all 
JACK He'd trace them. He'd go over them and colour them, and 
bring them home and you know, this is my work. See he had 
to get the adulation. You might think I'm running him down, 
but I'm not, because I loved him and I admired him, and I 
you know, thought he was marvellous to be where he was ••• 
) 
PAT But he felt that he had to tell•••• 
I don't think you're running him down, I mean, he's just obviously a very complex 
person. 
JACK Yes well this is••• he's very hard to understand. Very 
hard. 
Going back to Charmian, you met her before they went overseas, and then once or twice 
after they returned to Australia? 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
Yes. 
Oh, several times after. When they arrived back in 
Australia, I told you they were flat broke, and George had 
to go into hospital, Charmian obviously had to get a job 
because they had nothing. Now they had a little boy eight, 
the little girl was 13 or 14, and Martin was older. Martin 
was a brilliant boy, by the way, so also is Jason the 
you..Dger one, but the little girl would not go back to 
school here, and little Jason was about 7 or 8, and my 
eldest daughter and her husband had this store at Longwood, 
up near Euroa, so that ••• and they had their young family, 
so to help ·charmian out they took little Jason. By this 
time SLa1~ had got a job somewhere on a Greek newspaper. 
Oh that's right. 
Hartin had got into Sydney ••• 
University. 
Well he went on to University, but at that time he got into 
Sydney_ --
Oh, he got into some College, yes. 
Sydney High 
1?? } 
No, Sydney High School. He did his Year 12 ther\. Joy had 
that little boy for a couple 6f years, and looked after him 
and all. And I think Charmian came down twice in that 
two years to see him, didn't she? Wouldn't be anymore than 
twice. And then we went back over to•••• that light wor~Jing 
you? Would you rather sit over here? 
·' k. 
No, no, I'm fine. I ·tt l £~f'J_e I m - i s o. :e., ~i\ go on. 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
She ca~e over a couple of times to see him. What 1 s wrong 
love? 
[-'\if- -/Lvt- I I~ LJ- ~. 1'A:J 1 
Well put that one on and we'll turn this one off. 
And then w·e went over a couple of times and stayed with her. 
I liked her, at times, and other times I hated her. I sound 
as if I hate everybody, I don I t. But she ·was ••• 
) 
JACK 
PAT 
Well she wasn't a good mother. That's number one. 
She neglected her children terribly. She wrote, but what 
I did see was when she had written - she used to do an 
article for the Herald. 
Newspaper column, yes. 
PAT Yes, well erery time that article was written, she I d bring 
it to George and he 'd scratch it out and re-write it. 
So it wasn't really her work at all. 
Yes, well how do I add that up with what we were saying before about him depending 
on her. 
Right. 
PAT Yes, but I corrected you on that, I said it was before then, 
because he was writing uell for the papers. 
PAT So I really don't think she did. And they were horribly __ _ 
- people would know them Ray Crookt as an artist, you 
know, well Ray was a great friend of theirs, and Ray and 
his wife told me that they literally destroyed one another. 
And there seemed to be this, sort of professional jealousy 
between them. I just couldn't understand •••• look, you 
might think I'm funny, but when we came away from that 
place, I used to be so happy to think that I could go away 
from the place, didn't I2 I was so pleased we were us, 
not th.--€m. Their life was so totally different to the way 
we h ve,, and we don't live any different to 90% of other 
people, but they fought... 1 
'1 J.-1 J;,. (, " Going back to the time before they went overseas, and~got drunk on the boatA was it 
like that then? 
PAT 
JACK 
I think there was a great physical attraction then. 
I think they were alright then. Oh yes, they were quite 
alright then. 
PAT She was a very beautiful woman. 
JACK But I think it all started by what George said. When they 
got to Greece and he got sick, probably couldn't perform too 
well, she got on with a Greek bloke. 
PAT American. 
JACK American or something. She got on with somebody over there 
and••• even when they came back here and he was in hospital 
she wanted the house.- for George to be there,) and have her 
boyfriend there too. 
PAT They were · a crazy mixed up pair1they really were. 
JACK You know they were••• well I can't understand the whole 
thing at all. Like, we live fairly uncomplicated lives, tJe 
) 
"<' have our fights and disagree. 
PAT I can tell him what I think of him and he can tell me, but 
we forget it the next minute. But we never would come to 
breaking a bottle and gouging one another, or anything like 
that. 
Well that's fairly terrible stuff. 
PAT But then, Charmian was a very heavy drinker. So was George. 
Was he? 
PAT Well in the finish ••• 
Well that's interesting. Because you could read those three books, and really, grog, 
and the effects of grog, play very very minor part in them anywhere. 
JACK . Well George used to drink a lot of claret, you know, light 
red, but he'd half fill it with water, he was only, you 
know, putting water in it ••• 
~ 
PAT Yes, but he often told me of the parties~ ~~had back in 
JACK 
PAT 
Greece. 
Oh, they got on to the Ovzo and the f?~ts1~ and that. 
< ~11? 
You know, when they're very very sick, there are a lot of 
people, they drink because they can't face reality, and I 
think maybe this was George, he knew, you lmow. .And the 
unfortunate, awful part of it was, the little boy, the 
youngest one, found his mother dead, found his father dead, 
and he was the one, I don't know whether he found his 
sister dead, but he was the one that had to break the news 
to us that $Li~f"!-j' was dead too. 
Found the sister dead? 
PAT Yes, well she committed suicide. 
Oh really? 
PAT And so did his second wife. 
Oh yes, I realise that, but the sister, that's Shayne, how old was she? 
PAT She was 23 when that happened. 
Was that after George died? 
God All Mighty. 
JACK 
PAT 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
Oh, yes, after her mother and father. 
Actually, what happened, was she ••• 
• •• I'll tell you, it's imreal it really is. 
I tell you, it was tragic. 
She got married, she was pregnant when she got married, 
and she told me that the boy that she was marrying, was 
a A.t,{ fr,, 'f'"C..- "l\e r- wJ....~ ~ 
going to marry her A - ~ the baby was born, and that's 
exactly what he did. And she met a young Greek fellow that 
. ·) 
) 
Terrible stuff. 
she loved verJ much, and he seemed to like her. P~~d of 
course she was brought up in Greece, and Jason of course, 
was born over there, and they loved Greece. Well she fell 
in love with this young G~eek boy, after Robert had shot 
through, and he wanted to marry her, but he went back to 
Greece. Well then she had the little baby, and left it 
with the father's mother and went oack to Greece. But you 
S'r-«,1t 
know the Greek people, well theAboys have got to marry a 
virgin. And of course she was not accepted when she went 
back and this is what caused it. 
PAT ,And this little girl was ••• this baby was only oh about 
,/ 
••• she was two. And Shayne5 was••• I don't know exactly 
the details of it at all ••• 
~4 ~ ~'"- ~~? 
PAT 
JACK 
Oh, yes • 
When she came back. 
PAT It just lmocked the bottom right out of us. You know, she 
was such a beautiful little girl too, and there was a family 
here that would have done anything for her, and to think that 
she couldn't come to us, and say, well, you know, I need help 
sort of thing. . 
JACK Oh, the tragedy, the whole family was a tragedy. 
PAT .And this is why we don't like••• we have to tell the truth 
about things, otherwise we can't tell anything • .And as I 
said to Jack, we can't manufacture stories, because if 
somebody else asks us, I can't remember if I told a lie, or 
what I've said, so I must tell the truth. But that's ••• 
well I 1 ~ not telling you anything that's not common 
knowledge, because it was all in t~ f"-('-i'rs .. ~ 
- Now whether Charmian committed suicide -
I'm not, I would say no, because she was a heavy drinker, 
and she used to take drugs of some kind, and-I think she 
might have taken the·drugs, and she had drunk a whole 
bottle of whisky, ~~d she used to drink it neat, and it 
would be a great big bottle of whisky, and I think she 
might have forgotten she'd taken her tablets and took 
them again, and I think that knocked her. 
Yes, that could have happened. 
~kl. 
PAT I'm quite sure, becauseAhad ••• she was only 43 or 
something, she had the rest of her life to live. George 
. ) 
) 
had been dead twelve - no, it was twelve months before 
George died. 
JACK She looked about 93. 
When you would I!leet her, after they came back to Australia, what would you speak 
about, or what ••• did you have anything in common to talk with her? 
JACK No, not really, it's hard to ••• well!rnean, just ordinarJ 
type of topics, I think. We didn't have a lot of time to 
spend - when we, she came down once and we took her up to 
Longwood to see her kiddy. And we had a stop on the road 
and she got her bottle of whisky, and there was another 
friend there, and they sat all night holding hands and 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
·quoting poetry to each other. About 4 o'clock in the 
morning, they were both st-on ed.* The other bloke's a Priest 
now! He wasn't then, he was a teacher from EuroaJ-/l1 L - - -
No, she used to talk abou-t the frustrations in her life, 
but she'd never tell me what they were • 
But I think it ••• well she was Miss South Coast, some 
really beautiful woman when she was young••• 
••• when she was young••• 
••• and when we went into her bedroom up in Sydney, the 
whole wall was covered ••• 
Not only the bedroom, the whole house. 
••• with pictures of just herself when she was young and 
be,.~.utiful. 
.All the way around the house. 
She was terribly jealous of her daughter, because she was 
beautiful too, and she'd gone haggar-~ 1 you know, really 
lu'j- ,,,..c.'4,!-tt'\; . , you know, terrible she was. And I think 
she got a good look at herself, and that was it. She was A. 
narcissus sort of a person, and I think as she got 
older, she got despondent, despairing, well I don't know 
- it's beyond me, I just can't understand people being 
like that. 
PA1 You lrn.ow to have all the talents and the gifts they had. 
Yes that '·s right. Charmian wrote a book Mermaid Singing fl'" Ko..l~,,,.....t1.~S ••• , 
PAT Yes, I've got that inside somewhere, I've got all of hers 
I rather like that book. 
Well I thin.'!{ it 1 s a very nice book, and there's some absolutely lovely pages in that 
book.-.'.'.,There's a part where she talks about how the women on Kal~MOJ' are nothing 
but they're also everything. Oh, that's a beautiful passage. 
) 
'(" 
PAT Yes, yes. I used to love••• I'd get that and I'd read 
JACK 
. PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
it and re-read it, I really loved that book. 
She had a veriJ sad childhood too, Charmian; was ~t her 
father? 
( 77 7 ... ) 
Her father died, and her r.iother tried to cut her oim 
throat or something. 
Yes, a_nd George just arrived in time to prevent a suicide 
ther' and she'd promised her father - he was a miner or 
something, her dad••• 
,He was at Kiama., 
••• and her brother was found dead on the beach, now 
whether he committed suicide or what happened, I don't 
know. There was something very sad about him, and it was 
only •• no she had another sister, and she had 
up in a very rough sort of a way••• 
brought 
over She comesAas a very polished person to me. 
JACK Yes, to finish, but I think they were very poor and ••• 
PAT She••• to·me, Charmian never seemed natural. To me she 
always appeared to be acting. 
"·U" The only thing I know aboutAat all is that a few years ago, I remember seeing on TV 
some bit of film where she anq. sor.1eone else, I don't know whether it's Sydney Nolan 
the painter, or not:, perched up on top of the 01,11o in Central Australia. 
PAT Yes, now that wasn't Sydney Nolan - that was, oh, you 
know a well known bloke up there, was it Is"t/-us ~.J ••• 
JACK Oh, yes Rex ~J,~~ &o ~. He' S from Hu~ll"I\S b,.uj f11rs10~ .. 
PAT Yes, I think it's him, isn't it? 
I'm sorry, was it him, was it? 
No, alright. 
Did he? 
PAT I don'· t think it was Sydney Nolan. 
PAT He's another strange character. 
JACK lk.. ~ t; , Brighton Tech with George. 
PAT They were ver-J good friends. 
JACK My dad was foreman of the Glenhuntly ·.tram ~eds , and 
Sydney lfolan I s father was a , ~ ,,.._ driver up there. 
And they both went to Brighton Tech. They were a couple 
of years••• I left, you know, I•••• 
Because in Greece they seemed to have teamed up, and again in London. Nolan cones 
io c;~ 
JACK 
PAT 
Oh yes, they've known each other since ~;c..lao/d"'r .. 
Yes well he used to ring George there when we were there 
- he rang him a couple of times when we were there staying 
with them, and he'd be on the phone for a couple of hours. 
. ) 
He'd be in fits. 
Where would he be ringing from? 
PAT I wouldn't lmow, it would be a long way away. Because 
often I I d hear ·, George say, oh, the money's running away 
Ii '~ 
mate. And then he'd say, ~11 he's cried all the time. 
So he's crazy•••• 
;JACK He's got a bit of a crook marriage too. 
PAT Hell I don't lmow that it's crook, it might be quite alright. 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
But she's years older than he is, George told me. They 
might be quite happy, I don't know. He's a strange character 
and it seems so funny - that sounds funny me telling you -
you have got those gifts too - they all seem to be that 
sort of••• now you're a normal man, you've got a normal 
family and you teach and all that ••• but I've found all 
his arty crowd up there were all th-e same. 
They're all bloody nuts! 
Another one we met who really •••• 
Oh Ray Crook4- he seemed, he was alright. 
Ray Crooke.was nice, ••• but one of the•••• 
But Russell Drysdale's alright. 
Oh, Russell's beautiful. V,e..t'"'-~,;JJj, 
·ram .J<e"'~.e"'ILJ. 
Tom Ke "'"'e,,d l:, ; oh •••• 
Oh, he I d sit there all n:i.g-ht squeezing beer cans ••• 
• • • beer cans • And the fierce look on his face - I felt 
t<l'Nf_)~ . ~ sJ1~ 
f;.- co ...... v-trs"" tt~ ~,.rJ,"'-1 J 
I'm glad it's a can he's got and not my throat, because he 
was really savage.1'-We 1re entitled to our opinions anyway 
I o aren't we. 
) 
Yes. But on that TV film, I was telling you about, Charmian is perched up on top of 
the Olgas with, Rex _B1.J.k,~ .••• 
PAT I think it was Rex 0 .... -.Jk.,.. b.e.tl..._. for sure. 
••• I couldn 1 t imagine a more artificial situation than two people perched up on top 
of the Olgas with a camera •••• 
JACK Couldn't imagine Charmian climbing up there for a start. 
PAT But she did. I saw that myself. 
JACK I reckon they must have dropped her off a helicopter. 
And she quotes a r"ih I can It remember) what it was now, but, it was one of the stagiest 
things I've ever·seen, and sort of quite conscious and deliberate, sort of posturing. 
PAT Well this waf3 • • • she was like this all the time. And it 1 8 
not me. You accept me as you find me, and I couldn't give 
a damn if you don't like me, sort of thing. Charmian was 
got ••• wasn't she1 Like as if she was on the stage all 
the time, you know, and very precise in her English and 
.·_) 
JACK 
PAT 
all this. And quotes poetry at you all the time. Goes 
right over my head. And down to earth things, she didn't 
Im.ow an~r.thing about, did she? 
Oh she couldn't cook. 
She was•••• well, it isn't everybody that likes house work, 
I don't particularly like it either, but I mean, if you've 
got to cool<: a meal you do the best you can, but poor old 
.Charmj she was hopeless. But apart from that, if she 
came in here she'd have ••• she'd hold the audience, she'd 
be quqting poetry at them ••• she'd bore people, really, 
didn't she? I didn't feel there was anything really sincere 
'about her, but maybe she felt the same way about me. 
There are a couple, in Clean Straw' ior Nothing, there a couple of lovely pages with "-" ~ 
three old :men playing musical instruments eiit .Le 6 c..i 1 '"'" Ir "-0.; and she looks 
out and George describes that beautifully. That really touches me. 
PAT Yes, he's dascriptive ••• I think its beautiful. Well Jack 
doesn't like,.,it. Would you believe that he didn't finish 
reading My Brother J ac,k, it bored him? 
Didn't you finish reading it? 
JACK Oh I got half way through,. 
Jack, that's disgraceful! 
PAT That's what I told him. 
Didn't you finish reading it~ 
JACK No, I'd sooner read James Bond. 
Have you ever finished reading it? 
JACK I did, when we started doing these lectures, I went 
through it. 
Well you had to! 
I 
JACK Well I had to! 
PAT No, he just•••• 
That's the funniest thing I ever heard. 
PAT I liked it. I think he's a great writer, I really do. 
It's a marvellous book. 
JACK 
Far too close. 
JACK 
Have you ever wanted to 
JACK 
Too close to me, I suppose, that's what it is. 
we I/) 
It's like reading your life, you know, and saying,Athis 
isn't right, that's not right, this happened, and you 
know, you,-~, ~ yoursel:S, we.II> &,J~t- " J~t- of~"/~ you lmow. 
write yourself? 
Well I reckon I could write a beautiful book, but I'm 
too damn lazy. 
r·.·) 
) 
PAT He could you lmow. But he is lazy, he's just too 
apathetic and lazy. 
JACK Why, what's the point in me doing it? 
PAT Well ••• 
JACK You get all the hassle of getting it published and then 
you're disappointed. Look mum, :life's not meant for that. 
177 ). 
Have you ever wanted to write an article in relation to this book, or set the record 
straight as you'd say, or ••• 
Nol 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
No, he'd be too lazy, I 1m telling you. 
No, I wouldn I t, no. 
.You'd be too lazy. 
See,the only thing I done any good at school was, was 
English - well it's not English, but writing a p/ecis. 
I could ,write a precis beautifully. Only thing. 
Shakespear:., a~yn..0 . 
The less work the better. You know he gets six books at 
a.,_ h/Ult_ 
least,'\from the .library, skims through them ••• 
JACK I don't, I read them. 
PAT ••• a:rvtl you know I'm fascinated, I'm not a slow reader, 
but I'm not a fast reader like he is, but I like to read a 
book. And I say well you couldn't have read it in that 
time, and he can tell you a story off pat. But he leaves 
out all the descriptions and everything••• 
JACK Well,a book's 90% padding. 
PAT And he doesn't read the padding. 
JACK Well this is what I was ta"Q.ght at school! 
PAT 
JACK 
You were not! 
h) 
They get you/read, - they get you to read Shakespeare or 
something and then write a precis, you'd have about 10 
pages of Shakespeare to read and you could put it in at 
a page, the whole story - right! 
PAT And he's brilliant at it. 
JACK Right! 
PAT No, no, it's not right. 
JACK The whole story can be put into to about half a page, the 
rest is descriptive and padding. -fU. 
Yes, ~e story can be put in half a page, [10,;iJ. .s") 1'.-.,l..tt' to.I\. When you 
when did you first get hold of Brother Jack? 
first got -
JACK Oh, one of the first copies. Our copy's in there somewhere 
I think. 
You bought, or George sent you, or •••• 
PAT No, no. 
JACK George gave it to us. It's falling to bits now. 
PAT Wel~ I've lent it to so many people. 
JACK I don't see it up there. 
PAT It is there. It would have to be ••• there it is with 
the check cover on it. You:better put the light on so you 
can see what you're doing, I can't reach it. 
JACK Shortie. 
·PAT I'm going to have a cup of coffee. Chester, would you 
like a cup of coffee. 
Yes, I'd love that, thank.you. 
JACK That's it there with the •••• that's it. Now I'll just 
tell you when I got :this. 
upside down. 1964. 
printed 
PAT It was one of the first. You know how when they're 
published, they give you a few copies. You tell me the 
names of your books, because I'll get them from the 
Library - I'd love to. 
I'll give you a copy of them. 
PAT Oh you don't have to, I'll get them from the Library. 
nFor my own brother Jack and for Pat~ Some truth, some fiction, but written with 
great love for you bot;.Jso_forgive us our trespasses, from your own brother George, 
Melbourne M C;t.' .. c., '-'- 11 6 'l.,J-." . 
} PAT And the second book he wrote, Clean Straw for Nothil'lZ,, I 
think he wrote in that ~~~~/~11 Vith love to you 
" both still. But I found the third one1 Cart Load of C[Q~ 
very sad. 
"For Jack and Pat with much love still.·· George." Oh it's a terribly sad book, it's 
) so wistful. 
PAT Yes I thought - well of course he knew he was so close to 
death, you know. 
Did - Collins published that in it.-3 incomplete form, you know ••• 
PAT Yes. Somebody else finished that. Were supposed to have. 
Did the the publishers - did they come near youfat all in respect to this book? 
JACK No. 
PAT No. Well they've got two sons. 
Sorry? 
PAT See,he has two sons. 
JACK I think they went to the eldest son, he was going to do it 
at one stage. 
Well, it finishes up, just sort of in ·mid-air, pa 159 K ) ge / . orumbera, fN4""'"'"" 
) 
did George, like you were saying about the last month, just before he died, was ~q 
talking about this book then, or••••• 
PAT Yes, he was rushing to try and finish it. 
Oh, he's a long way from finishing it. 
PAT/JACK Yes. 
In that letter I showed you before, he seemed to think he had another year's work. 
PAT Yes I don't think he realised he was going so quickly. 
We were there in the July and he died in July, just({.~ 
~~ days after we'd been there, and we didn't realise••• 
mind you we knew he was very very ill because (he was 
do "1/i.... I, 1.s t'h r-<u .. f-
puffing ~H /1...., J I\ all the time. He couldn't 
walk from here to there - - -
JACK He couldn't walk. 
PAT --- to the door, without he was collapsing all the time. But 
JACK 
PAT 
still battling on and trying to look after the •••• Shayne 
no, Shayne ... 
Shayne was home. 
Shayne was home. 
JACK And so was· Jason. 
PAT And Jason 
JACK And l•1artin was - oh he was back from the ( · ? ). Oh yes 
well - pretty sad. But he nearly got his trilogy written, 
which I was pleased to see. 
PAT Yes but he ( ~ ·? ) ) first to have written a 
trilogy in Australia, oh yes, and no way would he believe 
he wasn't. What about Hu ~I e I ••• 
~enry Handel Richardson? 
PAT Yes, yes. What about ••• no, Englishman, him, he wasn't 
Australian, but that was a woman wasn't it? 
Yes, of course it's a woman. I suppose he wanted to believe it. It is a marvellous 
trilogy actually, or two and a half-ology, ••• 
PAT I'd like to have seen him finish it to see just what he 
would have done with the third one. 
JACK But still, I'm pretty proud of him, doing that much. 
In it,--s way, it's nearly completed. You can see the mood of the third one anyhow, 
like in as ·much as he has done, he has established the mood of the third one - he's 
given you what he was going to give you, like the whole things not completed •••• 
PAT He had a horror of the Australian ocker, and his brother 
was the epitomJt,of ,t 
:JACK 
PAT 
Thank you· dear. 
You I re w4fco~ . 
'·.) 
) 
JACK 
PAT 
Thank you, you're so kind. 
Every time anybody would meet Jack, he would say oh well, 
h, ..... 
you lalow, and he'd analyseAin front of hllk• Remember the 
day when w<. ~ J" ~ Dr'J.sd~ 7 
and the things he was saying about his brother. They both 
were backwards and forwards and Jack was sitting ••• I 
could have killed them, but he took it in his stride, he 
didn't •••• 
JACK I was busy drinking their beer! 
Jack, I wanted to ask you that as a matter of fact. Mv Brothe~ Jack cones over as 
a pretty heroic sort of character, and then, when I look around today, I see a lot of 
the people who have some of the same characteristics, and they're getting pissed out 
of their minds at the cricket with a big ~'I/'~.:z:t!AV esky full of cans, or 
something, and I think of the ocker as a fairly debased sort of character, and when 
we meet the ocker ~ towards the end of A Cart--e,oad of Clay, what's his 
name, he's got a triple - Lesley Carrington Lovett, the ocker, George seems to think 
of the ocker as a pretty low character, but - in Cart Load of Clay, the ocker comes 
over as a very low-life ignorant sort of a character,~~ but Jack in the first book 
is sort of a heroic figure. When you ·met him again in Sydney1 when he came back to 
Australia, did he treat you differently, did he sort of (got you down again, oy then)? 
Tonic wine! 
JACK No, well see,. it's a different era. Now, number one, there 
were no eskies in those days, and you went to the footy, you 
JACK 
J,1n 1 t ~art bottles of beer with you, you know, you'd go to 
the bar and have a drink or something. Well let's face it, 
there wasn't enough money to spend on beer and stuff, as 
there is now, and I used to drink, and used to knock around 
with the boys, you know Sunday morning, you'd get a bottle 
of ( ? ) tonic wine from the Chemist, to cure our 
hangover. 
Yes, you know, through the week you'd be working - you 
might have a couple.of beers after work if you could afford 
it, but that was about all you drank. After the match, the 
footy match, of a Saturday, you'd have a few, you know, and 
go to a dance Saturday night, or something, but you never 
had a car - nobody had cars - so like I mean you didn't 
roll up to a dance with beer bottles sticking out of your 
pockets, now nobody did that. 
They didn't get Coup6° crouch ? 
JACK No, no. ~ A tor-- ~r- rot; _M,_ I1~o1 never heard of that f,JI r 
r."eNl d- ,"' ~·book -{ · Yes so, actually, you see, things 
were so different then. There was no television, no wireless. 
) 
~ 
You had a••• every suburb had a Town Hall or some sort of 
hall where there'd be a dance Saturday night, or the 
pictures. Now there was the extent of your, oh and there 
used to be billiard rooms, which I used to frequent a bit, 
01- '\ ". ,wr but alwaysASaturdayA I'd go to a dance, I love dancing, you 
see. And you'd eo there, and pick up a girl and take her 
home and 1'"..nock around with her for a while, if you don I t, 
you just get another one, but, I don't know (never used to 
do much. There used to be gangs, I never pelonged to any 
gang or anything. But there'd be gangs of larrik&ns and 
they'd go and fight each other in different suburbs - that 
was a pleasant Saturday night's occupation. You lmow, they 
never vandalised and damaged things like they do now, or 
stole cars, or all that sort of business, you see, there 
was none of that. But there I d be the gangs you lmow, and 
high spirits, more or les·s, be fist i'ights in the street, 
probably in some of the worse suburbs, like Port·Melbourne 
and South, they might pull a few pickets off fences and 
fight with theCT_, but like I mean, they grew out of that 
in a year or two and they became good citizens, they all 
got girls like the hentimental Bloke, you know, he was a 
larriktn and that and he met Doreen, and everything was 
alright, and think this happened with 90% of these so called 
larrikl.ns. They were just high-spirited in those days. But 
now you 1 ve got them, you get a half a dozen get into a car 
or two cars, and they go from here to Rosebud, and create a 
disturbance and vandalise and they're 50 miles away by the 
time the police got there. 
When - like you were saying about him analysing peo.ple 1~ frD"'J- of fltr,,..) like yourself, 
did you feel that he sort of turned ~round on you, like ••• 
JACK 
\Jhen you say 'they', ••• 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
~o1 I just felt honGstlr,in myself - I was laughing inwardly. 
.1 -n.....;v;;l\t-- l,,J'J.....-...r blo-:>,'-', tu4,-o'f-~. 
The:r•re half drunk, they' re analysine; everybody else except 
themselves. And they couldn't understand if you didn't 
have a guilty conscience. You weren't normal if you didn't 
have a guilty conscience. 
This was Drysdale and ••• l<t~~,-',- ,<~~~~", The worst for the guilt complex was ~· 21F.,c. 1C;;_,:•: ;-y was 
just •••• 
Oh, there was~ - -
••• guilt complex, you've got a guilt complex, and all this, 
well••• 
Wo ~a.~_- up there w'Ao grew oysters , Bit of a pooftA., didn rt 
) 
know who he was. 
PAT Oh, some friend of Drysdale's, I don't know. 
JACK But we were all sitting around this great big rtfcc/;;:J 
table, and they'd get half stung..> and they'd start 
analysing this one and that one and, you know ••• 
(1,c.t..) 
PAT And likening him,lto some character out of Sha!rnspeare. 
F"t~t~n ! 
JACK f"',..hf-"" ff! But to me it was amusing. I 
could 1 ve got up and been unpleasant, but ( ? ? ? ) 
.r ·fl.:.:,~;,. t-- wt-r--~ let o F 
saw the humorous side of it all. ~ ~. A _ bloody nuts. 
If I started analysing you! Oh mum came in fs m~ defence. 
CJJvl d "'-' ~ 
She J'\ _ keep quiet. 
PAT Oh well. 
JACK But I thought it was funny. 
1-illat did you say Pat? 
PAT Well actually, what was said, George said to Tassy .: we 
called Drysdale TassJ; .c,(' ~ do; a.....,._.,.l_ he told us to 
call him Tassy - tkrthe could have had me at any_ old time U-~c;.;] 
and he couldn't understand why I stuck with ~11 these 
years. You 1mow, so I've only had to snap ~y fingers - no 
t....k4 
this was why - w~ Wt-r< di ,..,-fL- .fuu,,,e,. ~~ -- I'd only have A to 
snap my fingers like that, and she'd have been with me. So 
I just got on my high heels, and told him exactly where he 
stood. You had no hope in the 1.wrld, and do.,,.ft- J 4 v < vr r-
f'A.,,... 4- '00" vf,,,d.. 
JACK Yes, I thought that was one of the most amusing nights of 
my life. All these drunks analysing everybody. 
Drunk intellectuals. 
CHANGE OF TAPE 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
Yes. Yes! Drunk intellectuals. Yes. 
13..,r "1~ ~ J.•Jellafv,::.1J ? 
Strike me bloody. They'd starve to death if they had 
to earn a crust rk ~r-A.. Wil,J I i._, 
PAT Well one of the things that was said to me - one of the 
wives was there, I 1 m not mentioning their names·- __ 
JACK Not lazy f~4 ,s,e_ f 
PAT ••• and nhe was . ..... 
> 
Oh, don't do that to him. 
PAT I couldn't tell it to you, I'm sorry. When you get to 
know her •••• 
You're back on tape, .i.t's started again. 
PAT When you ect to know her, she's really a lov~ly per~on, 
() 
I see. 
No. 
I like her ve-ry much. 
JACK Oh, she was full that night, and she thought mum •••• 
PAT It wasn't a night, it was in the :middle of the day, lunch 
time. 
JACK Yes, well they'd been to some pub somewhere, and oh, they 
started at dawn. 
PAT Tassy h i~Jt I{;... -- have you ever met him? 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
Oh he's gorgeous, the most approachable person you've ever 
met in your life. Really a lovely man. 
7J...-t7'.r-L-
' I\ a couple of his paintings up +"'-el"L .. 
No, they're prints" they're not originals. 7/.._~ 
~ Mount Wnite./ which he sent, and - what's the other one. 
What's the name of that ape? 
Safala • 
PAT Sofala. 
rive been there, lo Sofala, and looked down that street. 
JACK Well we had s,1 ~ o~ - ·- - we had a house in Croydon, and 
when I retired and sold the house, t""o be free to get around, 
you see. We had a couple of trips around the island.1 we've / 
PAT 
been in the Garavan all around Australia, pretty well, and 
everything, you see. So we go away, well last, only got 
back last week, we'd been to Merimbula for a fortnight, and 
we're just as liable to nick off anywhere else, you know, 
in a week or two. So we sold the house, and we've just got 
this little flat, which is just all we need, lock the door 
and off. 
This is a Housing Commission flat, this block here. They're 
) quite comfortable. 
Oh yes, great. You've got the mobility, you can eo, you don't have to, other people ••• 
PAT Yes, well this is true. We don't have to worry about 
maintenance or anything, they do all that. 
JACK Free heating, heater down there, free hot water, costs us 
$18.50 a week. 
Really - you I re doing well. ' I V's marvellous. 
PAT I've heard people say, oh the Housing Commission, they're 
dumps, ""fhey're not really. I mean, you've got to be fair, 
they're not. 
This Ts alright. It's all •••• 
PAT I haven 1 t put any sugar in that, but I'll bring it in to 
you. 
No sugar. 
PAT You won't have any sugar. 
'l) l . 
) 
ffo, thanks. lu 1s all in the spirit of the people. When I pulled up the car, I 
pulled over••• 
No, no. 
PAT Jack do you want••• would like one of the Sugarine? 
JACK Put that chair over, that stool over, and he can put the ••• 
this one mum, over there. You're younger than me and you 
can put your cake ••• 
PAT Can you reach that? 
Yes, Pat I can. The way you were describing Drysdalm there, do you think they were 
patronizing you a bit, or ••• 
PAT No, no. 
JACK No, no, no, anything but, no Tassy's a real bonza bloke and 
i1t1J1.f,,eh 
alright when you get to laiow her. And so were the 
other people, they were all very nice. 
PAT Ray Crooke and his wife ai·e beautiful people, they really 
are. Totally different. -
Well, this sort of analysis of people to their face, I don't - no matter how drunk I 
get, I like to speak formally of people. 
JACK Yes, that'~ right. No, that's what I thought, I thought, ,..,J...at-
bloody idiots, and they're each trying to impress each 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
other with their big long words, and their knowledge, and 
all this, you know. Tassy wasn't so bad. 
Tassy 1s a natural, normal ••• 
Who was the other fella, the snake man? 
Oh yes , /J.ot.,·t ! I.. He 1 s got the ~eptil e ••• 
Snake, reptile, (park) or thing. He's got it on telly. 
He's married to a Marine Biologist. She's rather nice 
girl too. But he was alright. 
Eric Wo rr-e II. 
Eric Wo·N~ 11 ~ 
kh"l.f 
In the time before George died, how far back ~s this, ·that he invited you up to 
meet all these people? 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
Oh, it'd be in - when? - in the 160 1 s sometimes, wouldn't it? 
Time gets away from me. How long since George died? 
Oh crikey, I don't know. 
wr,; illhe"' ;· that Car~oad of Clay, no, no, no, the other 
one, yes, Cart-toad of Clay was· :bhe last one. 
Clean .)t"t?II.W was published in 169 and 'Cart....&ad of Cla:,i wJ..,d, ~published after his 
death, was published in '71. So it'd be ••• 
PAT Well he died in July, I remember the month, whether it was 
170 or 171 ••• 
It would have to be '70 I'd say, because knowing what publishers are like, there's 
no way that they'd get a book••~ 
PAT They rush them through•••• 
) 
b5 
~ 
JACK Y~s, well it would be around about ~69, 168, or 1 69 when 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
we were up there. 
No, we were there the month before he died. 
Yes, but we were there before that. 
Oh we were there several times. But we stayed at the 
Drysdale's home, and oh, it was the most magnificent thing 
you've ever seen. Of course he is a millionaire. 
Come over here Pat, co~e over here near the speaker. 
PAT Can't you hear what I'm saying? 
Well, I'm not sure that 'it' can. I can hear you but ~Q'-' l>"-vstv..<~ :;;; Off fu_ r-e.e-:Jrd.... 
That's 
I will 
PAT But his home was really beautiful - Tassy's. Um ••• 
JACK ! ('M.,ul , 1-. It was 160 1 long. And .L--t' s all one 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
big room that 160 1 .. f~J/7 w~ II. .. 
The lounge. 
Oh I think there was one bedroom - - -
There were three bedrooms down one end, but••• 
Yes, but the lounge was 160 1 ••• 
1:he loungeroom - 160 1 • But the works of art he's got in it. 
Looking over the Brisbane waters, you lmow, all glass, and 
you look straight down over the hill down onto the beautiful 
Brisbane waters. Oh, fantastic. 
PAT Oh I really thought I was Queen of England for a little 
very nice. 
PAT 
finish this, but 
while. But when we first arrived, here's Tassy, the 
millionaire, sitting up in this magnificent kitchen, peeling 
prawns for us, you lmow, and he was making a horri bJ.e job of 
it, and I said move over and I"'ll help you, so the two of us 
him~ millionaire and me the pauper, sat there doing the •• • ) 
And I didn't feel he was any better than we were - have 
another one Chester. 
I'll tackle the cake thank you Pat. How did you get on with 
George in those years? 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
Oh we got on well with him later on when he wus 
But we always got on well with him, we never had 
word with him - with George, never, you know. 
Mind you we mightn't have had a cross word ••• 
We never had many. 
s JC. h.. .. 
a cross 
PAT We, - he knew where he stood with us. I mean he didn't get 
away with anything. I told him exactly what we thought 
about him and all the rest of it. 
What do you mean by that - what did you think about him? 
PAT Well I told him that I didn 1 t think he had a right to do 
that to his mum - about the book and all that, and certainly 
not to write about Elsie, when so many people down there 
) 
knew her and he didn't disguise, I mean everybody knew 
who George Johnston was - he was a very well known 
character. And his mother knew - made sure that •••• 
JACK ••• she publicised him. 
PAT Yes. 
She didn't have the same view as you obviously, like •••• 
PAT Well she didn't Jmow it was there, you see. We would get 
the book and re~d the chapter beforehand, and sort of 
substitute in our own poor way ••• 
JACK But before he got on the bandwagon, you know, before the 
war, the years we played footy together, we'd have a party 
every Saturday night, you lalow just for the footy club, and 
we all got on well together, you know, mum and dad, all of 
us, we used to have a party - we had - renting a house in 
those days and it had a big old billiard room, huge room 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
it was, well we used to ••• 
This was our place, not his family's place. 
Yes, our place. And we used to ( 1--?] ) so we 
could have· a _party, fkt.. roo+j ../-e.tii ..,__) tL. shilling to go in, 
you used to get funds for the footy club, and bit of a piano 
there and they'd have a dance and sing-song, you know, the 
just 'the girls and supporters and one thing and another, 
well he was always in that, mum and dad, you lcrlow, and few 
of the others. We used to have a really good time. But 
then when he got on with his first wife and that, and th~n 
of course, we moved away, the war came, and we sort of 
drifted apart, you know, the war - he went to Sydney, and 
then as I say, I saw him when he went to Greece, and then 
I never saw him for twelve years, so we didn't have much 
chance to disagree on anything. 
But I don't think we ever disagreed. 
No, that's what I say. 
I don't think you could fight with George. My children 
just absolutely adored him, and they still think he's just 
the tops. Except my son, my son would have killed him, I'm 
telling you because he dared to say I had an illBgitimate 
child. And I said what does it matter, he said, it's not 
the thing that a boy wants to read about his mother, and 
I said it's a novel, he said yes, I don't care, he's got 
no right, and I'm sure, my son~ very fiery, he's got the 
Irish temperament of his mother •••• 
Does he still feel the same as you just described? 
PAT No ~ because I think it's, as he I s grown older, he, s realised 
) 
) 
~ it doesn't matter, anyway, but it wasn't - you know, at 
the moment, he was - because he's so proud of his family, 
isn't he, being the only son, he's got four sisters. 
JACK He's the Godfather. 
PAT He thinks he's the Godfather, anj nobody - he'd kill you 
if you dared say ~nything about his sisters. And he's, 
you know, I mean he's got plenty of faults of his own 
which he doesn't acknowledge, but he wouldn't have anything 
said about his sisters or his mum - or his dad either. 
JACK ( ??? ) . 
PAT Well he's you again, so he'd have to be. 
JACK Go down to the RSL every Saturday and you 1.mow _ ---
PAT ·Have a game of pool and a couple of beers. 
Now he's had some children? 
PAT He's got five. 
Is there a Jack in his family? 
JACK Yes. 
No - e>h yes there is - John, yes. PAT 
J"ACK The only o_ne that looks like me. The eldest boy, Brian, 
is more like his mother, but the second boy, they called 
J"ohn, he's ( ?? ? ) 
PAT t ? ? ? Johnston. Yes because when his 
first boy was born, she dared to call him Timothy Brian, 
wasn't it - although he's known as Brian. But she called 
him Timothy Brian, and he had his nose out of joint - the 
only Johnston jrandson, and they called him Brian. I said 
she's entitled to call him what she likes. But when the 
second boy came along, they realised dad was hurt, she 
called him John, and she couldn't have picked the better 
one for John because he's Jack again. 
That's you up there I t~ke it? ·~ 
PAT/JACK Yes. 
How old were·you thel'\) 
PAT About 28. That was when he first en/, sted. 
JACK Bring it over. 
PAT And that's John,not that you can see very r.mch of our son. 
He looks ver-J like thepicture of you in that other thing, the group that you•••• 
PAT Yes, I had it before. 
Very like him. These are his kids? 
PArr This is the • • • this is Timothy Brian and this is young 
John. And the older young JohJ~hh;;;,-now eighteen - he 
really is a Johnston. 
Isn't he, that's lovely. 
h.1J 
PAT Jf I : h..A.d. them all up,' L-!e'd have a great gallery. _ 
JACK ( 7? ? ) more than enough. 
PAT Well we've got 24 grandchildren, and three great grand.children 
Who took that photo Jack, the one up here with the .cl,""-sfr&-1a7--- ~ 
JACK He's in the book - ~e.?J""' ke;;rt-- __ -,r.. what did he call him 
in the book? 
PAT or something, wasn't it? 
JACK f1 /#_ ~e ...... 1forf __ ~ 
One of the Ge rrnan •••• 
JACK wasn't it? 
(" I e be~ and 
No that was /(.'le ~f' ... d.J-'(, 
ltardt;.,. 
& Webb ) 
Jrar~L~ well that was 7,1,,,;/e/ 1-- CocJ'.e;.J _ but the head 
artist, the bloke he used to go down to. 
JACK 
Oh, yes. 
PAT That was ( ) 
JACK No, it was q ..ej5,e I"\._ lttr t--. 
PAT Yes h ~ ~ ~-
I can't recall. 
PAT But he doesn't call him (;, t jje-. ~ .-f': 
How did he come to take the photo of you? 
JACK Well, when I joined - that was when I first joined up.,I went 
out to Royal Park and they asked me to ask for ten days' 
leave so as I could teach a bloke my job f"-.-e rt) tt-A 
so I got off my uniform, and he came in and he said1bring 
me jacket and hat in he said, and I'll take a photo of you. 
And he said Jo - -- bring my hat and jacket ••• 
PAT I think they did it for everybody tl..J ~ e"'J,J.fe.J
1 
didn't 
they? 
JACK They might have. But I was the first one. 
PAT Two more of my grandsons underneath there, but I wouldn't 
,J..L,1~ (-rl'\..Q"" ,.A_.,t-~ hJ """" I, I:]" A born in Australia, but on the 
father's side, the father and all his family were born in 
Egypt, but the father's father is from Malta and the 
mother's side of the family is from Greece, and ny s~de of 
the family are from Ireland, so they're a crazy ~ixed up 
lot, but they're beaut kids. 
Yes, you've got a good mix by now. On the lower,. shelf there, that picture there, 
who's('tho.t? 
JACK That's Jacinta. 
PAT That's Jacinta. She's one of the ones I say is a crazy 
mixed up one, she's a beautiful little girl this one, she 
goes to Lilydalc Convent - her mother teaches there. 
) 
o~~- ~q 
PAT Jack's a bit scared if we go· over there I'll crack up. 
I had a massive coronary about six years ago. 
Did you really? 
PAi' 
You move very f ru /J 11 
Yes. I know I shouldn't be smoking, so don't tell•••• 
PAT Oh I'm alright. I ~ve had no problems '" tt...A- t,~ . 
JACK 
PAT 
You've got to take tablets, keep taking•••• 
Oh, well you've E;Ot to realise your limitations, but I 
had it when we were on holidays and it happened right 
outside the doctor's surgery at Port Macquarie, and I 
lmew it was a heart attack - you don't get it and not 
know. 
Did you feel it coming a11d go to· the doctor? 
Doctors! 
Yes? 
PAT'i.' Well I felt the pain and my father died of the same thing 
and I lmew when it starte_d to go down my arm, I thought 
PAT 
it's more than••• I never had indigestion or anything, so 
Jack said 1oh well we go into the &foctor (I gidn' t, I just I think 
said I've got this horrible pain) and/he realised what it 
was anywaJ; and we went into the surgery and we didn 1 t have 
an appointment and hadn't been there before, they wouldn't 
let us see the elector, and Jack said, he wouldn't believe 
it. 
Jack said) well my wife has had a heart attack. He said 
I ~. ( ''?'°?? ) I! m sorry if you haven I t been here 
before and you haven't got an appointment, you can't see 
the ioctor. But there did happen to be another ~octor 
three or four streets around and they directed us around 
there and we got there and he was a black African. You 
know one of the ones with big fuzzy wuzzy hair, black as 
night, and he was gorgeous, wasn't he? But he told me h~ 
hadn 1t ••• what did he say to me ••• if the boss had come 
himself instead of sending St. Peter, he said, you wouldn't 
hc.ve been here. But another ten r:iinutes and I would've 
been dead. 
PAT Oh they had the, you know, pumping rae up and down, injections) 
needles, and things and everything and I was in intensive 
care for a couple of weeks. 
JACK Nobody went to hi1' r,,..vc.,,"-,,, he hadn't been long in the Tow"" .. 
I can see it straight away. 
JACK So, Pat was there, I had to take her upstairs in the lift, 
and then the nurse there, I told her, I said, my wife 
I , ,-) 
;' 
.)" 
has had a heart attack, can you do anything? Oh she said 
:,N. 
yes, so there's a couple of patients,Awent into the 
doctor, next thing he said you'll have to excuse we for 
a while and wait awhile, there's an emergency. They 
ifa.cked her in and put some sort of machinery••• 
I\ 
PAT Treatment that our doctor hadn't heard of. 
JACK ••• and stuck needles in her heels, he rang the ambulance, 
and the ambulance came, and he came down and got her into 
the ambulance and came with her to the hospital. Intensive 
care. 
PAT ( 1~? 
JACK Caiile six time the first day. 
PAT Have some more port. 
JACK The first day he came about six times and kept coming. 
Anyhow I was in • • • we h~d a carava.YJ., so I rang up and 
told the kids, Of t4'vru 1°1...11'\ wanted to fly up straight 
away, and anyhow they worked it out and the eldest daughter 
flew up and stayed in the caravan and went and saw mum. 
Told her the story and she went and saw the doctor, and she 
••• this black doctor, and she said well I'm going to 
write a letter to the papers. 
PAT No, I said I was going to write to the papers. 
JACK Oh that 1 s right, or whatever., it was, anyhow the point is 
she wrote a letter to the papers and couldn't mention the 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
rloctorb name ( ?7? ), and she wrote this letter 
saying about our mother and what beautiful people in 
hospital and eve~Jbody was nice up there, and people in the 
caravan park, they helped and so, and so, and so, but this 
other tloctor, and she was knocked away, you know, about how 
the receptionist wouldn't let her in ••• 
There were four doctors in that clinic, four of them. 
••• to see the clinic and she went around to this other 
doctor, the only other aoctor in this town, and told the 
story and printed in tlve paper, so we had to go and see 
the doctor after she came out of hospital, I had to fly 
the two of them home, see, the hospital down here ••• 
I was there three weeks. &,,i. I 
••• and went to the doctor andAhope we didn't upset the 
practice, this is the nurse, she said everfoody's ringing 
l.j(jl.J 
up are, the "doctor that saved ~L~t- 1,vo-a.-,J., _l,f!-.? And they 
can't handle the patients so we done him some good, Anyhow> 
I said I better pay the bill, no, he said, you're (on 
holidays), he said you can't pay the bill now, I said well 
) 
J II\ f( l'l"v f ~ 
*' fL.. 1-'4 p-<-
Do you? 
~ I've got the money, and he said no, we'll send you the 
bill. 
PAT We were well covered with medical benefits, it was no 
problem. 
JACK But I had the money with me, and he said we'll send you 
the bill, so about a month after I got the bill, and on the 
hr,, IS _.. 
bottor.i it was written, i,here ~ no hurry for this account. 
PAT How you wouldn't get that in Melbourne. 
JACK So I sent him the cheque straight away, you kno-w. Well 
fancy that, just the difference, he was a black :doctor, 
and he saved mum's life. 
PAT He was marvellous. He came six times the first day I was 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
· there, he was going to a party that night, and he came in 
his dinner suit, and left the party and came back again, 
and th---en before he went home ~~ u.llM , .... to He ~o .v T W'-i{ Jo,;.s· 
lie was marvellous, he was. Well we were back about two 
years later and I called in to say hello to him, and he 
'f just couldn 1 t believe it, he said, you lmow/lthe boss himself, 
kill ·str"~ 
no if~ St. Peter ••• Oh I've forgotten, but 
something along that line, he said I really didn't think 
he said, I 'd pull you through. He wanted to lmow how I was, 
I said I'm. fine, he said well you certainly look fine. Well 
I haven't been, I 1 ve had•••• 
Oh no, no trouble, oh mind you, you can't get around like you 
used to. 
But he did tell me the first day I was crucial. If you can 
get to the hospital in that first hour, you've got 99% 
of pulling through. And I asked him about the cigarettee, 
and he said, well1 you know you shouldn't be smoldng, and I 
said, now I've smoked since I've was siA-teen. He said 
alright, they don 1 t cause a heart attack, but it causes the 
arteries to constrict or something. But he said the strange 
thing is the rate of recovery amongst smokers is far greater 
than those that don't snoke. ]ow isn't that strange? He 
said the rate of heart attacks with smokers is far greater 
than those that don't smoke, but the rate of recovery in 
smokers is oore than those that don't smoke, and I thought 
well that's good enough for me. 
Your yearning for cigarettes is better than your yearning 
for up above. 
---------I-think I'm in the happiest stage of my life. 
. ·'":\ 
.~--) 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
That's marvellous. 
I think so. Don I t lmow how mum feels, but I do. 
Oh I've never felt unhappy. 
Ho, well I haven't, but we're nore settled, can camp, no 
financial t-10rries, you lmow what I mean. 
??? ) 
A.-rid we 1ve got good health, we 're very very luclw people. 
This Jack is always sort of contented with hinself; did~ ever, 
like, ••• reading this Jack, he never Deems to tear his guts to pieces or be anxious 
or doubting himself or worried about himself? 
. JACK 
PAT 
That's you - never? 
Never 
That's him. 
PAT Never. 
Never, really never? 
PAT Never. I can honestly say, never. And always when our 
children were r;,... ~" they I!light complain, oh well, 
you know, they didn't have this and they diciri't ·have that, 
and he always used to say to them for goodness sake. 
stop grizzling about what you haven't got and thank God 
rt.wr 
for what you've eot. And )Awas the Catholic, used to think, 
well th---at 's marvellous, you know, cause I -J ,d ~t" 
te always feel like that. I'd think well why 
shouldn't I have that, but he never ever did. 
Don't worry about what you haven't got, thank 
God for what you've got, and that's been his 
philosophy all through life. 
When you wer8,J say
1
twelve, Jack, did you have the same outlook then? 
JACK When I was twelve years of age? 
Yes, twelve, thirteen, fourteen • 
JACK Well I think I was, cause I was never a worrier. 
I was never a worrier, twelve, thirteen or 
fourteen, I was well, I can't say, at thirteen or 
fourteen at tech. I was rapt. I hated schoolwork 
but I was rapt because I could play sport. I 
liked that very much, but I couldn't leave 
school quickly enough to be independant, to earn 
money. You know, to feel that I'm my own man, so 
I went up the bush when I was about sixteen. I 
went up to a place called 'PH~,pt1"' ,~
1 
near 
Horsham· to stay. I first went to a place called 
1)vic.it~!,t:;e1~, that was a~~ut 22 miles out. 
And I used to ride a horse~ 22 miles to see 
a girl. How's that? A 
\ ) What about . . . . 
PAT 
JACK 
JACK 
73. 
Not me. 
?7? 
. . ~ ) used to ride 22 miles 
back. 
No, as I say, I used to drive a team of 
eight horses. Look after them, harness 
them, feed them, you know, drive the 
A -e v~l'j tJ....,--:J. plough) t"\,vvow.s:, .s lR/'if ,r.,,. tit .-A/\ · and ' 
that was my job. And I used to play 
football there with the local team, open 
age, when I was sixteen. I had football, 
and I didn't have a worry. It didn't 
worry me. Well I can't remember being 
worried about anything. 
Only in the Depression times, you know, 
I did worry inwardly, I think, where we 
-were gonna get our next feed, but very 
often we've just, you know, put a bit of 
bread and water and made a damper and 
put it in the oven and that's all we've 
had to eat. No butter on it. 
Did you say, Pat, that Jack was unemployed for three years? 
PAT Yes. 
And that's when you were doing all these scrounging things like 
selling the vegetables and things? 
PAT Yes. 
Did you worry then? 
JACK Well I can't r~member worrj,~j to the 
point •.• I always seemed to come home 
with a few bob somehow, d1d,,t'f- J 7 
PAT He got it, somewhere. 
You never doubted yourself at all? 
JACK No, no. I never felt like committing 
suicide, or saying well what's the world 
done for me, or the world owes me a 
living and all that. I never ever 
thought that way. 
Did you know any of the miners in the Wonthaggi miners' strike 
or any of those sort of fellers? 
Yes. 
JACK No, no. No, I've never been on strike, 
but, see it's a different world now. 
JACK 
When I was a young fella you could have a 
lot of faults, but if you did your job ... 
and the greatest accolade you could give 
to a bloke was "He's a bloody good 
worker", they'd forgive a multitude of 
sins. And you'd try to do a little bit 
better than your mate when you were 
working, you know what I mean, you'd 
more or less pick the heavy end to lift. 
So you wouldn't sort of duckshove to 
make him do it. See, there was sort of 
a pride in your job, no matter what you 
were doing. You sort of tried to do it 
good. But now~days, like I mean, if 
you work hard they call you a mug or 
something. It seems as if it's just a 
different era, and I think the more 
affluent a country becomesJthe more 
decadent it is. 1~ 50~.s d ow..,.._ • 
This Jack in the thirties, you know, he's going to fight it all on 
his own, and this Jack doesn't seem to have much of a political 
C.') understanding of what's going on • 
JACK Well I didn't worry about politics. 
Didn't worry. 
So there's just you and yourself fighting it out yourself? 
Yes. 
JACK Yeah. 
PAT He always knew he was a Labor man though. 
JACK 
PAT 
Oh, well I always have been. 
Yeah, I know, well that's what I mean. 
The wealth of the country was the worker. 
Didn't matter what his job was. 
Sp~nish 
__Ap.d in "My Brother Jack", that Jack when the/Civil War comes 
around thinks anyone who would go over to Spain would be crazy. 
Was that you, or that's just ••••• 
) 
_) 
JACK 
75. 
Oh, I never gave it a thought, now, I'll be 
quite honest, it's only in the last few years 
I ever knew •• You know, I knew there was 
something going on but ••• You see, all that 
when I was around twenty to thirty. Eighteen 
to thirty, I suppose, I was rapt up in sport. 
Rapt up in my family, you know, a family 
with young kids to loo~ after and busy trying 
to get a few shillings, and I don't think we 
could afford to buy a bloody paper every day, 
could we? 
PAT Oh, I think it was only a penny, or something 
like that. 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
Yeah, I know, but a penny was a penny. 
You seemed to read the paper though. 
Yeah sometimes, but I mean the politics 
didn't worry me. I used to read Smith's 
Weekly. That was the one paper I used to 
love. Do you remember the old Smith's 
Weekly? 
Yes I do, my father used to get that. 
JACK It'd be the best paper you could get. About 
everything. 
Did George ever really get ideas of getting off to the Spanish 
Civil War? 
JACK No. 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
Oh, you've got to be joking. I told you 
George was a coward~and he was. 
He wouldn't have known anything about politics 
t"ll 
eitherllater on. See politics weren't talked 
about in our house. My dad was never, you 
know •••• I can't ••• 
n~ He wa8.Aa Labor man. 
Yes, but I can't remember them talking politics 
you know, saying •••• 
PAT I remember him telling me I was a Communist 
because I thought that the Labor Party was a 
good Party. 
.) 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
76. 
Oh, well this has been later on, but I'm 
talking about when we were younger before 
you came into the picture/when we were happy. 
Oh, cause my father being an Irishman was 
a ~l Labor man as you can understand. 
But dad was one of the old school. He'd 
been on the Tramways. He'd been advanced up 
to f'oreman. 
PAT Cause Jack's father •••••• 
He-:. should have been a Labor man. 
PAT He should have been. 
JACK Well he probably was. I don't know what he 
voted. I never-asked him what he voted. 
PAT He was not. Ah, but Jack's father had worked 
since he was twelve years old and was away 
in the First World War for five years. He 
didn't get back until late, you know, one 
of the early ones ( ??? 
and he didn't get back until 1919. Yeah. 
JACK 1919, he got back. 
How do you think?. You probably can't answer this, but in those 
two conscription referendums in the First World War, how do you 
think your dad would have voted? 
JACK I wouldn't have had the faintest idea. I 
think the troops, most to 90% of them, that's 
what killed it. They voted against it. 
PAT 
JACK 
Lost the referendum. 
JACK 
And of course Archbishop Mannix ••••• 
See that's how Billy Hughes more or less, 
in history I've read since ••• 
Yeah, he lost the referendum and lost his, 
er •••• you know, he changed over to the 
Liberals. 
What were you going to say about Archbishop Mannix? Well, he was 
a strong anti-conscriptionist. 
PAT Anti. Course he was an Irishman. 
_) 
JACK 
77. 
See they gave the boys over in the trenches 
and that •• they gave them a vote and they 
voted against it. 
PAT Yeah, they gave them a vote and they voted 
against it. 
Obviously when they gave them a vote, they obviously hoped they'd 
vote for conscription. 
JACK Oh yeah, that's right. 
A very dirty referendum. 
JACK Oh yes. 
The way it was worded was quite, I can't remember it now, I've 
got it at home, but it was very unfairly worded. 
PAT Yes. 
It was still lost. 
JACK Yeah, well I was still •••• 
You don't know how your dad would have voted? 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
No, ·r wouldn't have had a clue. 
I think he would have voted for it. I 
really mean that. 
I don't know. 
For conscription? 
\ 
PAT I think he was. Yes. He was really 
a patriot. 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
It's hard to say. Well I never discussed 
politics at home, because I was never 
interested in them. 
But he was always King and country. He 
marched every Anzac. Day,· never missed. He 
was definitely a patriot. 
Oh he was, but that doesn't mean to say he 
would have voted .,..To· conscript p-€oph . 
Oh, I don't know. 
No that wasn't patriotism that come into that. 
Now I think about it he would have said well 
it's up to the individual. 
Yeah. 
\rfoll, I remembe1"l going to that • • • • I was only 
tiny little kid and not having a mother my 
,J 
grandmother'used to look after us ••••• She 
took us to, I think it was where they did 
the boxing. 
) 
Festival Hall? 
That's right. 
Oh yes. 
JACK 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
78. 
The stadium. 
It used to be called the stadium. 
Well, it was called the· stadium in West 
Melbourne. 
The West Melbourne Stadium. 
PAT And that's-where Archbishop Mannix spoke. 
PAT Against conscription. And my grandmother 
had seven sons in that war and she was 
definitely against conscription. A very 
uneducated old lady because back in Ireland 
when she was a tiny one, Catholics were not 
allowed to be educated past grade 2 and I 
believe, she told us, that the priests or 
Brothers, or somebody, used to get all 
these little kids and take them under the 
hedges and try and teach them as much as 
they could and •••• 
What do you mean by that Pat? 
No. 
PAT They sneaked these kids •••• They weren't 
allowed to go to school. 
JACK They called them hedge teachers, or 
something. 
PAT Haven't you heard about that? 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
Oh, you missed out on British history. 
X(ts, ~ n:." J,J. ) sLt... '·· ,., told us they used to 
take the •••• They'd sneak them out because 
it was illegal for kids. I'm talking way 
back in the early nineteenth century. 
Early eighteen hundreds. 
She went as far as grade 2 but was very 
bright here and self taught, as much as she 
could and she told me that why her ~~~s 
we""+ ~ was because Home Rule was 
promised for Ireland if they helped England 
win .. that war. Now whether that's true, I 
don't know but that's how grandma ••• 
t) 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
79. 
That's true. It was. Home rule was promised. 
Yeah, and of course toey never got it. They 
divided Ireland, as you'd know. 
And so the war still goes on. 
Pat, I gather from what you've said to me before that you didn't 
come from Dimboola. You're not a Dimboola~l~o~sham girl. Would 
you tell me about when you were ••• _ when you first met Jack? 
PAT When I first met Jack, I was at the Caulfield 
Hospital working and we went out on a blind 
date. Actually I met him through this 
personal friend of both of us and we went out 
as he told you, because he had the price of two 
packets of cigarettes. I didn't know that. 
But that's how I met him. 
So the story in the book about Jack meeting his sheila up_ in the 
bush and bringing her home, is not the case. You'd already come 
back by then Jack, hadn't 1ou? 
JACK Yeah. 
You'd come back, so you'd been up in 
JACK p JM f' °' t'\.AAJ • 
. . . . 
For two years. Two years? 
JACK Oh, about eighteen months, I think. 
It would have been a very happy time up there? 
Last time I 
6 c:a r-, f 'J l "~ J 
back in the 
JACK 
was here 
and 
end? 
JACK 
Oh yes, I liked it very much. 
you described it about all the horses and the 
it was a happy time e , ; \lhy did you come 
Well I was a bit homesick I suppose. I was 
only young and I hadn't, you know, been home 
for that long. 
So then you met Jack on a blind date? 
PAT On a blind date. 
And then you said before this wretched machine went bung on us that 
it was about two years later you got married. 
And •••• 
PAT 
JACK 
Yes. 
Yes. 
PAT We were married in 1930. Well I was 18 and 
a bit by then. Jack wasn't quite 21. Um, 
and then we went to Brighton to live. He's 
forgotten to mention that. From Brighton we 
went to, where •••• Elsternwick, back to 
) 
Bo. 
Gardenvale, and then put our first deposit 
on our home in 19 •••• ? 
JACK 39. 
PAT Yes. 
PAT Well, I thought it was a very happy home I 
had. 
And yet you were not particularly welcome? Or •••• 
PAT Well I didn't realize it the first few 
visits. You know, I thought well this is 
fo 
the home that I've always looked .s.,t being 
I\ 
part of but then I realized that I wasn't 
acceptable because of religious bias and 
we didn't •••• When we even suggested getting 
married Jack's father was very much against 
it and I knew there was no future there. 
So we went away and got married quietly 
by ourselves and it wasn't until after my 
first baby was born that they even knew. 
I think it was when I was in hospital that 
Jack broke the news to his father and 
mother that we were married. 
But, well had they just accepted up until ••• Up until then they 
just accepted the fact that Jack had cleared off somewhere and ••• 
Really? 
_ ... 
PAT No. He was living at home and visiting me 
two or three times a week down where I was 
living. And so we kept it quiet, you see. 
But then when grandma realized that she 
had a granddaughter she was very thrilled 
about it but Jack's father did not speak 
to that baby, did he? 
JACK No, no. 
PAT Until she was nearly three years old. 
PAT He didn't even want to know anything about 
her. 
Didn't want to know about her? 
(.) 
81. 
PAT No. Very bitter about it, because he just 
didn't accept Catholics. 
Well, you'd be economically in no position to own a house or 
anything? 
PAT Oh no. No. Actually this was during •••• 
.,, 
See Jack was 21 at the end of JO. 
JACK In October. 
PAT In October, '30. And then it would be Joy was 
born in February/31 and a fortnight before 
she was born the boss told him there was no 
work for him and so he was laid off. He 
didn't lose his job but there was no work 
at all for anybody to do. And you were out 
of work, oh, on and off. He'd get a couple 
of weeks work during the year when they were 
very very busy but as soon as that job ran out 
he was put off again, so for two years •••• 
Was that Trocu{_d and Cooper? 
JACK Yes. 
PAT Yes. So for about three years this happened 
and he did all sorts of odd jobs, you know, 
like •••• 
Like going down to Port Albert1 (:i/Au .. J ... sov-vl.t-,1. f>'\.al"Ve!Jovs •. 
PAT Yes, yes, that was part of it. 
How long were you doing that Port Albert run Jack? 
JACK Oh, I must have done it for about two months 
I suppose, didn't I? 
PAT Well I'm not sure, but it was about a couple 
of months. A few months. 
JACK Two or three months. 
PAT And, until finally we had no money at all. 
Cause while he was working we were saving. 
I mean to say we had enough money for a little 
while but finally he had to accept what they 
then called sustenance which was given out 
in coupons first of all. 
That's right, and when you were in that stage not long after you 
were first married, where were you Pat living? 
I J 
.. ) 
1) \ 
.·: 
82. 
PAT Down with the people I told you at Brighton. 
That was an aunt wasn't it? 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
No. 
No. 
She wasn't an aunt. She was 
We called her Auntie lkft::,. 
. . . . 
We called her auntie but she wasn't. She was 
just a ( ??? -
Her husband was out of work too. 
We were all out of work. 
We were all out ••• 
We were sharing what we had, sort of thing. 
Living on bread and onions. 
And Jack used to go and cut lawn •••• his 
mother's lawn and they all used to have those 
priv~t hedges. Well he'd do his mothers and 
his sister's lawns and all their edges and 
everything. And cut the hedges. And he'd 
get five shillings. Well I would go up then 
and do the washing and the ironing and the 
cleaning. 
You were acceptable at that stage? 
JACK Oh yes, but... ~L~ 
Did you feel it was· the first child, that was "701.1r /\, wasn't it? 
JACK No, Joy. 
Joy. 
PAT Joy. 
Well did that sort of make the difference with the parents, did it? 
JACK Oh, not for two or three years. Well of course 
when they didn't accept Pat we weren't with 
them very long ••• 
PAT Jack •••• 
JACK And we just went out and we finally stayed 
with Hrs. Smith f'or a year or something. Then 
we shared a house with George and Olive in 
Hotham Street. 
PAT Not brother George. 
JACK No, another mate. The bloke who introduced me to 
her. He married her girlfriend. 
Oh yes. This is the blind date man? 
JACK Yes. And the four of us shared a house. And •••• 
( ._) 
' __ ) 
83. 
PAT The way we paid for the rent was Jack doing the 
hedges and the lawns and any odd jobs he could 
get, and I used to go and wash and clean and 
do all housework and that and ••• 
Well, all this time ••• some of this got wiped off the tape before, 
but, all this time your parents, Jack, had the house paid for? 
JACK Oh yes, they were all comfortable. 
And a motor car. They couldn't have been too sympathetic to 
the struegles of people like George and Olive and yourselves. 
Right. 
JACK They weren't. No. 
PAT They really didn't kjl\ow, CJ..._,s/':,r. Because I 
maintain to understand the ~~lems you've 
got to experience them. 
PAT 
JACK 
And they didn't. They ••• Jack's father was 
the depot foreman, "~ J~-e-er. 
At Glenhuntly. 
PAT At Glenhuntly Tramway sheds. George was 
working. All the rest of the family were 
working and they had enough ••• plenty, but 
they didn't realize I'm sure that •••• cause 
we never let them know. You don't 90. vp and 
say we're starving, give us a feed, sort of 
thing. 
Would you be so proud as that again, or would you let them know? 
PAT Well I think I'd be as proud. I couldn't 
ask for anything. 
No, you might send out a signal perhaps? 
PAT Well •••• 
JACK No, I don't think so. 
PAT I always felt that if they wanted to know they'd 
have come to find out how you're going, cause 
they knew Jack wasn't working. 
I think that's what I was driving at before and it sounds as if, 
in a way, they didn't want to know quite what was going on. 
JACK That's right. 
PAT 
JACK 
For sure. 
Tuck their head under the sand. Oh Jack will 
be able to look after himself. You know, 
that attitude. But ••• 
PAT And they knew that we'd be willing to do 
anything so, I think, they •••• 
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JACK Well we wouldn't take anything off them, unless 
we did something. 
PAT We earned it. 
JACK We earned it. 
You know ••• would your father have known that you were out of work? 
JACK Course he would. 
Well, how did you get the job at Troedel and Cooper? 
JACK Well George was working there and, like, he 
went there as a commercial artist. Well he 
finally told me that, you know, that there was 
a job going. So I went down there and that's 
how I got the job. 
PAT And he was there for 26 years, Jack. 
Twenty-six years at Troedel and Cooper? My goodness. 
PAT But there was a break in that in the war years. 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
That's included in those 26 years. He left 
without any superannuation or long service 
leave, or anything, because in those days, 
p~inting unions were not covered under the 
general award, or something. 
None of them... No, it wasn't that, no. The 
long service leave didn't come in till say 
the.June. 
Three months after you left. 
Yeah, it came in, and it was paid retrospective 
so •••• and I left three months too early. 
And he was •••• 
But I left it for a better job so, you know ••• 
Oh yeah, you'd expect to benefit after 26 years of work. But, 
your mother, Jack, she was very interested in your children as 
they came, but wasn't she kind of keeping an eye on your position, 
whether you were unemployed or you were scratching from job to 
job and ••• 
JACK 
PAT 
No, no. 
Well, Jack's father's attitude was "He's made 
his bed, now he lies on it". He said it to 
me many times. 
) 
__ ) 
That's pretty savage. 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
That's your dad? 
JACK 
PAT 
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Yeah, I know. 
Well this was him. 
But then later on, or ten years later on, 
we all got friendly again, you know, 
like •••• 
By which t_ime we didn't need anything. 
We didn 1 t need their help then. 
But they didn't want to know us when we 
needed the help and I just couldn't 
understand it. Because he was in a 
similar situation when he came back from 
World War 1. He was waiting on what they 
called tleJu~ paj 1 . to put a deposit 
on this house. Now his family were of very 
humble origin, but grandma's people were 
rather wealthy and he, or rather, the 
grandma approached the father for a deposit, 
just for a lend, to be put on the house, to 
be paid back when the rAere rre-e.l... ,. pay came 
through, and he was refused. So he must 
have experienced that sort of thing himself 
but he never ••••• 
No. 
Never ever. And George would sail past. 
When we finally got the house at Hampton 
that's when he started to come round. 
Yes, that's right. 
He used to come down and I'd go to the 
races with him. 
Um. He came round later, but when we were 
first married. I suppose the first ••• 
Correction. He came round after you had 
enlisted. And I was left with the children 
and I must·· s~:y in those years he was very 
good. He'd come down to see if I needed 
anything to be done. And I think by this 
time he realized that I wasn't as bad as 
he thought in the first place, sort of 
thing. I think he thought that all 
86. 
Catholics had horns and were dominated by 
the Church and all this sort of thing. 
Which a lot of people did in those days, 
Chester. I'm not just saying it was ( ???~ 
Do you think that Jack's enlisting in the Army made him more 
respectable? 
PAT I do, I do. Because he was a very patriotic 
man, and I think if Jack hadn't enlisted, he 
wouldn't have wanted to know us. 
Well, how did your dad wear George as a non-combatant? 
Yes. 
JACK Well I couldn't say that, because he never 
discussed it with me, you see. 
PAT 
JACK 
But he was in uniform and I thought that he 
was doing a job, along those lines. 
Oh, well he was still a ·white-haired boy 
because he was an Australian_war correspondent. 
PAT Well Jack's rather was •••• 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
Very glamorous. 
J·ack' s father was so pa trio tic that by the 
time the Second World War broke out he had 
then become of retiring age in his job and 
he put his age back to get into the military 
again and they gave him a ••••• 
He was in the records. 
Desk job. You know, in the records, to relieve 
a. 7ov"'-'!j-er lt'Vlo'\ - r''- ~ s-erv, c.e. He was really a 
mad patriot. And he was very very proud to 
think that his son had enlisted. He enlisted. 
He· wasn't called up in age groups sort of 
thing. 
That's right, yes. 
PAT And this •••• and then he came around and 
came down to see how I was getting on with 
the kids. I must say that during the war 
years he was very good to us. 
·J 
) 
JACK 
PAT 
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Yes, that's what I say. He came around after. 
Yes. 
Well, just trying to pick up some of the things that we lost when 
this damn/tape w~sn't going properly, you'd have . up the bush 
to Horsham and RM rcit'V\.A:> J at fifteen, sixteen, going back a 
year or so later ••• 
JACK Yes. 
And then at that stage George was living at home and he was working 
for Troedel and Cooper. Now can we pick up the footballing part~ 
~ George started to play soccer •••• 
Secretary? 
JACK Yes, when he left school. I taught him how 
to play socce~ when I was at the tech one 
year with him you see. And I used to play 
soccer and football there, but I, you know, 
got him into the soccer and taught him a bit, 
and he was only a bit of a weed. But when 
JACK 
I went up to the bush, as I say it was about 
eighteen months, and when I come back he'd 
grown a foot. He was a big boy then, you see. 
And he started to play soccer with Brighton 
and then I more or less talked him into 
trying football and I got him roun1o the 
team I was in and he turned out fairly good. 
He was quite alright and he became secretary: ~~d 
/ 
tiff one thing or another •••• 
Yes, and he was very interested in it. Well 
then that seemed to bring the whole family 
together because dad and mum, or dad used to 
be on the committee, and goal umpire, and mum 
would go and watch the matches and everything 
with him and then we'd have the parties of a 
Saturday night at ·his place, till we rented 
a house, oh a big old house, one that had a 
big room, used to be a billiard room, well 
then we used to hold the parties there because 
it was a huge room and all that was in it 
was a piano and a few stools, you know, and 
they could dance and ha.ve a good night. 
... ) 
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So you two were married then? 
JACK Yes. 
And George would have been eighteen, nineteen? 
JACK Eighteen, about eighteen, yes. 
So he was a late teenager then. 
JACK Yeah, that's right. Well, I think, his 
only years he would have been truly 
happy, I think, was when he was between 
eighteen and twenty-one. 
Well, go on about that Jack. 
Yes. 
· JACK Because we were mixing better together 
playing footy and that, and the parties, 
and then he got a bit used to girls 
because some of the boys would bring their 
sisters and that around to the.parties 
and he got to be known more you see. 
PAT And he was a very likeable boy. 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
Oh he was. He was handsome and a very 
likeable fellow. 
And of course he had a lot of money in 
those days. 
He was a bit of a character too. He'd 
turn out a bit of a clown at a party and 
that. And 
? ? ?. ) 
. . . . 
Until he met Elsie he started to know 
what life was about. But then when he 
met her I think she sort of got him down 
into a different environment where it was 
more going up, you know. 
JACK Where he would have been quite happy to 
stay where he was at that point. 
In those two or three years there where you had football and 
partying, he would have been one of the circle. 
JACK He was, yes, yes. 
And there would be M h?,'1.e,l c,,-cl-r _·, and he'd be well liked? 
JACK . Oh t~at's right, yes. 
The parties would be either at your parents place or later on 
at your place? 
JACK At our place, yes. 
) 
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So he didn't have to go out and take people out? 
JACK Oh no, no. No, he never took any girls out 
PAT Not until Elsie came on the scene. 
JACK That's right. 
PAT By which time he was about twenty-one. 
JACK That's right. 
How did Elsie emerge on the scene? She doesn't sound like a 
rootball follower. 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
Well she didn't. 
( ? ? ? ) 
She never ••• Once he got on with her 
that was the end of the parties and that. 
That was the end of the football. 
Where did she ••• How did she come into his life? 
PAT 
JACK 
She went to school •••• 
Well I think he must have •••• 
PAT No, no, no.- She went to school with 
Marge. 
JACK 
PAT 
With Marge, my younger sister. 
To Brighton Technical School too. 
She was also at Brighton Tech? 
PAT Yes. 
JACK They had a girls school there. Cora-lynn, 
that was for girls of course. 
It wasn't co-ed, that •••• 
PAT 
JACK 
Yes. 
JACK 
Right. 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
No, it wasn't co-ed. 
No, it wasn't co-ed. There was Brighton 
Tech. here and then just adjoining it was 
an old house called Cora-Lynn. 
And they made that into the girls tech. 
You see. 
She she went there, 
And that's where George must have met her. 
And then she had ••• she was looking after 
the library down the.re in Elsternwick. 
Yeah. 
t~) 
) 
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PAT And I believe he used to go down there a 1ot 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
as you see in the book. But that wasn't true. 
It wasn't definitely true. 
Well it could have been, but I doubt it. It 
wasn't her form. It wasn't •••• 
It wasn't Elsie. 
No. 
I wouldn't believe that. She wouldn't entertain 
him. It would just be said, if I remember 
correctly ••••• 
We'll get undressed on the sofa ••••• 
? 
The front window, or something. 
That wouldn't have been Elsie. She wasn't 
that type of a girl. 
No. 
As a matter of fact I felt that she was rather 
a cold type of girl. She wanted the glamour, 
but nothing else attached to marriage. This 
is the impression she gave me. She never ••••• 
In the year or two leading up to George's marriage there, did he 
talk about courtship and his difficulties or his feelings, with 
you then? 
PAT No. 
No. So once she appeared that closed off that conversationQ1 line •• 
PAT Cut it off. 
~~- ·that you used to have with him. 
PAT That's right. I don't think she liked me and 
I didn't really like her. 
No, well you've said that before. 
PAT But because of George I tried to be friendly 
with her. 
But he used to talk very freely with you until she came along? 1DJ 
PAT Before that, yes. Because he didn'tAknow •••• 
His mother was a nurse. I don't know what 
happened to his father but George knew nothing 
about the facts of life. Nothing. His brother 
didn't talk to him or any ••• He would tell you 
that he'd been out with a girl and he'd stolen 
her garters and all this sort of thing. He 
got these trophies, for what I don't know, but 
) 
( __ ) 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
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he •••• And I think he would have said that 
cause you would have bragged ••• 
Oh yes, yes. 
About conquests you had with girls. 
I wouldn't do that. 
Oh yes you would. And George µsed to think 
that this was what all boys did. And he'd 
say this to me. He didn't know how to go 
aboutfthese sort of things and I said well 
( look that's a lot of baloney. You treat a 
girl as you feel you want to treat a girl. 
You've just got to be yourself. And this 
is as far as we'd get. I realized that 
George was quite innocent of the facts of 
life, even up till about eighteen. 
And were you surprised then when Elsie appeared? Where would you__, 
PatJhave first met her? 
PAT I think it might have been at your mother's 
ho~e when he bought her there first. 
JACK 
PAT 
It might have been too. 
She was a very glamorouB young lady. A very 
pretty little girl. All exquisitely dressed, 
you know. Of course in those days I was 
lucky if I had one dress to my name, sort of 
thing, but it never bothered me. I never 
judged a person on the way they dressed. 
But was she brought home for everyone to meet and to b~: met. A 
sort of formal occasion. 
JACK Yes. 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
FAT 
Yes. And we all had to be on our best 
behaviour, sort of thing. By which time I 
had a couple of •• I think it would have been 
•••• 
Joy and Barbara. 
Well, I would have had a couple of children 
by that time. 
Yeah, Joy and Barbara. 
Because I had two before I was twenty-one, I 
think, and ••• but the children, you know, 
don't come near1 rr..'L ) sc.r-t Of th1~, . She 
couldn't bear little children near her. 
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PAT And I thought that was a most unnatural sort 
of thing that ever I •••• 
Well that's very strong '"'" tk. hoo~ 
between the natural $heila and the cold one. 
the dirference 
PAT Well ••..• 
It migh~n't seem so to you but to the reader it does. 
PAT It does, yes. 
There's a very clear contrast in that family part of that .iheila 
and ( 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
Well she would •••• You know, we'd be all 
trying to look after the guests and everything 
but Elsie was very much the guest that had to 
be looked after, and so we had to keep the 
children well away from her. And my little 
kids were friendly little kids and_thought 
everybody loved them as we did, sort of thing, 
but George was so different, wasn't he? 
Yes. 
The kids could crawl all over him, his very 
best suits and everything, and he'd be down 
on the floor playing with the kids. She 
wasn't like that, and I think possibly this 
is where the rift in their marriage was. 
She didn't want children and she did tell me 
once that she had the one that she had hoping 
to keep George home. 
She said that to you? 
PAT She said one time she thought if she had a 
baby ••• She said "I thought after Ga~ was 
born that George would have forgotten about 
being a war correspondent. 
,, 
Well, Gaye was the daughter born to George? 
PAT Yes. 
She was born during the war? 
PAT Yes. 
So Elsie did want George home with them? 
PAT I never •••• I don't think she wanted him as 
for himself sort of thing. 
.) 
) 
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But she didn't want a remote husband, a wandering husband? 
PAT No. I felt that she needed company, but 
she would never let George bring any of his 
friends home. She just wanted him there 
for herself_Would you say that? 
JACK Um. 
PAT Because there had been people there and she 
would sit reading a newspaper or magazine. 
Well,· we' re leaping right out of the order of events now, but 
could I jump into my other sheet of paper and ask why it was that 
she announced at· some stage to you that she didn't want Jack 
???? 
PAT Yes. 
What lead up to that? I mean why would she have said that? 
PAT Well, she lived in Alma Road in a very modern 
new flat. Everything was spot on. And I 
feit sorry for her and I went down once a 
week. I used to take my two little girls 
with me, for company for myself. They 
didn't want to go, because they realized 
that Elsie didn't want them. But she was 
telling me that George was coming hom+.nd 
Jack was coming home on leave and I was 
madly excited and so were our kids. But 
she wasn't. She said she couldn't bear 
dirty ashtrays and, you know, to think that 
she had dirty socks to wash. She was most 
unnatural sort of a girl. 
But had she brushed with Jack before? 
~Yes you did. 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
No, I •..•• 
Well, I think she thought that Jack was a bit 
of a hobo. 
Oh well, I was probably ••••• 
Yes, some ••• I'm sure she did. 
Well, I wasn't very ••••••• 
But I think I told you last time when you 
were here how grandma had taken et< rre s-eA+-
('t}u-~ -- -
'\·.) 
;.J 
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PAT Well, she told me that when George came home 
i1el.,1f Wt'i""'f- ~ 
she -- '·/\have any part of the Johns1on family 
and she said oh, you can come if you want to, 
and perhaps the two kids, but I don't want Jack 
or any of' the Johns"t>ns here. And it staggered 
me. 
Oh, quite. Yes I just wondered •••••• 
PAT And I said, "Well now, look Elsie, if' Jack's 
not welcome, we don't come." 
I just wondered if there had been some long succession of events ••••• 
JACK . No, no •. 
.- -- leading up to it. 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
Never had a cross word with her. 
-
We hadn't. I don't know whether the family •••• 
I don't think so because nana and dad thought 
that she was just the tops. 
Cause we never mixed with them then, did we? 
No. 
See after the war broke out the footy team 
collapsed. 
Yes, and George and Elsie came to our place once. 
Once. 
When we lived down there in Coronation Street. 
Coronation Street. 
They came once and she never came back any more. 
George,I think>might have come one other time on 
his own, but he didn't come often. But he did 
tell me it was because Elsie didn't like families.· 
They were a very divided family, her own family. 
Her own f'amily, yeah. 
Very divided. 
A very funny mob. 
Did you know them Jack? 
JACK 
At their wedding? 
JACK 
Jrt the wedding? 
JACK 
Only met them once at the wedding, you know. 
And they never stopped bloody fighting and arguing. 
And carrying on. 
Yeah. 
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What were they f.ighting about? 
JACK Oh, the brother. Somebody wanted him to sing 
and he had a beautiful voice and he wouldn't 
sing and then he abused them. Do you remember 
that? 
PAT Yes.- And I remember that she had ••• There were 
three girls and one boy in the family and 
eve,ryone of them were divorced. They seemed to 
be ••• And she was a real, terrible little snob. 
Now I can go into the besy'or homes and I can 
go into the poorest homes. There hafever been 
anybody poorer than we've been in our lives. 
There's plenty of people a lot wealthier, but 
I never feel that there's anybody better than 
we are. You know, I don't hold it against them 
because they've got plenty of money. I like 
a person for what they are as I hope they would 
like me or dislike me for myself. But Elsie 
was different, wasn't-she. 
JACK Yes. 
PAT She ••• If they didn't have a lovely home and •••• 
JACK She wasn't the sort of a sister-in-law you 
could go up and say 'Hello love' and give her 
a kiss. You couldn't do that. That was right 
out. 
You mentioned when I was here last ih-t), ; •••• you said the last time 
you saw her was the day that your dad died. She came along that day 
with the rest of you? 
PAT Yes, she came to your mother's home. George 
was ••••• 
JACK I don't remember. 
PAT Now, George was home. He arrived home, I think 
I told you ••••• 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
The day of the funeral. 
I. I t'J ".'J i"j 
we'd beenAoackwards and forwards to the paper. 
Well he arrived home about two or three hours 
after dad passed away, and Elsie came that 
night. They were both there. 
Oh yes. 
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PAT But I found out later that he'd been in 
Melbourne for two days and been taking 
her out. While he was also married to Charmian. 
Wtl~ it was different to the way I lived, 
Chester. I mean you didn't go •••• To me it 
was wrong. I don't judge people's morals. 
That's entirely their own business. But I 
felt that if he thought much of Charmian he 
wouldn't be in Melbourne for two days taking 
his ex wife out. 
Just leaving that~ Elsie felt that she could, or should, or wanted 
to come to the house when the dad died, did she? 
PAT She wasn't invited. I mean she wasn't asked to 
come along, so she must have wanted to come 
along. Perhaps she thought it was expected of 
her. I don't know. But I didn't have anything 
to say to her that night. I spoke to her, 
•Hello, how are you', that sort of thing, but 
that was all. 
JACK I don't remember seeing her. 
You don't remember her coming? 
JACK No. 
She couldn't have been there long? 
PAT She wasn't there very long. 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
No, that was a funny, or pe:culiar thing, that, 
wasn't it, because in the morning dad's ••• or, 
one of my cousins died or something. I had 
a broken ankle. 
Bert had one leg. 
Bert had one leg. 
And John had a broken ankle too. 
And ( ??? We were carrying the 
coffin, you know. I got my leg in plaster and 
I got a walking iron on it, you know, and in 
the morning an uncle or cousin, what was ••• 
I've forgotten. 
Jessie's ••••• 
Somebody •••• 
Husband, or one of them died. 
So you had to go to ••••• 
So I had to go to their funeral in the mornirg 
... ) 
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and then they were going to come back to their 
uncle's funeral in the afternoon. So we had the 
two funerals in the one day. I had this plaster 
on my leg and I broke it there so as I could work 
with a car, to drive a car to go out and, you know. 
Oh, it was a real funny business. 
Two funerals in a day. 
PAT It was a bit much, wasn't it? 
Are you there, Pat? 
JACK Pat. 
PAT Pardon. 
Pat, you mentioned about dressing up the nephew in George's 
'JGV 
uniform and then George came and~got stuck into him about it. 
You put that on the record. What did he say about that? How 
did he react when you informed him about that? 
PAT Well he had got the messages we had sent through. 
In Sydney, yes. 
PAT But he couldn't ••• He said he didn't want to come 
because he couldn't bear to see his father suffering. 
And I said to him ••••• Well, by this time you~ father 
was unconscious, but every time he regained 
consciousness he was asking for you. He said, "Oh 
yes, but I couldn't face that sort of thing". And 
I said somebody had to do it. We all had to be here. 
His mother had collapsed and he needed you. You 
had a right to be here. And he said, "Well, it's 
just not me". He said, "I couldn't come". But he 
had been in Melbourne for two days. 
Yes you said that. 
PAT This was what I was cross about. 
I just wondered whether he, well, defended himself, or beat you 
down over it, or fought you about it7 
PAT Well, he did yell at me, that it was none of my 
business, sort of thing, and after all, you know, 
Ctll'\ 
I'm not the type of person thatAstand by, so 
what could I have done. I said, "Well you could 
have given happiness to your father before he died". 
He said, "Oh he wouldn't have known anything about 
it". He was really callous about it, wasn't he? 
JACK Oh yeah. Came with a bright red tie on to the 
funeral. 
. ) 
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PAT Oh, that was the funeral, but •••• 
Were you there, and through this, Jack, too? 
JACK Oh yes. 
You must have felt a bit of a rift with your brother then? 
PAT I think he could have flattened him. 
JACK Well I just can't remember what happened. 
PAT You were very cross with him, I know that. 
JACK I know I was, yes. 
PAT But the whole of the family was upset. And the 
only one really outside the family that could 
, say much was me. And I got stuck into him and 
told him exactly what I thought of him. 
You said that last time. I just wondered whether he fought back 
at all • 
PAT No. 
JACK No. 
PAT He just said that oh well if that's your scene, 
you·_ have it. But it wasn't our scene. We 
JACK 
PAT 
had to stand there and do what we could for the 
old man, to relieve him, and the very fact that 
we'd brought this young nephew in to •••• so that 
dad would die happily ••• At least we cared about 
him. And George appeared not to have cared •••• 
Well it proved it in the bookJthe way the 
character •••••• 
In the book, the way he wrote about him. 
••• that he gave him. He couldn't have cared less 
about his father. 
JACK Yeah, that's one of the mysteries. 
PAT Well, I hate, to say that, but it really is true. 
And you feel that he ••• coming down to Melbourne/that he deliberately 
delayed for a couple of days ••• 
PAT I'm sure he did. 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
I'm sure he did. 
Because it was for a whole month~ wasn't it? 
Oh yeah. 
Every other day we were ringing the office. And 
at first, he was away, and the editor, or the man 
to whom I spoke said, 'Oh well, he'll be back in 
the office at such and such a time', and we 
made it our business to ring at that time. 
.) 
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And I felt that he was relaying messages for us. 
And I told him all this when I came back and he 
said "Oh well, I did get the messages but I 
didn't want to come". And I said, "Well you 
don't think it gave us any pleasure to stand 
there and lie to your father about you all the 
time". 
Yes, of course. 
PAT J\.nd he said, "Oh he wouldn't have known what was 
going on". And it was just so ea llous, that 
really I could have cut his throat cheerfully 
myself' that day. 
Well, you mention that he said 'this is not my scene', do you f'eeJ 
that •••• Did he as a younger boy, Jack, sort of' avoid occasions 
when he had to perform for other people's benef'its? 
JACK Yes, I would say. 
Could ~rou think of' others? 
JACK No, not off hand now. 
But that's been ••••• 
JACK 
PAT 
He was always the shy, retiring, you know, never 
into any hassles. Never got into any trouble. 
He never ••••• I don't think he ever had a fight 
you know, with little kids. I don't mean that 
Jack was violent but if anybody gave him a punch 
in the nose, he'd punch back. But George would 
come home crying, didn't he? Because grandma 
told me that many times. 
Well at some stage you must have got his conf'idence up though, 
because, see you were telling me last time how he got the idea 
he wanted to write #i. fr, l°i!)~ and then later in lire he 
seems to have round his place and done it. Do you feel, Jack, 
that by ·the time he returned, and late ror your dad's death, 
and deliberately late, that he'd opted out or the family at 
that stage? 
JACK Oh, I think he had, pretty well, at that stage. 
Because I think at that stage he'd gone to A,s 
Sydney, and I think ~/\letters/~-
he might have writ~n to mum1 I don't remember 
now. 
( .) 
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PAT Well Jean said yesterday he hadn't. She hedn't 
had. She might have had •••••• 
JACK I mean this was when he was in Sydney, not \Vhen 
he was in Greece. 
PAT Oh, Sydney, Sorry. 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
Yeah. But then ••• see he was in Sydney. Well 
of' course we never saw much ••• Vv'e saw him on 
dad's :funeral, and did he corre down f'or mum's 
:funeral? 
Yes, but af'ter mum·died. 
Yeah, well that was arter he came back :from 
Greece wasn't it? 
Oh no. Oh yes, yes-it was. 
Yeah, that's right. And then he came down for 
the funeral. Then he went back to Sydney where we_ 
~ never saw him again till he was on his way 
to Qreece, or to London, and Mum and Jean came 
down to say goodbye to him and I was down then, 
got horribly drunk. vVell that was the last we 
saw of' him :ror twelve years. 
Got drunk where? 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
P.AT 
JACK 
P.tT 
On the boat. Down at Port Melbourne in the pub 
and then on the boat. And then of course we 
never saw him till he came back and then he was 
a physical wreck. Broke. And then he was only 
over here :r·or a little while and then he went 
to Sydney and his book was published and then 
things started to cone good, and I don't think 
he came down to see mum again, did he? They 
came down, he and Charm, just af'ter the book 
was published •••• 
I remem&ber ••••• 
••• and took us out to dinner. 
Yeah, well he had to cone down to the launching 
of' the book. He didn't take mum •••• 
No. 
Oh, your mother ••••• 
Mum. •••• he took you and I and Jean and Bert. 
That's right. He didn't take her. Why didn't 
he ta.lee grandma? 
.) 
JACK I don't know. 
PAT Well he only took the :four of us anyway. I 
can't remember why he didn't. 
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Do you remember where you went to dinner that night? 
PAT Yes, at the Florentino. 
JACK Clip joint. 
PAT Clip joint. Like ••• we're not telling any lies 
but it was the most ••• It was the poorest meal 
JACK 
PAT 
164, yeah. 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
I think we've ever had, whenever we've been out. 
And the dearest. 
Um, and the dearest. Vie 're talking now back 
when that book was first published. 
And you would have got a very good meal ~or 
about :five dollars, well say, ~ive pound. 
And he had paid .... ,,, ~t was nearly two hundred 
pounds· that he paid that night, which included 
some wine, but not all that much, was it? 
No, I thought it v.ras shocking. I had spatchcock, 
and so help me bob it wasn't any bigger than a 
sparrow. 
And we got a spoonf'ul of spinach. 
Yeah. 
And a half a potato. 
Oh yes, oh it was terrible. 
It was the poorest meal, really, just. I was 
looking forward to this beautiful Florentino 
that I'd heard so much o:r and we were really 
let down that night. 
But he obviously wanted to do it like a big occasion for you? 
Oh yes. 
JACK Oh yes, yes, he thought he was doing something 
very smart. 
PAT And they were staying at the ••• what was the 
hotel? 
JACK Oh, they weren't. They were at Sydney, what's 
his name, Williams, who was in charge of the 
Herald. 
PAT :J°c,c. k. /,J, I),~ 
· ..~) 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
Sir John Williams has a suite.~ 
He has a suite. 
In the Rex, wasn't it. 
No. 
What's it name start vvi th, 'R '? 
I've :forgotten. 
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.Ah, it's not there any more, I don't thiIL~. 
Doesn't matter, yes. 
PAT It was magnificent. 
~ ~- staying with the Williams of' the Herald? 
JACK Well that's •••• he had this :flat f'or visiting 
personalities. 
PAT 
JACK 
He •••• ? 
That was always there. 
Oh yes, oh really. 
PAT And he gave it to George and Charmian •••• 
JACK Yes, about the tenth storey. 
PAT For that week. 
JACK And they had it .ror the week. 
Oh, well you were saying that all his journalist :friends 
rallied round him then when he came back. 
JACK Yeah. 
Well, yes, he was made a celebrity then. 
JACK See, at that time Charmian was writing ror 
the Herald too. 
PAT 
J.ACK 
She had an article every Tuesday or Wednesday, 
I've :forgotten which. 
So when they came down here the penthouse was 
empty and so they got it :for the week. 
Marvellous. Can I tell you something I've round out since I 
was here last and I meant to say it at the beginning and I 
forgot. Since I v:as here some one lent me the book, 'The World 
of Charmian Cl,(f-J a collection o:r her stu:r:r f'rom the 
I 
Herald. 
PAT Yes, th2t's ••• 
And one o~ the essays describes when she ••• in one o:r the essays 
she mention that in London she had a portrait painted by 
the painter Colin CoJ...-ahan. Now he's the man involved in the 
Wnr1 Jessica . A murder ••• 
) 
I ) 
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PAT Yes. 
So that story which is used in the middle oI' 'Brother Jock' 
------·) 
he must have heard Colin CoL'-:ahan t2lking about it ar.d 
thought •••• 
P!~T Yes, yes. 
JACK Yes. \'iell that's .a• that makes sense, yes. 
It sums up something about Melbourne for me and I'll use it 
and he's put it in, but that's-the lin...~, Colin CoL::~han. 
PAT Yes, Colin Col...-~han. 
JACK Murder and ••• 
And ore of the things Chermi2n says ebout Colin Co~han is 
that he 's been a-...·:ay :from Australia now f'or twenty years 
and he's obviously never going to go back, and I think 
somethinr about him being a sort of' lonely ex-patriQtehas 
obviously touched George and that's perhaps mirrored his 
own situation as an eYvpatriat~. 
PAT Yeah, I think you're right. 
And he's brought that in. 
-~--P_A_11 _T ___ r_t_h_i_nk __ • _. -·-·------------ I A t-er.rv f'-r,;--....._ 
Ye s ; i"ti nir.:f"'-
PAT Am he saw ____ --::, f S. ~:.~; ,,_.,rh,rj 
? Oh did he , yes • 
PAT Ah, he was in the court and saw him, and this 
also had a horr-i ble a:rf'ect on him, because he 
was a handsore young man and George was against 
capital punishment as I am, and he used to 
talk a lot about it to me. It sort of' worried 
him. He said the man was mad. He was def'initely. 
He shouldn't be hanged. He was mentally ill. 
And he told me that he saw him with a f'ive pound 
tin of' f'ruit in his hand. He was not in the 
court at the time. He was at the back. Now 
where he'd get a f'ive pound tin of' f'ruit f'rom I 
wouldn't know. But he squeezed it to show the 
strength of his hand. 
Really, yes. 
Yes. 
PAT And he crushed that :fruit. That seemed •••• he 
t&lked about it so often to me that I'm sure 
it sort of' worried him. 
_) 
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PAT He didn't like anything, you know.~~· 
How old would George have been then, Pat? 
PAT He'd have been in his •••• 
JACK ~wenty-rour. 
He'd have been twenty-three, twenty-:f'our. 
JACK Tvven ty-f'our, :f' i ve. 
PAT Yvell he was on the Argus. No, he'd only have been 
about twenty-two at the most. Cause he got the 
job in the Argus ••••• 
JACK Well that leaves ••• the Leonsky business was 
during the war. 
Well he was married then? 
You 
JACK Leonslcy was in 1940 something, when the Yanks were 
out here. 
PAT Yeah, well George was 
---
Well he 
would have been married to Elsie at the time. 
JACK Yeah. 
don't think he would have been saying that to her. This 
was the sort or thing he wanted to tell you and not her. 
PAT Well I don't know whether he told her about it. 
vVho 's he? 
I wouldn't know, but he did tell me. He also 
told me that he saw Richard Buckley when he was 
doing reporting. 
PAT Richard Buckley was with, um •• ~ 
JACK He was a murderer. 
PAT There were two murderers. Buckley was one an::1 
Angus ••• There was one hanged and the other one 
got awas. 
JACK Buckley got away. 
PAT He escaped, and when they eventually caught up with 
him in a house in Ascot Vale, he'd been living 
there :for about thirteen years all on his own, and 
they eventually caught up with him, and we had a 
Labor Government at the time who were against 
capital punishment, and so he was just sent to jail 
for li:fe. 
JACK I used to see him in a pub down Port Melbourne. 
PAT Yes, but George told me that he saw this man in 
_) 
the court and he pulled his shirt up, or 
rather his barrister pulled up his shirt to 
show them the effects of a flogging that 
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he'd got when he was innocent. He was flogged 
:Cor somethirg he didn't do, or something, and 
this also had a terrible ~ffect on him. 
He used to say to me '6h man's inhumanity to 
man'. Always this used to be his phrase, you 
know. He said 'Oh, I just couldn't imagine 
anybody doing that'. These sort o:r things 
sort of stuck in his mind. 
Any sort of active cruelty see~s to have stuck in his mind. 
PAT All, yeah, he couldn't bear anything lil{e that. 
He wasn't ••• he was a very, 'timid's' not the 
word, but he just hated violence in any shape 
or form. 
In 'Clean Straw For Nothing', Jack, there are as I said last 
~ 
time, there are a few occasions when David Mt-rtll,~ gets 
a bit violent. Going back to those f'ootballu'.9 1e,u::r) 
was George rough or violent at that time? 
JACK No, no, I was the rough one. 
That :Ci ts. Could we go back to that time? Do you remember 
the sort o:r things that you did together at that time? 
JACK Oh well, we played,rooty and that, and oh, I 
think I told you the occasion when we played 
in Canterbury I think it was and they used I ~ 
to play on the old Exhibition Oval there, and •••• 
i~ere was that Jack? 
JACK 
Really? 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
In the Exhibition building there used to be 
,an oval where they used to have bike races 
around it. 
But it was a men's rootball ground then. 
It was where the car park is now. 
And, anyhow, we were playing there this day 
and dad was goal umpire)and we were playing 
and there was a bloke hassling George a bit, 
you know. So I up and copped him one, you 
know, and there was a bit or an all-in blue, 
and dad ran up with the rlags, trying to stop 
it, you know, and he was the only one that 
got reported. 
\\ .) 
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George was? 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
No, dad. They reckoned he was hitting them 
with the :flag. 
And another time when George was playing 
football, was it George, I don't know 
whether George was there. Anyhow, there 
was a free kick awarded against you and 
grandma didn't think it should have been 
awarded against her son. I think it might 
have been George, because I doubt it she'd 
have done it for Jack, and she up with a 
piece of lead piping and ran out onto the •••• 
Crowded ground. 
And topped the umpire. She was incredible, 
grandma. 
( 777 ) Ah, she was a bit of ... 
That reminds me o.f the· bit in the book 'My Brother Jack' 
where Jack is being belted up at Brighton Tech in a .fight 
and mum comes into the ring to stop the .fight. 
JACK Oh yeah. 
Any reality in that? 
JACK No, no. 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
Jean says 'yes'. 
No. It wasn't. 
and he won the ••• 
he was in the ••• 
Heavyweight. 
Jack says no. 
I was fighting Alan Brejtherton 
I was in tbe lightweight and 
No, middleweight, and we fought three rounds. 
They were only three rounds. And they couldn't 
give a decision so they made us .fight another 
round, and he won it, and that was alright, 
but there was nothing about mum trying to stop 
it cause it went an extra round. 
PAT Well I've heard Jean tell that story and she 
tells it the way George did it. 
JACK Oh well she •••• They got it back to front. 
Al right. Just one :for the record that was wiped er :f the tape 
before. Your mother didn't go to France at all? 
JACK No, no. 
-~) 
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She was in Caulfield Hospital. 
JACK She was in Caulfield Military Hospital. 
You must have :felt very close to him at that time, Jack? 
JACK Oh I was, yeah. Well I always was, always. 
P.AT 
JACK 
Protect,ve - --
Well, yeah, but we never had a cross word 
or anything. He went his way, with me living 
a bit lower than he~ I had older friends and 
I'd go out with them,you know. We'd go to 
the billiard room or go to a dance, or go to 
the pictures, or later on we'd go to the pub 
and have a :few beers and that. But he didn't. 
He'd have a couple o:f his cronies, Bobby E2.gle 
and ••••• 
But he didn't want to come with you? 
J.ACK No,- no, no. 
Did he think you were a good older brother :for him? 
JACK Oh I think so. Well I didn't teach him 
anything wrong,, that's for sure. Well he 
never got into much trouble to need protecting, 
you see. Like I mean, see, we lived two 
different lives I suppose. I suppose you couJd 
say :for my age I was a bit mature but :for his 
age he was a bit immature. But, well, I mean 
~ctually there was more than three years 
di:f:ference in our ages, in our actual status. 
But apart rrom that we got on well together. 
But then you see, you've got to remember, 
I lef't the tech when he was still at the tech 
und I did plumbing f'or about a year. I was a~ 
a grocer's shop for a while, delivering 
groceries. Then I got into the plumbing game, 
or vice versa, I'm not sure. Then I went up 
the bush, you see. And then when I came back 
in a couple or years, I'm married. So it wasn't 
a continuing relationship right through. It 
wasn't continuing at all. 
) 
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And when you played footboll together, that was probably 
the closest ••• 
JACK That'd be the closest we ever got together, 
I'd say and it'd be the happiest ti!Ile of h15 
year~ :between when he was seventeen or 
eighteen till he was twenty-one. I wouM 
say that would be his h2.ppiest time of' his 
lif'e. 
There were no complications. 
J1\CK No complications, yeah. No girl worries. 
And he was with the newspaper then? 
JACK Ah no, He was at Troedel and Cooper. 
Still at Troedel and Cooper. 
JACK 
SIDE 6 _. _ __..~)>~ 
JACK 
He was there from when he was about fifteen 
to, I think it might have been half\r1ay 
through, you know. He went as a cadet 
reporter on the 
And when he turned twenty-one he wes 
probably getting ten pounds a week, while 
the ordinary bloke was getting about four. 
And playing football, was he well liked by everyone? 
JACK Oh yes, yeah. Everybody liked hi!Il. 
He hadn't become a dif'f'erent sort of' person then? 
JACK No, well at that stage he wasn't writing 
books. He was reporting. See what I mean? 
He really wasn't painting or drawing or 
doing anything else. He was doing a job at 
work. Virtually learning, apprentice, see, 
for a couple of years. Then when he got 
to twenty-one of course. But then I think 
from then onJfrom when he was say twenty-one 
nnd he got married, his first marriage, I 
can't say that he did have a happy life. 
Do you think in later years he would ever have looked back 
to that period? That footballing period, that doesn't get 
a mention in his writing and I just won:iered, did he ever 
talk about it with you again, say when you went up to Sydney 
in the last stage of his lif'e. Did he ever come back to that? 
) 
_) 
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Oh yes. He used to say '6h I could play 
footy', you know, and one thing and another. 
They gave hi~ a cup for the best clubman once 
and he would insist that he got best and 
f'airest in the club but it vrns for the best 
clubman, you know. He used to be secretary. 
PAT He was a very ambitious fellow, George. 
He didn't want to be just one of the mob, 
you know. Now he got this beautiful big 
cup for clubman, but everybody thought it was 
for best and fairest. See the middle of the 
road wouldn't do George, he had to be the top. 
Everybody thought it. You mean he told them that? 
It 
JACK He told them, yeah, it was for best and 
wasn't the 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
J1;CK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
fairest. 
same thing at all was it? 
Oh n9. 
No. He was a very popular boy. Everybody 
loved him in the club, didn't they. 
Oh yes. 
He was most generous to the club, at this time, 
wasn't he? 
As I say, he was secretary. Honorary secretary 
and all that. 
/.k t/. 1. ,L ut r. u,.:t u re s t?l __,/_. ,. I I ft_~ 
and he put a lot of time into it. 
Well as I was saying to Chester I would reckon 
they were the happiest days of his life. 
Of' his life. 
Between when he was seventeen and twenty-one. 
But I think his f'irst wire, and it's horrible 
to say it, but she seemed to be what started 
him o:rf. 
Yeah •. Well then the war came, you see. You 
see he got married, well it must have been, 
couldn't have been much before the war. 
when he was married? 
Um. 
Well I've just rorgotten. 
.J 
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You both went to the wedding? 
PAT Yes. That's the day he told me he prayed the 
church would fall on him. 
What sort of e reception did we have af"terwards? 
PAT It was at Elsie's home. 
Oh yes, really 7 
PAT 
J1\CK 
At the parents' 
PAT 
It wasn't a very happy occasion. 
They were all fighting and car~ing on. 
home? 
At her parents' home. It was a very humble 
home. Nowhere near as good as George's f"amily's 
home. 
It wasn't a two-storey dilapidated Victorian mansion? 
JACK Oh no, no. 
PA'I1 No, it was a little single-rronted place, with 
a sort of alley-way down the side. 
Weatherboard or brick? 
Really? 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
Weatherboard I thinlc. 
I've forgotten now. I was only there the •••• 
.Arn we went twice. We went to the wedding 
and a couple of days before we delivered the 
present. They were very ••• The father was 
a signwriter wasn't he? Elsie's dad. 
Oh I think so, yes. 
But they weren't very friendly people. I 
doubt if they ••• You know, we sort or sat in 
this corner sort of thing, our family, and 
they were over there. But they were bickering 
amongst themselves, her family, the whole day. 
PAT It was very strange. ft.nd the whole f"amily 
was like this. And as I say each one of them 
in turn divorced their partner. But even 
when they were kids grow ••• \Yell I don't l{now 
when they were kids growing up, but Marge said, 
this is Jack's young sister, that Elsie used 
to stay vdth her often but she was never 
invited back to their home. 
Marge was not invited back? 
111. 
Last time1 I see you mentioned that when George came back to 
Australia with 'My Brother Jack' written, your mother, Jack, 
put on a party am had a lot of' his f'riends there. Would 
they be journelist f'riends? 
Right. 
JACK No, no. They were mostly f'amily. 
J_4CK All f'amily, you know, like giving him a welcome 
home. All the children end grandchildren, all 
tr~t'd be his nieces and nephews. 
And he didn't stay very long? 
JACK He -only stayed a couple o:f hours. 
Do you thin..k he always f'elt very ambiv~lent about whether he 
v, as in or w a sn ' t in the f' ami ly? 
JACK No, I got a f'eeling when he came back he-was j,..p,v4!. 
broke and I think he thought he shouldA..come back 
a big success and I think he ••• oh, I think Pat 
asked him did he have any money, didn't you. 
PAT No, I knew he had nothing because his clothing 
JACK 
was threadbare and he was really down on, you 
know, as low as you could get. And I got the 
shock of my life when I saw him and I got him 
aside and I said to him 'How are you :fixed :for 
money?', and he started to cry~ He said 'You're 
the only one in all my lire that's ever thought 
about asking me that'. He wouldn't take anything, 
but he had nothing. But he told me ••• I think 
this Sir Jack Williams \'\hoever he is, I think he 
was good to him and or course he had loads of 
f'riends here in ah ••• 
In the journalistic world. 
PAT Russell Drysdale was a great f'riend of' his and 
I think he helped him along because re was a 
millionaire. He would never admit to the family 
that he was broke. 
Well do you think that's Vlhy he didn't \Vant to stay too long. ·Th""t-
h~. wasn't creating the cles,~ ,,,,,..r~~$iO.,. - --
J.ACK He w2sn 't the congµering hero, you know what I 
mean? He was more like the prodigal son. 
.) 
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Were you curious to see him bacl{/ Jack? A:rter all those years? 
JACK Oh yes, yes. Oh we got •••• 
PAT 
JACK 
-PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
P.AT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
Well we were mvay on holiday and came up to see 
him, ~dn 't we? 
That's right. 
We were on holidays. 
Where were we? 
Down Flinders, or that way. 
Down Fl ir.d er s or sone where • 
And we drove up to greet him. 
'Yes, but I really think that, I might be wrong, 
but I think that's why he didn't stay or ••• 
Well I think hew as sick., too, mum. 
Oh he was desperately ill. 
And I still think he didn't coire ~~ a-$ 
conquering hero. He more or less came as the 
prodigai son, didn't he? Well he was broke. 
He didn't come with a wallet full of notes. 
Oh no. Well he didn't have anything. 
Well that's what I'm saying. That's whjr he 
didn't stay as long. But I felt terribly sorry 
for him then. I was very concerned. 
But he was a very courageous invalid wasn't he? 
Oh yes. 
You relt very sorry ror him then, Jack? 
JACK Yeah. 
Hfj,' Bhysical illness or you thought that his life was a lost cause? 
JACK Well, the look of him. He'd gone downhill 
physically. Well he looked older than I did. 
PAT 
And ••• 
V1/ell, Chester, he had no socks to wear. .And 
his shoes were thread, you know. 
This is at the ramily welcome? 
PAT Yeah. 
·He had no socks? 
Really? 
PAT 
PAT 
JACK 
And his clothing was ••• 
Oh it was threadbare and dreadful really. 
Oh yes. 
113. 
It's absolutely staggering that he was staying at Sir John 
Williams' :penthouse. 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
Oh this was later on. Oh this was when 
he f'irst came back. 
I don't know ·where he went to in Sydney. 
But this was later on, you know, it might 
have been twe 1 ve months later, af'ter the . 
book. 
Oh, I'm sor1')y. So the :family party to welcome him back that 
you 're speaking of', that was when he f'irst ••• 
And had 
Right, 
JACK · Oh that was when he first came back, yes. 
nothing? 
PAT 
right. No 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
J.ACK 
PAT 
.And had nothing. 
socks. 
Now where he went to af'ter he lert our place, 
I don't know. 
I think he had a plane tick:et :for Sydney. 
He might have. I don't know, but he wouldn't 
te 11 us where he was going. 
I know he had a couple of' pound notes and 
about that's all he had. 
Yes. But I f'elt •••• I could see that he was 
desperately ill. He hadn't made a success 
and it did~'t mean a thing to the f'amily. 
They were all so happy to see him back. 
P.nd we all thought we'd be able to nurse him 
back to health. Until I spoke to a doctor up 
there. We went over to Sydney when he was in 
hospital. And I spoke to the doctor and 
he said one lung was completely taken out 
and the other one was so badly diseased 
they couldn't, am. it was a matter of' time. 
So when George cleared of~ af'ter a couple of hours, did he make 
an excuse or just say um ••• 
JACK Oh yes, I think •••• If I remember right he said 
he had to catch a plane. 
PAT Yes he said he had to catch a plane. 
~id you feel that was a thin excuse, or was a real one? 
JACK I think, well he didn't have to catch it. I~ 
he'd really wanted to he could have stayed 
at one of our houses. 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
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You know, ror a couple of days. 
Well our house in Croydon was empty. 
He could have stayed there. But the point 
was, he _Y@...S going to Sydney, but he didn't 
have to go immediately, because he was 
doing that 'The Australian~ and the .4.merican 
was coming out, so that he had to go to 
Sydney, but there's no way in the world 
I would believe he couldn't have stayed 
with his mum for a couple or days. 
And she had prepared everything, hadn't she? 
Yeah. 
PAT Turned out the room, done everything for him. 
·) You'd have liked him to stay with you though? 
.. ,) 
PAT Well he could have stayed with any of' us. 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK-
We'd have all liked him to stay. But I 
wouid have liked to see him stay with his 
mother because she had looked forward to it, 
hadn't she? 
Oh yes. 
I don't think she slept from the time she 
got the letter to say he was coming home 
until he arrived. She was so madly 
excited about it. And then when she told me 
he was going she broke her heart. 
Yes, that was a real letdown, you know. 
All the, you know, his nephews and nieces 
that he hadn't seen since they were little 
f~4dJ,es , /--. and they d grown up and that p]e a se d 
and wanted to see him, you know, arrl he was 
in am out and God knows •. 
PAT Mind you, Chester, he was very sick, and 
JACK 
PAT 
:probably •••• 
It might have been a bit much for him too. 
He might have been overwhelmed by all the 
f'amily. Well I could ~orgi ve him for that. 
If he 1d have said to me 'Oh get them all 
out or the place', well we'd have done that, 
and he'd have stayed with his mum. Cause 
she didn't live very long after that, did she? 
-__:) 
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When you had the Greek chap staying \Vi th you for a couple er 
years, did he talk about George and Charmian on the island, 
or did he tell you about the Greek life? 
PAT He couldn't speak English very well. 
JACK He couldn't speak English. 
Do you speak Greek; Jack? 
PAT I teed him up to go to the •••• 
Couldn't he really? 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PitT 
JACK 
PJ1T 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
No, just a word here and there. 
He came out ~rom Greece, he had a suitcese 
just that size. That's all he had. 
He'd never been in a house where there was a 
bathroom, and he was with us a couple or 
months and I realized he hadn't had a bath, 
or anything. So I took him in and in my own 
way I showed him how to fix up the bath, 
and I even fixed it all up for him. Cause 
in those days, I'm getting back now, twenty 
years or more; we only had a gas bath heater. 
I showed him how to do that. Did it for him. 
Filled the bath, and lert him to it. He 
came out all dressed up a:rrl everything, and 
the bath hadn't even been touched. Then 
George tel~ us, when he came back, that there's 
no running water on the island. 
Oh, well there was where he carre from. He 
cane rrom t\""J_, ...... .w>.s • 
Well he never used the bath at all. 
No, but what he did ••• 
He used to wash under the tap. 
Yeah, under the sink tap outside. He hsve his 
cold wash, but •••• 
He never had a bath or a shower in all those ••• 
The day after he arrived we took him into our 
house and I was dovm •••• I went dovm to the Council 
and got him a job in the Council and he started 
the next day in the Council as a carpenter. 
See now, I got him a job that quickly. Bang. 
He's not in the place •••• Anyhow, I got him 
this job on the Council. 
/ .) 
JACK 
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And of' course I went do~n after a couple of days 
to see the :foreman. Oh he vvas a terrific vrnrker, 
you lcnovv. They were quite happy with him. So 
he comes home and the kids, the girls are only 
young teenagers. .A couple of' them v:ere small 
and that and we w~re all sitting around the table 
one night and I said 'John, did you learn to 
speak English today'. He said 'Yes', he said. 
'Man hit J,,M thumb. Fucky, f'ucky ' • That 's 
the first words of English he spoke. 
PAT Then, you see he had a wif'e and four children, 
George told us, so Jack took him down to the 
JACK 
Banl{ manager to arrange f'or him to send a portion 
of' his money home to his wif'e and children. 
( ? ?? ) wage. 
PA'l1 .Ard he was.... \Ve let him stay with us for 
nothing, cause I thought well a wife and four 
kids back there and he's got no ••••• 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
We went round to all our friends and neighbours 
and got him a good wardrobe, didn't vie? 
Oh yes. 
He had more clothes than he'd ever seen in his 
life. And Jack arranged with the Bank manager ••• 
I think at that time he was getting about eleven 
or twelve pound. 
Pound a week. Good money. 
And Jack arranged :for him to send half of it home 
to his wi:fe and kiddies, which would have been 
a lot o~ money to them over there. And a telegram 
cane for him nf'ter 2.bout eight or nine months, 
a telegram came, 2nd m;v :fourteen year old daughter 
took the telegra_m and he vmsn 't home. And she 
said to me 'Will I read it to him', and I said, 
'Vvell he can't read English. You better go and 
try and ••• ' She could get on better with him 
than anybody, didn't she, Beverley·? .And enyhm't 
she read.it to him end it was from a womsn three 
or four doors up in our street, whom we all knew, 
telling him not to come up to her home for the 
weekend. Her husbam. was coming home• 
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PAT Then it turned out, he was telling Beverley, 
that he was giving her the money and he hadn't 
sent anythi :ng home to his vlif' e and kids , had he ? 
JACK 
PAT 
No. 
Oh he ,r,ras a ( 
JACK ? 
??? ) 
Well, he didn't tell you anything about George and Charmian on ••• 
JACK Oh, he didn't tell me anything. 
PAT Yes, he did tell us one time. 
JACK H~ might have told you. 
PAT George wrote a book. I don't know whether George 
and Charmian wrote the book, but he wrote it, 
called 'The Soonge Divers'. Well this young man 
) was a sponge diver and he supplied all the 
irrformation George wanted to lcnow. And George 
promised to get him to Australia, but because 
George wasn't resident here, Jack had to do it. 
Out here in Australia, he didn't bring you up to date with thei~r 
lire on the island? 
JACK No. 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
No, he only •••• 
Well, they weren't on {,iilj,,..l'\.-4.n) 
1:irhere John was. 
No. 
) very long 
Because then they went to H;dr"'- where they 
bought the dolls house. And so he probably 
didn't know much about them, only that •••• when 
they were in £("/J>---.~ vii th him. But 
anyhow, he did alright. He went back home a 
f'ew years ago. 
PAT Like a millionaire. 
JACK Dressed lilrn a millionaire. I think he called in 
to see George too. 
PAT Yes he did. He could speak English very well in 
the f'ini sh. 
Called in., ,.-... HJdrh? 
JACK No, in to Sydney. 
How do you know that Jack? 
JACK George told us. 
.. ) 
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PAT He went back to Greece be:fore George died, about 
two years before George died. Or it might have 
been a year. 
JACK 
PAT 
Yeuh. 
But he called in to see George. Got his address 
from us and he went back to see George before he 
went home. The idea in Greece •••• your sons ccn't 
get married until their sisters are married and 
their marriages ••••• 
Yes, Charmian makes that clear in tif'r·,.,...PttdJ s;'JJ7)- --
PAT Yeah, well their marriages were arranged on the 
island where he came from and the girl had to 
supply the house so the boy would marry her, 
sort o:f thing, so he was going back with money be 
earned here to get his daughter married. 
Well, once George got to London and Greece, you more or less lost 
track of' him? 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
That's right, yes. From ••• I think I got one 
letter from him and I think it must have been 
of'f' the ship because I can remember him saying 
like, 1we had a good old booze up, and I 
remember getting a letter f'rom him before he got 
to London saying that he was still sick at Perth. 
A:fter our night out. 
That was on the ship before he arrived. 
Yeah, yeah. 
It must have been very sad to see him go? 
JACK Oh it was/ yes. AN!!je-~ j I vvas glad because he 
was going to a pretty important job. Editor of' 
Yes, yes. 
JACK 
the /tu.s1'r-"'},"1,-. Associated Press in London. 
I mean, that's a plum1 job in journalism, isn't 
it? 
And being a comparatively young fellow, I mean, he 
was a chap t.ha t had the world at his :reet. And 
whether Charmian talked him into chucking it and 
going to Greece, or whether the TB hit him in 
London and he got low in spirits, and thought 
getting into a warmer climate, they'd feel better 
and everything. 
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PAT I think that might have been his general idea. 
Can we bring u:p the thing about the trilogy! V/hen along the 
way did he express the idea or a trilogy to you? 
JACK I think arter he v.rrote 'My Brother Jack'. 
P.i'te r that he did? 
JACK Yeah, I don't think he had it in his mind before. 
But when th~t was a success, I think then·he 
thought well I'll go on to bigger ard better 
things. 
Right, is that your memory Pat? 
PAT Yes. I'd say that was right. 
So he didn't go overseas with that idea in his head? 
PAT No. 
J.ACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
My daughter was telling me that he wrote . a bool{ • 
Now what was it called. 'The Golden Days'? 
Yeah it was called ••• something, oh ••• 
She got it in a paperback. We've never seen it. 
It was published in London and it's about two 
brothers and she said, you would say •••• 
One's rrom Greece and one visits him. 
Yes, and she said 'I'm sure, it's had and Uncle 
George that he's writing about'. Some thing 
about ••• 
Golden something, wasn't it? 
To the Stars, or something. 
Oh, I rorget it now. 
Golden Days. 
Joy told you this? 
JACK Yeah. 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
She'd know. 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
Stairway to the Sky, or something. 
No, I thought it was Go]d en Days, or something 
like that. 
I'll ring her again tomorrow and find out. 
She can't get it in Australia. 
She can't find it any more. 
She got it in London as a paperback. But she's 
lent it and people rorget to return them, you 
know. 
Well, do you think that he was trying out then? There was the two 
brothers theme? 
.) 
JACK He may have. That could be very well, but 
by wh?t he told us, it was when he was sick 
and doing, you know ••• nostalgic. 
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PAT 
JACK 
No, he didn't tell us, Charmian told us that. 
Charmian told us, yeah. 
PAT That he kept on going back over his chiJ.dhood 
and all that and she said to him, 'George, 
wby keep telling me about it. I don't know 
anything about that. ~by don't you write a 
book about it?' She said it was to get him 
out of her hair that she suggested it. And 
then until it was written and almost published 
she never told us anything about it. Nobody 
in the f'amily knew anything about it until 
we •••• It was eleven years, bef'ore we-heard 
rrom them. 
When did he actually start talking about a trilogy. Did he 
say that to you Jack? 
JACK Well, only after, when we went to see him 
in Sydney. Now he might have had the idea 
before. 
That's when he started talking to you about he'd like to go on 
with a trilogy. 
J.ACK That was af'ter he'd written 'My Brother Jack'. 
Sorrewhere along the way in our previous conversation you said ••• 
Pat, you said this. He thought he'd be able to make a fortune 
writing books and have a carefree lif'e on the Greek Island. 
PAT That's right. 
And did he say that to you? 
PAT Yes, the night ••• I think he told me one 
night, he sat f'rom nine o'clock until fJ\'~ )""-
JACK 
tk /'hor""''j, It was during that time that 
he told us that he thought he would be able 
to write and ••• 
And live off his books. 
PAT Not having any hassles rrom work. He would be 
able to write books and the money would keep 
pouring in. But he found that didn't happen. 
And Gabrielle Ha f..t. J the lass we go to 
in Bendigo ••••• 
The friend in Bendigo, yes? 
.) 
_J 
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PAT Ste told us f'riends of hers had stayed with them 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JJ;CK 
PAT 
JACK 
PiiT 
JACK 
PAT 
So that •••• 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
over there 1 ar.d every Australian that went over 
there round where George and Charmian were and 
stayed with them, sometimes f'or months. Now 
George and Charmian would be broke, but they 
were accepting all the people that came, instead 
of', like, I'd be saying, 'Well I'm sorry, I, you 
know, I'm down to my last few bob'. 
No you vmuldn 't. 
Well, I would give them •••• 
You wouldn't turn anyone away. 
I wouldn't go into debt to entertain people. 
Well they couldn't go into debt. 
Well they were. That's what ••• 
How could they get into debt? 
Because they would owe the storekeepers all around 
the place f'or their wine and whatever else the;y had. 
No, they'd be down the pub probably. 
Well they entertained them at cafes and they had an 
account there. Then when the royalties came in from 
the articles and books that the:y 'd written, or 
cheques, or whatever they got, they'd pay sorre of' 
that and then they'd go on again and book up more. 
Of course I think that the living was very cheap, 
like I mean, . retsJ-""'- and rough red wine 
would be about a penny a gallon, ~you know. 
Yeah, well I'm not saying that they entertained 
lavishly. I'm only just saying that they entertained 
them all. 
Yeah, cause they didn't mru{e the money they thought 
they would out it. 
When he said that about hoping to live well, write and live well, 
was he regre t:rul about that? Did he f'ee 1 that he 'd :ral len down 
on that? 
PAT Yeah, yes. He s~id, 'Things never worked out the 
way I'd pl~nned them'. I said, 'Well they seldom 
do George. This is li:re'. And of course he was 
so desperately ill. I myself had TB. I know how 
lonely, hov.r listf'ul, you feel you can't give a damn. 
) 
PAT To even \Vri te, I think wouJd be an ef':fort. So 
Jl1CK 
Who told you 
PAT 
I don't think he wrote as much as he" ~ti ve. liket-{ 
to, and they f'ought like cat 2nd dog, they tell 
me, over there. 
They destroyed eoch other. 
that Pat? 
George did. 
Oh he told you that? 
PAT He told us that Charmian had broken a bottle on 
the, table and gouged all his face, didn't he? 
JACK Um. 
That would be some rare incident, do you think, or was that ••• 
PAT 
JACK 
Well I never saw •••• 
Oh I think they used to get to hemmer and tongs 
a bit by the way he spoke, yeah. 
PAT Well verbally, but I believe over there they did. 
He said it got really dreadful over there. 
When he was telling you all this, she was already dead? 
JACK She was dead. He never said anything before she 
Going back to 
very badly in 
bad time, but 
I don't f'ind 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
died. 
George's writings, Helen, or Elsie, comes over 
the books or in 'Brother Jae~' she gets~ e 
Cressida, or Charmian, comes out very well, with ••• 
a bitterness in the books about her? 
No. That was strange. I didn't either. And 
the way he sometimes spoke of' her you'd thin..~ 
he was madly in love with her. 
Yes. 
But other times he'd tell you the most outrageous 
things, couldn't he? Tii,~7s -!L ... t 7;,./d r~~Pr _ .:._ -
and I'd say to him 'Oh', you know, 'George, that's 
history. We don't want to hear about that. It's 
all in the past'. 'But I've e.2-t to tell you. I 
must tell you.' He kept saying this, didn't he? 
<'r 've got to get it out of' my mind! he kept saying 
to me. 
~~ you thinlt ••• most of those things, was he saying to you Pat or 
you,Jack or anyone and everyone that night, or was it just the 
I 
two of you? 
) 
._) 
PAT 
JACK 
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? 
No, just mum and I and George. Just the three 
o:r us. 
He must have felt more conf'ident with you two, than ••• 
JACK Yeah I think we were about the only two he couJd 
talk to in confidence like that • 
. And he didn't \7ant to talk to all the drunk intellectuals .••• 
JACK Oh no, no. 
PAT I don't thi:nk he would have told them that. 
Do you think he was trying to restore the closeness of the years 
bef'ore? 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
J1\CK 
PAT 
JACK 
P.AT 
JACK 
Oh I'm sure he was. That was another time we was 
very close, when he was nearly dying. 
Yes, in the last twelve months of his life we 
went over two or three times. 
Yes, we t9ok the f,ovSl--e .> o. --vl wrt- didn't have 
a lot o:r mone~y, to go over to Sydney, you know, 
and back. 
we· even asked him to come over and stay with us 
in Croydon. 
Pretty expensive, and ••• 
I wanted him to come to Croydon and I'd look 
after him, and I'm sure I could have looked 
af'ter him, where obviously there was no-one 
there to do it. Shane, no Shane was alive 
at the time. She died after her father. 
But she wasn't ••• 
But she was, well, only a little girl, twenty. 
She was married just berore George died. 
But ah ••• no, I think we were very close when we 
went over there, weren't wel 
Yes. 
I'm sure we were. 
And he was so short of words. It was an effort 
for him to talk, and yet ror all those hours he'd 
forced himselr, didn't he, He'd be puffing 
something dowµ hi~ throat and he'd wait ~or a 
(/J...(A.t/V/..j~AL_ . , • 
little while. Arid he'd go on. It was just tragic, 
VJaSn t t it• 
Oh it was just terrible. 
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PAT I kept saying, 'Oh George, go to bed. You'd be 
much better of'f' lying down. Tell me about it when 
you're well'. 'No, I've got to get it off' my 
mind. ' 
Yes, he must have known that he'd ;e, °'-e>"' say it f~t'--~ or never; 
PAT Um. Well that would have been about a month. 
JACK 
PA'l' 
JACK 
Would it be a month, or perhaps two months, bef'ore 
he died. 
Oh, it wouldn't have been two months, I wouldn't think. 
A ~o.,-;fl . 
And now the older sister looks like dying. She's got 
lung cancer. She's pretty bad. If' she sees the year 
out I 1d be surprised. 
PAT You wouldn't have at '1ovr .re. k-0.t:J I c.t tape f'rom George? 
) I 
From George? 
PAT They have at Bendigo. A tape of' George being 
interviewed with Sir Russell Drysdale. 
No, I don't know about that. 
PAT Well Gabrielle was asking me had we heard it and 
I said no. And she said that she'd re-tape it and 
send it down to us. So if you'd like to come and 
hear it I'll give you a ring and you can come. 
· _) I'd love to hear it, Pat. Yes of' course I would. 
PAT Well I thought it might be of' some interest to you. 
It would. 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
That was on 
PAT 
JACK 
To hear him speaking instead ••• 
It was on the television. We saw the television 
programme. 
We saw ••• but whether it was that, I don't know. 
No, I think it would be. At Russell Drysdale's house. 
They're sitting at a table near the big plate-glass 
windows, and the reporters, you don't see ~m, but 
they're talking, you know. 
the television? 
It might be that, I don't know. 
And then somebody's taped that. 
·.) 
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PAT But Gabrielle couldn't tell me. She said she heard 
George's voice was very weak, but she said you can 
understand it all. So, it might be that, but in 
any case if you'd like to hear it you're most 
welcome. 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
No, Pat, no. 
If we can get it from her. 
Yeah, well Gabrielle sometimes is very disorganised ••• 
She probably will send it to us. 
•••• as I'm sure most teachers are with all the duties 
you've got. Well I've got •••• 
PAT I've got teachers in my own family. I know how jobs 
do pile up on them. 
In talking, as you said George did before in the last stage of his 
life, when he obviously wanted to get everything out to you people, 
you two, did he go back over the Helen business then, or did he 
review that then? 
JACK No. 
He mainly got it out of his mind a long time before? 
PAT No. 
JACK Yes I think so. I think it was mostly, if I 
remember rightly about ••••• 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
Only about their life in Greece. 
Yes, he and Charmian. 
.And Charmian ••• I don't, well George told us so it 
must have been true that she bought her boyfriend 
back here to Sydney. And George was in hospital, 
and she wanted. whoever he was, I don't know •••• 
You never met this man? 
P.AT 
JACK 
PAT 
No ••• to live in the house there. 
And George live, there too. 
And George li ve1 - there too. 
She wanted that, or did that happen? 
JACK No, she wanted to and he wouldn't f}':j.., 
PA~ P..nd he wouldn't have it. 
What was the thing you told me last time about driving up to Euroa 
\"Ci th the teacher who became a priest, what was ••• 
JACK 
PAT 
Oh yes. 
(???) 
-.) 
·,.J 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
J.ACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
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Well, Charmian, I don't know how we come to pick 
her u:p there. How ••• 
vYel 1 it happened to be Jason's ••• 
Yes, but did she come dovm to our place? 
No, she was staying at the Hotel Australia. 
That's right. 
And v;e had to pick _her up there at two o'clock 
in the af'ternoon, and we had to t,)rce__ h<'rJ 
drive her up to spend the day with her little 
boy who was having his tenth birthday. And 
she kept us waiting about two hours, didn't she, 
at the Eotel Australia. She wasn't ready, or 
she wasn't there when we got there. And, anyhow, 
we drove her up there. 
I know it was pretty late, because we V1ere having 
a drink in at the Kalkallo pub and it was dark 
then, I think, if I remember. 
Yes, that's right, you're right. 
And she bought ~ a bottle of ivhi skey. 
She kept us a long time v;ai ting, and vie were hours 
later than we should have been getting up there. 
And Father O'Day who was not a priest at the time, 
he came in later, end they sat quoting poetry to 
one another. Both as :full as boots, weren't they? 
They knocked the bottle of whiskey o:r:r, neat, 
between them. 
And whatever drink was there. Wine, and the beer 
that Joy had. And they were both as :full as boots. 
Enjoying themselves. Quoting poetry, cause 
Charmian loved :poetr;y, and Martin, their son, has 
had a book o:r poetry published. 
JACK He got a grent from the •••• 
This is the lad they went to visit? 
JACK No, no, no. This is the elder boy. 
( 
PAT The eldest boy. They had three children. 
In going up to Euro a, she 's going to visit the ••• 
PAT The baby. 
The third one. 
,) 
·:) 
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PAT My d8ughter had him u:p there :for a couple 
of' years while George was in hospital. 
~~at, your deughter did? 
PAT Yes, she thought that l,IVOuld help them, cause 
with George being in hospital she thought th2t 
Charmian would ••••• well, Charmian wanted to work. 
She was employed in a radio station. Oh, she 
did a lot o:f interviewing or guest speaking, 
and all this sort of' thing. But Joy had the 
-little boy up there, and he went to school 
with her children. 
Jack, I'll ask you this one 1Jack. What sort of' a :father would 
you say George was to his own children? 
JACK Well I thinl{ that he had a lot of love :for 
them, but, now see, you ask me a question. 
When he oame back he was sick. The eldest 
boy had grown and I 1 d say as a :Cather he 
would have been a good :father but he wasn't 
well enough to do anything about it. He 
could just sit. He couldn't walk. He 
couldn't go out. 
You mention e.bout his illness and Char mi an ,u~t--:;o,,,,./J , to visit 
him, but would the boys have come to see him during his illness? 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
Well, I wouldn't know, would you? 
Well Jason wouldn't because he was at Euroa 
with Joy, and I don't l,cnow whether •••• 
I really wouldn't know, Chester, about that. 
' Well I wouldn t know, you see. 
But he'd have been a loving father. 
Oh yes, I think so. 
And I think in normal health he'd have been a 
good :father. 
Yeah. 
Moving on, in 'My Brother Jack' he was a war correspondent for 
three or four years and he seems to have gone all around the 
world. Now that's so? 
JACK Oh yes, yes. 
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Reading 'My Brother Jack', while he's roaming the world and 
going to all sorts of' countries and meeting all sorts or 
f'amous people and so on, he doesn't seem to be an eJv'l)atria~; 
but when he •••• at the beginning of' 'Clean Straw :for Nothing' 
when he .moves of':f overseas, he seems to be abandoning Austrslia. 
Is that how you recall it Jack? 
JACK The only thing that I could understand was 
Australia wasn't much good. 
In 1950 when he le:ft? 
JACK 
It was. 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
In the :forties 
then? 
JACK 
Yeah, yeah. Like, you know, suburbia and all 
that, which I think was the trend. The trend. 
You had to go o.s. or you weren't any good or 
you couldn't get anywhere. 
And I 
Tibet 
(??2) 
And he 
as a war 
think he sort o:f ••• well, he had 'beeY"\ .,C; 
and China and Japan ••• 
was on the boat when Macarthur ••• 
correspondent he wasn't wi9ing Australia 
Oh no, he was just going where he had to go, 
:for the news, you see. 
It's rather funny that in the f'orties he travelled more •••• to 
more places than he did than when he actually lef't Australia. 
JACK That's right. 
To London, Greece. 
JACK Yes. 
He must have •••• when he le:f't Australia in the f'i f'tie s he must 
have made a clear decision that the place wasn't good enough 
and he was abandoning it. 
JACK No, I don't think that. I thin1c, why he went 
to London, because he was off'ered the job as 
A • A. B • ~ d dD r. It ' s as s imp 1 e at that • I 
think had he not been off'ered that job he'd 
have stayed on in Australia. 
You don't think he was an eX--i)atrittte when he left. It \~./as only 
w~en he got over there that he decided ••• 
JACK When he got over there. And then he didn't 
like England. He didn't like London. He 
told us that. 
) 
Well, going back to you getting into the grog in Port Melbourne 
before he le:ft to go overseas. That was~ about 1950. 
JACK Yes, it'd be around about that. 
Did you :feel then that you were losing him,. that he was wiping 
Australia then, or did you just :feel that he was sort of away 
:for a while like he was as a war correspondent? 
JACK That's right. I thought that he was going over 
there :for a job. Which I thought, you know, 
alright he's got a good job over there. I'm 
happy :for him. 
He'd be there :for ·a while. 
JACK Be there £'or a :few years and come back again. 
Which, perhaps, would have happened. Had his 
- I health stood up or, I don t kn~v whether Charmian 
nagged him to go to the Greek islands. Which 
I think she would be a bit or a romantic. Cou]d 
have. And, well, he must have got that TB 
and which would pull him down and he'd :feel, 
you know, everything was wrong, and so they're 
/ 
things that are nebulous as :far as I'm concerned. 
You see, I can't ••• 
In 1950 you 
JACK 
didn't :feel you were losing him? 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
No, no, no. Not at all. I was happy. 
thought here's my brother got ••• A.A.P. 
I 
Editor 
in London. Terrific job. And never gave it a 
thought that he'd never ever be back again. 
You know, I thought, it not like as ir he's dying 
or anything. He's just going away on a job 
and would be there :for a :few years and come 
back. 
But he did have the attitude that there was 
nothing ft'3.A. r w1fL A-vj'Jrpt /, 'l~ 
Oh well that was ••• that was everybody. 'l1hey 
wrote books about it. 
Yes. 
It was the thing to rubbish Australia in the 
:fi:f ties. 
Yes it was. 
It was. Robin Boyd, Barry Humphries. 
JACK That Robin Boyd, yes. 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
They were all ( .. . ~ ) 
They were all •••• rubbished Australia. 
Sidney Nolan, the whole works. 
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And now they say you can hardly see an Australian 
in London. 
VVhen would you have got the f'eeling that actually George wasn't 
away just on a job, but he'd taken his lire right away from 
Australia and yourselves. 
JACK Well I don't know if' I ever got that feeling. 
PAT 
I don't ••• well, I suppose he was away twelve years. 
He was more or less a bit out of' our thoughts 
wasn't he? 
You see Chester, we didn't know that he wasn't 
making money. He wasn't writing and telling us 
that he was hard up or that he was sick. We 
didn't know that until he arrived back in Australia. 
Didn't the silence become deafening? 
PAT Well not f'rom George. 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
Oh no, because he never wrote at any stage. 
He wasn't ••• he really wasn't close to the ramily, 
was he? 
No,. no. 
Once he went to Sydney well Melbourne was, you 
know, just nothing. Sydney was ? 
Sydney people tend to have that attitude. f...:+err.1p~'l, /. {"'"' 
PAT But he derinitely did, think that Sydney was ? 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
Oh well, I mean, that was where things were 
happening. 
lt'or him. 
Well or course, he left the Argus and got a job 
over there because Charmian was over there. 
PAT Ye 3. 
JACK You see? Now that was •••• 
PAT He would never have lert the Argus except he was 
editing the •••• 
JACK 
PAT 
Australian Post. 
The Australian Post. Which berore it was the Post 
was Table Talk magazine. 
J 
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PAT And the Herald took it over. I think it was the 
Herald, it might have been the Argus, and they 
brought it out as the Australian Post at the 
time and he was editor. And it was then that 
Elsie round out that Charmian was on the scene 
and George told me himself that Elsie went into 
the office and kicked up a fuss and she wanted 
Charmian sacked. Well that's nothing to do with 
the editor (George wae), the bosses or anything, 
and of course this ecene was created there and 
they did sack Charmian, because they didn't 
JACK 
want all this trouble going on. And of course 
he said if she wae going- he was going. Now 
he told me that himself. He wasn't sa~ked. He 
lert the job because they'd sacked her. 
Oh dear I d~n't know. From the time he got married) 
it's been tragedy haen't.it? And here's us, we're 
battling on, and nothing tragic's ever happened to 
ue. 
PAT Thank God. 
Well, getting back to •• Let's go back to George, sort of twenty 
years old and under, and Jack, ! 111 ask you ••• I'll ask you the 
same thing in a moment Pat. I'll ask you this first Jack. Twenty 
and under, did you feel he had •••• What do you think were the 
most dirficult things about his personality? 
JACK Oh, I would eay shyness. And I thought he was a 
bit or, what do you call that ••• 
PAT What do you mean? 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
Inverted? 
Introverted. 
Introvert. You know, he kept to himeelf a terrific 
lot. And was ambitious. And he wanted to get on. 
Ambitious. And, but, do you thinlr he maybe hadB't got his right 
ambition yet. That he hadn't sort of found out what he was going 
to do yet? 
JACK Well, when I knew him he was ••• When I say when I 
knew him ••• 
Up to ••• 
JACK Like when at work. He was a commercial artist. 
, .. ' I,) 
JACK 
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Then while he was doing the commercial artistry 
work he wae writing these little articles ror 
the Argus. Well, he finally got a job there. 
Right. Well then his ambition was to be a reporter 
and then he done the news, you know, the court 
rounds, and then he became a shipping reporter, 
which seemed to suit him. He'd go out in a 
lighthouse ship and round to the various light-
hou3ee and write a story on that. It was quite 
good, and then, I suppose, it wasn't long after 
that the war broke out, you see, or course and 
then he becane a war correspondent. Well we 
met probably twice in five years then. During 
'1 
the army 
1 
\Ye' eort or have some leave - -- lfv'J-e_ ~ f,,,.o.W') 
T ~ ~1.:;~r --- And that was about twice in :f'ive 
yeare. Then after the war, as I say, he went to 
Sydney, or he had been to Sydney. No, he went to 
Sydney after the war, wasn't it? That's right. 
And then of' course we didn't see him then till 
dad's funeral, and then till he went away. So, 
I mean, there 1 3 quite a gap in our relationship. 
And most of' the thinge that we say is what he 
told us that particular night, what happened in 
Greece and one thing and another. 
Yes, so that all the fill-1~ etu~f a:rter he went away in 1950 
was really told to you just in the one nighti 
JACK That'e right, ye3. 
Sorry, now Pat. 
PAT I rene mbe r Jack had mentioned that he had won an 
art scholarship. 
No, I don't think that wae ••• 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
He won the art scholarship from Brighton Technical 
School to go tlrl-c. ft,./ler..'j') did.n 't he? 
That's right, yeah. 
And he was very ambitious about his paintings, 
but when he got to the art school I think he 
realized that that wasn't what he was meant to 
be, because that night he told us that he had 
forged his name on pictures that he hadn't 
painted. 
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PAT And while he was at that school at the art gallery 
he realized that he wasn't good at it. And I'm 
sure that that let him down. And then he decided 
well writing wa~ the thing that was best suited 
to him, which has been proved. He was a better 
writer than he was ever an artist. And I think 
he was let down a little on that one because he 
felt he would be a good artist. And we all thought 
he could. He could draw, perhaps ••• 
VVhen he was talking to you on that occasion Pat, what do you think 
he wa..~ted from you? Did he want you to condemn anyone: Did he 
want you to somehow forgive him? Did he just want to get it all 
said? Well, what do you think he wante~ or you? 
-~ PAT Well that particular night I felt like as if I 
was his father confess,~that he was telling us 
things that were bottled up inside or him. 
And he wouldn't have peace or mind until he got 
it all out or his eystem. 
'Do you think anyone, except yourselvee, would have done though 
; / 
on that particular occasion~ Was it a special thing to you and 
to Jae~ or would some other friend have done if they would have 
happenfd to have been there, do you think? 
PAT No, I think he wanted to talk to Jack and me. 
Yes, well it does sound like that. 
PAT Yes, because he had many opportunities to tell 
other people. He'd been away with Drysdale, 
, .. ) hadn't he? 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
Yeah. 
Many times, juat the two or them. And he told us 
that night he hadn't told anybody elee, he just 
wanted to tell us. And I think he wanted ••• 
He was very upset when Charmian died, so I really 
think that there was, in a strange way, that he 
really loved that woman. And I don't know whether 
he blamed himselr ror her death, which or course 
it wasn't his rault. She was a very heavy drinker 
and although the Coroner said it was death by 
suicide, I don't think it was. Certainly she 
caused her own death but I don't think ehe meant to. 
Cause she used to take ••• 
~leep17f ('//J. 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
•••• 1ote or sleeping tablets and I think ehe 
overdosed not knowing. 
I think she'd taken them and then rorgotten and 
taken them again. 
She had drunk ••• George said that she had drunk 
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a full bottle of neat Scotch. And she'd taken 
these thinge with that and she was dead. And I 
think ••• he said to me once1 bef'ore..., that had he 
been well it wouldn't have happened. But in his 
own way he sort or relt responsible for her death. 
Why would he think tha~do you reckon? 
PAT Well he kept saying to me 'You know if' r-'d have 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
been well and etrong it-wouldn't have happened'. 
Well, you've got to look at it in the sexual way, 
I'd say. 
Yeah, well I suppose •••• 
She was at probably the peak and that when he got 
sick and he was no good to her. And just, she 
was still a woman I suppose, then the rift starts, 
and he probably blames himself' for being sick. 
You can't, you know. It's hard to;say isn't it? 
PAT But never did he •• He told ue all these awful 
things that happened, but he blamed him3elf as 
much as he blamed Charmian. 
JACK Um, probably, yes. It was all-Aery sad. / ., te ,.,.., I' I,:;-.. T"' F'=:==-----
Going back to the occasion. that you visited at the Drysdale' s place 
and all the drunk intellectuals were there, what do you think was 
the purpose of all that occasion? Why were you invited along? 
Were .l2._U to be examined Jack? 
JACK Well I don't think that was the original intention, 
because, I think, a couple of days prior to that 
Dryedale &nd his wife had come down to see George 
and me and a couple or other people were there 
and we'd just sit around the table and talk and dr,.,.k_/ 
talk and drink, you know, and carry on like, and 
then Drysdale invited us to come up for the 
weekend. George'd bring us up. Well I had 
my car there. So I drove up there for the weekend. 
Well he invited over the reptile rascal, what's 
his name? 
·, .) 
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SIDE 7 
Your son would? 
PAT He would do a~ythi11g for anybody. That's his 
trouble. 
Just whipping back to World War 2 ror a moment, George in 'My 
Brother Jack', he makes a conversation in which Jack hae 
misgivings about him as a war correspondent and says 'Aren't 
you a bit or an urger? Someone who's pushing someone-else orf 
to fight'. Did you ever have a conversation like that? 
JACK No, well, I rang him up, which is what rrom 
memory, I rang him up and said 'Well what 
about we join up together'. I thought if I'm 
going to join up I'd like him to be with me·to 
keep an eye on him·or something. That waa 
> 
my general ~eeling. And he said no. 'Hang on', 
he said, because he said, 'it might be over soon 
anyhow', he said, you know. So then he might 
have known or he mightn't have known then that 
he was gonna be appointed a war correspondent. 
But that's the only conversation I ever had 
That would have 
JACK 
Well them, you'd 
JACK 
PAT 
Oh, wae he? 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
I see, yeah. 
PAT 
,.. 
W:e he? 
PAT 
with him. 
been 1939, or ••• 
, 
Oh, early 40 I 3uppose. 
have joined up etraight away. 
Yeah, well I hung on for a while, you know. 
A lo:ig while • 
Ah, George was the first accredited war 
correepondemt in Auetr&lia. 
He held number one. There had been in World 
War 1 but they'd been accredited f'rom England. 
By the Britieh Government. 
By the Briti3h Government. 
And George wae number one here. 
So that was a feather in hie cap which he 
wae very happy about. 
\.) 
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And yet, well, you Jack didn't say to him 'Isn't that being 
a bit of an urger~' Reflecting, he must have thought about that 
and decided ••• 
JACK Yeah that's true. He must have thought well 
why didn't I join up with him, or something. 
Or, what would have Jack thought, but I 
wouldn't have said it to him. 
No, would you have thought that though? 
JACK No, I didn't think that. 
But you put the offer to him. 
JACK Um. 
Did that come out in the long session, you know, where ••• 
JACK No. 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
No, no, ( 1, 7 ) 
No, we never went back that far. We only went 
,_ practically his life in Greece with Charmian. 
He got those things off. He didn't mention 
Elsie or anything, did he? 
No. It was just him and Charmian. 
Yeah. 
PAT And the children. How neglected the children were. 
JACK 
How they were starving, and money, their poverty, 
and their fights. 
Yes, it was all those things. He didn't go back 
into the early thirties. 
Picking up another thread from the last conversation, I asked you 
Jack/did you ever worry. When you were first married, did you 
worry then? When Pat was eighteen and you had a child at that 
early time? 
JACK Well no~, I'm one of these lucky people .r-
/ 
(;tm don' t worry. 
Do you have nightmares? 
JACK 
PAT 
No, no. 
Chester, he's unreal. All my life I worry. I 
worry terribly. And he always says 'Look what 
happened yesterday has gone. We can't do a thing 
about it. We don't know what's going to happen 
tomorrow. We live today'. He was unreal. And 
always he'd say to me 'What's the good of worrying 
about', but if you're a worrier you can't help 
that. You've got to worry. 
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JACK But you can get yourself out of it. 
PAT I worry when there's nothing to worry about. But 
Jack can put it behind him. 
In the Depression a lot of people felt ashamed of their position in 
life. They felt guilty. They felt somehow it was their own fault. 
Well obviously you ••••• 
JACK Oh no, no. Well you couldn't,in the Depression. 
No, no. 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
Right, yes. 
Anybody who thought it was their own fault were just 
~ because when you got a third of the working 
population unemployed, a third of the people aren't 
a/\.J.. ,+'J 
going to be idiots/'. " their own fault, are they? 
It's the system. The system, and that's all it was. 
And I knew, and she said now 'We'll have another baby, 
our second baby', and I said 'God, we can 1 t keep 
one' and she said 'God will provide', and every time 
we had a baby my job improved and I got a rise in 
wages. And that taught me a·lot. 
My grandmother always told us •••• 
Taught me what the hell's the good of worrying. You 
can't. Look I can lay in bed sometimes and think 
what I could have don~ and tha~ but that's in the 
past. I mean, with hindsight you can see lots of 
things. 
JACK But you can't see them at the time. 
Was there ever a time in your life that you remember you 7~vrielf 
being different from that? 
JACK No, only when the first baby was born. Mum was 
crook. She got ••• The baby wasn't due and I think 
Jean and Bert or somebody, we went to play cricket 
down at Bonbeach or something, didn't I, one 
Saturday afternoon?. 
PAT 
JACK 
Yes, and I had to go to hospital there with ptomaine 
poisoning. 
And when I came back. I came back on the Sunday 
morning, I think. I stopped overnight. And Jean 
and Bert were down there and I stopped overnight. 
PAT I wasn't alone, Chester. I was staying with these 
JACK 
friends down there. 
And they'd all got ptomaine poisoning while I was 
away. The whole bloody lot of them. I didn't 
cause I wasn't there. 
\ ) 
JACK 
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And they whipped her into hospital. She had ptomaine 
poisoning, having a baby. We weren't allowed to 
see her for about seventeen days. Well I worried 
a bit then. I thought, you know, I won't see her 
again. Well I, you know ••• 
Seventeen days and not letting you see her? I thinkfhat's quite 
inhumane. 
PAT Well that's how it was in those days, Chester, at-
the Women's Hospital. There were no visitors, not 
even the husband. 
Well I think that I s fil.:Z r,r.,(,c...,/o~ 
PAT It was only a matter of eight days. I had to 
stay longer because I was sick. It was seventeen 
days and Jack hadn't seen his wife or his baby. 
What, the baby was born then? 
~ACK Yes. 
PAT Yes. 
At the same time as you had the ptomaine poisoning? 
JACK Same time as she had the •••• 
PAT Yes, I had this ptomaine poisoning and vomiting 
and everything that goes with it brought on the 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
~· labour, you see. And I was desperately sick. 
Mind you, they probably thought •• - knew, I wasn't 
going to die. It was just a matter of getting 
better. 
Oh I don't know. 
But for seventeen days it was ••• 
But anyhow that frightened hell out of me. Worried 
me a bit but that's the only time, you know. 
Because I •• " see you get ••• when you've been down 
as low as we have, when yod.~ you know, like got 
to bake a bit of plain flour in the oven to eat, 
to have something to eat. Well you know you can't 
get any bloody lower, you've got to go up. You 
know what I mean? And that's the only way you can 
look at life in my book. I mean, you can be at 
the top a.nd go down. But when you' re at the bloody 
bottom you got nowhere else to go but up. 
) 
PAT Yeah, well, it's a good way to be but I reckon ••• 
I'm not that ••• that isn't my makeup. I worry. 
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And if I've got nothing to worry about Ittforry still. 
JACK You're worrying, what's wrong~ 
JACK But I suppose, whether it's a fortunate tra~~ or 
unfortunate tra·,t I don' t know. 
I 
PAT Oh, it~ s a gift, it's not only a tra(t-, _ 
When you went up the bush there to P,,..,.,f Puv, ... -u-) there must have 
been a real opportunity for you though, like to break out of 
the school and ••• 
JACK Oh yes, it was. Well I was a man, see. I always 
wanted to be independant. Well I was right. I was 
getting fed and getting a pourrl a week. 
That happened very quickly.· I mean, you think of the· long 
adolescence of some young people today. 
JACK That's right. Well I was a man. I was playing football 
with men, country men. Open age, you know. 
That was more or less overnight though, wasn't it. 
JACK When I was fifteen going on sixteen. 
Like, from being a kid at .. ·Brighton Tech. 
JACK Yeah, that 1 s right. 
It was almost overnight that you stepped into that. 
JACK That's .. right. 
·. ·) PAT What was that question that young man asked up there 
at Bendigo which rather amused me? 
JACK 
)PAT 
{ JACK 
PAT 
About you? 
Yes. 
How did you collapse so easily into domesticity? 
It flattened me. I said well in those days there was 
nothing else for women to do. You chose to be married 
and have a family. Well that's what you did. 
f!tr-A r- Sttt.Z I t-1L1""(J- ~ r toll11f~· When you 
realize that at one stage of my life I had four 
children under four years of age to look after. 
I could hardly.collapse. I had to keep going. 
) 
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But, I suppose io kids these days, with their 
wives working for a couple of years before they 
think about having a baby, they couldn't realize 
that you got married and you had your baby as 
soon as it came along, you ree. So I could 
understand their questioning my collapsing 1~ 
being a housewife. 
Well he wouldn't have said that if he'd heard what you were 
saying to me before about when you were first married and, 
I think that got wiped out before, and your parents Jack 
didn't come to the wedding, you said. 
JACK No. 
We 11, and you vere living at a i'riend' s,! 
PAT Friend's. 
And Jack was visiting for a while. 
wouldn't have said about ••• 
Ii' he'd heard all that he 
PAT No, because· I didn't tell him that. 
Oh, naturally you didn't, but that would have been quite an eye-
opener to him, I'm sure. Were your parents, Jack, bitter about it 
when they heard that you'd got married and they hadn't known? 
JACK No, I think they accepted it. They didn't •••• Dad 
never accepted that I married a Catholic. Because 
before I ever knew •••• whenever I'd go to a dance 
·and take a girl home I'd come home and tell Dad 
you know that I'd taken home quite a beaut girl, 
you know. 'What's her name'. 'So and so'. 'Is 
she a Catholic?'. That's the first thing he'd 
ask. How the hell would I know. Didn't ask her 
if she was a Catholic. (+~ ot... 1 ~ /~--./1"" ~ ""'-Jp.'1 ft 
b w,fl. L!A.o/u~:>~, And that's why I didn't go and tell 
them that I'd married Pat till we'd been married 
twelve months. 
When you did tell them, was that a bit of a scene? 
JACK No, no, no. They accepted it then. 
You think they'd woken up somehow? 
JACK Yes, I think so. But the point was that I was 
always •••• loved my parents and I didn't like to 
do anything or to say anything that would hurt 
them. You follow what I mean? 
Of Course. 
\ .\ ~ - ) 
JACK 
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I couldn't have said 'Well look if you don't like 
it I'm out~ you know, I couldn't have done that. 
I'd have more or less tried to smother things up 
and break it gently, you know, which I did as time 
went on and everything finished up beaut. 
Now, when you were married you'd have been.nineteen? 
I 
JACK Twenty-one. 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
Twenty. No you weren't. 
Not quite. 
You ~ere twenty. We were married in January and he 
was twenty-one in the October. 
In the October, that's right. 
So you were twenty and George would have been seventeen. Did 
George know? 
JACK No, I didn't tell him. 
Didn't tell him. 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
But I knew he.knew it was coming up. 
Oh he probably did. 
Because it was him that was saying to me 'Well don't 
tell them. Sneak off and don't tell them'. You know. 
He was advising you in your conversations? 
PAT That was just between George and me. 
Well, that's before you were married you were saying that. Well 
did he •••• When do you think he would have woken up to the fact 
that you had got married. Straight away? A year later, or two 
years later? 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
Oh no, he ••• We were married in the January,1930 
and Joy was born in February Jl. 
And it was then that George knew, when we told him. 
Because the day the baby was born he told his mum. 
And grandma was very happy about it. And his 
grandmother was alive at the time and she was gorgeous. 
She was an old lady that I was very close to. 
You don't think that George would have had an inkling or woken up? 
PAT He might have but he didn't let on. 
JACK No, he didn't let on. 
/,,t-~ 
~;J( never said? 
PAT No. But he was very happy. He was very thrilled 
when he found, cause he came. No, he didn't come 
to see me. I went over ••• I went from the hospital 
to their place and he came in that day and made a 
great fuss of the baby. He cuddled me and said how 
happy he was. And I'm sure it was genuine. 
That's nice. But then, when ••• In the lead up to marrying Elsie 
( Helen he wasn't consulting you about that? 
. ) Yes. 
PAT No,he ••• I'd met Elsie a couple of times but he 
didn't ask me did I like her or anything. Mind you 
I don't think I'd have been cruel enough to say, 'No 
I don't like her'. Not to George. Because at that 
time I felt that he was in love with her • 
PAT And it wasn't until the day of the wedding that 
he told me that he was sorry he'd married her. He 
shouldn't have married her and he'd broke with the 
Church ( ? ? ? ) And I said 'You' re 
joking'. And he said 'No, that's true'. I said, 
'George, you've left it a bit late'. I said ••• you 
know. Because in those days divorce wasn't •••• 
No, that's quite right. 
PAT ••• acceptable like it is today. 
Right. 
Here's one I wanted to ask you. I forgot to ask you last time. 
~-~v) You mentioned about George •••• I think you said he marched in the 
Anti-Vietnam Moratorium. 
PAT 
JACK 
He actually 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
He told you? 
PAT 
Of course. 
Yes, I did. 
In Sydney. 
marched, or walked a bit, or ••• 
He went ••••• 
Oh I don't know, I just heard that he marched. I 
wasn' t the re. 
He told me that. 
Yeah. He and Charmian both. But he said he couldn't 
go the full distance. 
PAT He had to drop out. But he made his presence known. 
And everybody knew him, of course, at that time. 
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PAT And he said, 'Oh I struggled along as far as I could 
but I made my protest'. And he felt very strongly 
about that. 
In 'Brother Jack' he talks about how generation after generation 
of my countrymen would always go off to the far adventure. Well 
that was really quite a turn around of his opinion, wasn't it? 
JACK Yes, but that's just, you know, something to put 
in the book. He think it sounded well. 
Gee, you don't give him much Jack. 
JACK Well I"; ••• 
You think he must have believed that when he was in Greece though? 
Don't you? 
JACK Oh I don't know. I think you w,r,~r~ -- just write 
what you think will sell. - Do you reckon? EL? 
·:.} Well I think •••• well, since you put that question to me7 I think 
that he must have felt very remote from Australia when he was 
in Greece and I think then he must have felt very alienated from 
it and and the way I read that book, and see you're very close to 
it and I'm not, but the way I read it, it's, for me, it's George 
coming to terms with being Australian and sort of trying to make 
his peace with something. He'd rejected it, he'd abandoned it1 ~-A 
I think he probably thought 'Bloody good riddance' when he left. 
JACK Yeah. 
When he went to his Greek Island I think he must have thought 
well, he was leaving most of his past behind and, I get the 
impression that he felt haunted by it and thought well the only 
place he could be at home was in Australia and he had to make 
,t 
peace with it and sort of ••• and express it all and putAin the 
most positive way possible. And he does do that because, for 
instance, at the same part of the book that I'm talking about 
he mentions that" •• how in an Australian Army you don't have 
to have conscripts. You are all volunteers and they wouldn't 
want it any other way. Well, historically, he's quite wrong, 
because the country was split in the First World War. 
JACK That's right. ~ 
his 
••• Over the conscription issue, so what'sAsaying is, historically, 
i~ not right, but I felt he had to~ himself that as part of 
the process of ••• 
JACK 
Yes, yes. 
JACK 
Rehabilitating himself with Australia. 
I can see your point there. 
· .... ) 
And, you know, having told himself that I then wonder that ••••• 
I'm not saying ( ??! ) you know, three or four years 
later after writing that, he's back, and marching, actually marching 
against that, demonstrating against that military tradition. I 
just wondered how he reconciled himself to that. 
JACK 
Right. 
JACK 
No, right. 
JACK 
Well of course, possibly it wasn't the tradition, 
it was._the politics ~ehind it all. 
I don't think he'd have marched if somebody was 
invading us. 
See, but sticking our nose in something that had 
_.nothing to do with us whatsoever. And I think 
it was against the politics that they were marching. 
Because, I suppose, if a war broke out tomorrow 
and Australia was in it, you know like say against 
Indonesia or- something, all these fellows that had 
marched and protested against Vietnam would 
probably be in the army fighting against Indonesia. 
Yeah, well it would be a very different test ••• 
JACK 
Right. 
JACK 
That's right, you see. To me it means they weren't 
they were protesting_ against our government's 
involvement in something that it shouldn't have been 
in. 
Not against the act of war or being in the army, you 
see, it was a political ••• 
••• 
Well, did that in the later days, that last part of his life, did 
that come out.1 Did he want to talk about that? 
JACK No, no. He never spoke •••• very little about the 
army. He was so much •••• well, two or three times 
we were therjthey were either disecting, bisecting 
or, y~u know, pulling somebody apart. You know, 
W1'Af' 
see A, · makes •••• why they were guilt-ridden and 
something like that, and if they weren't guilt-
ridden they should be. And it was only this one night 
when he unburdened himself, because most of the time 
there was other people there and he couldn't say 
anything about it. This particular night he just 
unburdened himself and that was it. 
. " 
··') . ,·. 
r - ••. 
-
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70,.1 were 
All the people that ••• all the di sec ting and stuff · speaking /\ .... , 
of, do you think he liked them? 
JACK Oh, I think about the only true friend he had 
was Drysdale. The others he put up with. 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
There was one nut used to come with roses for •••• 
Who was that Bunny, for Charmian? 
Oh there were so many bunnies that I've just 
really forgotten them. 
Oh, worse than the bloody lot of them. 
And Crook, Ray Crook was a very nice fellow. 
Ray Crook was very nice. 
He's an artist. 
He's very good. 
JACK But Drysdale was alright. He was his good friend. 
Did he do things for George after George got back? 
Oh yes. 
JACK Yes. 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
Oh yes, he helped George. 
He was •••• 
Jason's their youngest-child. 
Jasons, er, guardian. 
And he was the guardian. 
And he looked after him very very well. 
Oh yes. 
Marvellous. He wanted to send him to Geelong 
College •••• 
Grammar. 
•• ".to school. And he asked what I thought about 
it. And I said, well, I didn't know. Because 
he was a strange little boy. He was up with my 
daughter as I said, for eighteen months, or 
something like that. 
Two years. 
And he never fitted into that family situation at 
all and was a loner.~ Still is a loner. And I 
said 'Well I don't know that that would be the 
right thing to do'. He had a brother ••• Martin .... 
was about seven or eight years older than Jason. 
Shane was there. I said 'Well I would prefer •••• , 
Ray Crook lived just across from there. Both 
Mr. and Mrs. Crook were very good to George's 
family. I felt it would be better to leave him in 
·-··) 
Did he? 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
'JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
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••••• his own family situation. And let him go 
to the local high school and back with his family 
because he'd never have fitted into that ••• 
Grarrun1.tr school life. 
•••• the child had never mixed with people. He had 
come back to Melbourne here. We met them off the 
boat and they never had any clothes. They had nothing. 
What they stood up in. 
He had never seen a wheel toy, a bicycle or anything, 
and to put him amongst Geelong Gramm~r kids, I 
thought ( 7?? ) 
School kids are cruel, you know, if you're a bit off 
any way. I'd say it could have destroyed him I think 
if he had ever gone to a Gramm~r School. 
And he was a very gentle little boy. 
But he would have. He would have paid his fees and 
everything. 
Oh yes. 
Sent him there. 
He gave him a car for his twenty-first birthday. 
W""7 
Yes, oh he· -- very very good to him. 
But I'd say he was only his really true friend, oh, 
and Sidney Nolan. 
PAT But Sidney Nolan, I don't know whether you know Sidney, 
I don't know him, but he was on the phone to George 
a few times, and •••• 
Yes, you mentioned that ? 
PAT Yes, he was a strange character. 
Now, you mentioned that he was at Brighton Tech. In your time? 
Jack? 
JACK No, a couple of years after. 
What was it like at Brighton Tech? 
JACK Oh, I •••• well it was ••• 
place? Was it a rough 
JACK No, no, no. We were perfect gentlemen. Like, we 
used to wear apple-catchers. You know the apple-
Yes, Yes. 
JACK 
catchers? 
Knickerbockers. You had to have your school uniform. 
Jumper, and all that sort of jazz. And your cap. 
And ••• Oh yes, it was a pretty good school. 
---~ 
\ 
-.,.;) 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
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But it was in its infancy when you vere there. 
Well that's right. As I said, I'd have probably have 
been there and stayed and done very well if they'd 
have had a workshop. 
? Yes. 
But they weren't built. 
It was the first year? 
JACK Yes. And the second year it wasn't built you see, 
and then, therefore, instead of learning a trade or 
anything all you did was ••• 
PAT 
JACK 
Geometrical drawings. 
Geometrical drawings and all that sort of thing, you 
know. And Algebra and, you know, geometry and all that 
@a2-k:!$l rubbish. Never helped me. 
Well, when you left there you'd have gone straight up the bush? 
JACK No, I •••• 
Sorry, no, you had the plumbing job,first, yes. 
JACK Yes, I think I went to the_ plumbing for a while. For 
nine months. 
When you were doing that, did you •••• well you mentioned about 
being chased around by -r~~4J Jack. Did you feel that they 
were still sort of keeping you on as a boy at that stage? 
JACK Oh yes, yes. I was only •••• well I was doing my six 
months probation, you see. And see, you'd get 
apprenticed at fourteen in those days and you had 
to go to twenty-one. And of course apprentice wages 
were very low. As I said I was getting twelve 
shillings a week, and they wanted to bring it down to 
six shillings, which meant I'd have to go to night 
school and one thing and another. Well that was, you 
know, it wasn't my scene. So I went home and told mum 
I'd got the sack. And then I think I got a job at the 
local grocers learning to be a grocer and everything. 
How did you organise the thing up in the bush at 'f),~f~I\A.,C ( 
JACK Well I used to play cricket for the Church of England 
so I had to go to Church there in the summer so I 
could get a game of cricket. And then ••• they didn't 
have a footy team, but the Church of Christ had a 
football team. Cause if you didn't go to Church 
there you couldn't play in the footy team. See, so 
I used to go to the Church of England in the summer 
and up to the Church of Christ in the winter. 
.. _) 
JACK ••• And played footy and, anyhow, when I was at 
I' 
the grocers job he went broke, so I was out of 
work and the rarson there got in touch with the 
farson at Horsham to see if there was any job 
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up there and they found me a job out at this farm 
at D...,tc...i\e""""be5~/'~~ You see. Well there was only 
a couple there and it was twenty-two miles from 
Horsham.~ The nearest neighbour was about eight 
miles away. And they were a lazy pair of buggers. 
I mean, I used to get up and cvrr~omb the 
horses, harness them, feed them and everything, 
come in for my breakfast and it wouldn't be •••• 
and they'd still be in bed. And my room was next 
to theirs, you see, and most mornings I'd hear a 
knock, you know, 'Get up ~ack', 'Right'. 'Will 
you light the fire before you go and do the 
horses 1 'you_ see. So I'd light the fire and go 
and do my horses and come back expecting breakfast 
and 'Oh, will you get your own breakfast Jack', you 
know. And they'd ~e in bed having a snoggin, or 
something, I don't know. But anyhow, I got jack 
of that, and so I left there and got a job at 
l'J~pa"1i0; where the boss was the vice-captain 
of the footy team. And so he said, 'Can you play 
football?' I said, 'Well, I used to play with the 
Church team in Melbourne'. So he said 'Come and 
have a practice', so I went down to practice one 
night, so I was a member of the team then. And 
I was about, oh, sixteen, I suppose. If I was 
that. And ah, so then when I came back to Melbourne 
I didn't, you know, I used to get write-ups in the 
paper and one thing, and send them home skiting 
and Bert knew somebody who was at South Melbourne 
and he showed them these cuttings and I was 
invited to train with South Melbourne. Well I 
went down there and trained and that but I didn't 
make it. 
That's about 19? 
JACK Oh God, 1925 or 6. 
Yet to win their one and only Premiership. 
JACK Yes. 
,' ·. \ 
j 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
And then I think a couple of years after I 
was invited to go down to St. Kilda. That 
was during the Depression. And I went down 
and did alright and I was invited to play in 
the finals practice match but I didn't have 
my fare there. 
But you had a •••• you were telling me about a 
game you had and Peter Redwell or somebody ••••• 
Oh that was at South Melbourne. 
Oh, well what happened then? 
Oh he was a big ruckman. I don't know if you've 
ever heard of Peter Redwell. 
I know the name, yeah. 
JACK Yeah, well he was on the~other side comin~ through 
and I was playing half-back. And he's coming 
through and they're going down like nine-pins 
and I was la~t man standing, you know. So I met 
him hip and shoulder and God blimey I landed on 
my thigh about twenty yards away, I think. Oh 
the bloody brute. I could hardly move for the rest 
of the match and I reckon he knocked me out of it. 
Cause I got a little write-up in the paper that I'd 
played brilliantly at time~ which I did, but after 
I 
he bumped me, you know. It wasn't where he bumped 
me, it was where I hit the ground. There wasn't 
much money in it then. 
/ "fe rro.1.r ;;-:;;:._ ~ l'v ~ 
Can I go back to when you used to visit George in Sydney and 
all the writing or artistic friends were there. Was he showing 
you ofr, to them, do you think, or •• ? 
JACK Well, I suppose he might have. He might have. He 
wrote about me, I suppose he was a bit proud of his 
brother, you know. This is my brother I wrote 
about. 
You did feel that then, that he was •••• 
JACK Well, I didn't feel it at the time, you know, but in 
hindsight you look at it don't you, you know. And 
they wondered what you're going to be like, and ••• 
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PAT I think he was sort of saying •\vell now, this is the 
typical ocker '· This is the impression I got of it. 
JACK 
PAT 
Yeah, that's right, yeah. 
Anything for a quick quid was Jack. What he didn't 
realize was anything for a quick quid we had to have. 
Right. 
Yes. 
PAT You see? Well I don't know whether I told you that we 
used to ••••• oh well we did tell you that we used to do 
the work for the family and they'd pay us. 
PAT Well we used •••• we'd get ten shillings between us which 
was for the rent. And every Thursday night he took 
that and played poker. 
Yes you did say that. 
PAT And every •••• he'd come home and double it, you know. 
Every •••• 
I'm convinced he was cheating but he wouldn't admit it last time 
I was here. 
PAT This is what George was saying. Well this ••• well it 
JACK 
PAT 
did ..... 
Oh no, I never cheated. 
Well I don't know whether he cheated or not. I doubt 
if he did, but •••• 
It must be true, it's on tape. 
PAT •••• he doubled it. He doubled it. Every week. 
JACK No, the good Lord was looking after us. 
··:_J But •••• 
PAT And this is what George was showing ••. 
See, last time I was here Pat you saidfrlre had a horror of the 
,, 
Australian ocker and his brother was the epitome of it. 
PAT That's right. 
See, he didn't think that when he wrote 'My Brother Jack'. He 
thought his brother, or everything his brother stood for, was 
fantastic, and that ••• 
PAT Well that's the impression people get. But that's 
not how George •••• now, Drysdale and George and whoever 
this other one was, I can't think, we were sitting at 
the table and they were picking different parts of 
your character, weren't they? And this is the typical 
ocker in him, you know? Typical Australians, you know, 
their beer and their races and football~ all they 
I I 
think about. 
/ ,I 
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PAT And their womenfolk not treated as women. And I 
couldn't see what they were getting at, because their 
women were treated worse than anything I've seen, in 
as much as if they weren't good drinkers with them 
they didn't want to know them. Am I right? 
JACK 
PAT 
Right. 
JACK 
PAT 
Oh yeah. 
And they'd drink glass [or glass. No~I couldn't do 
that. It's not that I have any objection to anyone 
drinking. They can bath in it if they want to. 
But I can't do that. So I'd sit back. And I can't ••• 
I'm not an art critic, I know nothing about art. I 
don't like a picture because it's painted by somebody. 
If I like it, I like it. I don't care who paints it. 
And I can't pretend that I do. 
Didn't I up and tell them all off that night? 
Oh yes you did •. 
What did you do that for Jack? 
JACK Oh they drove me mad. Analysing people and ••• 
A. PAT Thomas Kenn\lly was one of them. 
JACK They'd just drive you up the wall. Like I mean you'd 
think that they were •••• like the only brains, the only 
decent people, the only good people were themselves, 
you know. They just •••• 
PAT And if you don't agree with what they say, well you're 
quite mad. You're ••• 
JACK I don't think &iu,(_ Drysdale was much in the conversation. 
PAT . . . . (? 7) ) you' re typically Australian, you' re 
this, that and the other. You're anything but what 
you feel you are. 
JACK · They're pseudo-intellectuals. I'm not kidding. Who 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
was the queenie bugger there, he ••• 
Oh I don't remember. I know who you mean. 
He used to make the breakfast and do this, you know. 
Oh yes they had a lot of those sort of people there ••• 
Oh he was a real poof. 
But still I mean they were nice to me so ••• 
Oh they were alright. I mean, he was a nice chap ••• 
We were nice to them. 
•••• but for a, you know •••• A.real, queer I thought. 
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PAT And all you thought about was getting to the races 
not ••••• In my lifetime1 with you, which is nearly 
fifty-one years, I think Jack's been to the races 
about six times all told. 
JACK 
PAT. 
JACK 
Oh ••• 
But according to George you were there every week, 
like our racecovne ~-> ---touts, sort of' thing. 
All the scrounging. And this is the way they'd 
talk and it wasn't true. 
No. 
Well, so that, wel~ if George had been telling them that, really 
he was making another sort of fiction out of Jack and ••.. 
JACK That's true. He took fellows he'd read about and heard 
about1 and built me round them. I think when we go 
PAT 
JACK 
Oh Jack. , 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
Yes, lairs ••• 
to these lectures that kids expect a. • • and th_ey see 
a big iroughf !. Ct,tr.......eA 1 yobbo or something. You 
know what I mean~ 
Yeah well they ask me ••• 
It must be a terrible letdown to them. 
They ask me how •••• John Paul College was one ••• that 
asked me was Jack typical of' the larrikins of the day 
like the yobbo •••• expressions I'd never heard of. 
Like a yobbo. 
And I had to ask them what they'd mean by that. 
What's a yobbo? 
I hadn't heard that expression before ••• yobbo. This 
was last year or the year before, at John Paul. Was 
he the typical yobbo? What do you mean by yobbo? 
And then they couldn't put it into words that I'd 
understand, like we would say they were lairs or they 
were toughs or something like that. 
PAT Or larrikins. And this is what they vere meaning. 
Was he the typical ••••• and I thought 'Oh heavens'. 
Did you feel that you were up there with a reputation around you 
that ••• 
JACK Well that's right. You got a reputation of this and 
that and, you know, it was getting me down at the 
finish, you know. I ••• 
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What, this went on and on and on, did it? 
JACK Yeah. I felt, you know, like dirty amongst them. 
I was glad to get away ~t--;:;. ~ '7'..1,U ea ~d ,A ~ 
Why, were they asking you personal questions you didn't 
want to answer? 
. JACK 
PAT 
No, they just were talking ovRr 70J/' head • 
They were analysing him. One with the other one, 
you know. Not asking Jack or consulting Jack 
about anything, just talking ••• they were sort of 
analysing his character, which was altogether 
wrong. Until finally I got up and told them 
that, you know, if you don't mind, that happens 
to be my husband! And George was saying one time 
that he could have had me like that, you know. 
-You know he only had to do that {Click Finger), 
and I'd have left Jack any time for him. 
And this was said in front of these other people? 
PAT All these people. ? 
JACK You think you went to town on him. 
So that was a bit of a bolls• too was it? 
JACK Oh yes. 
PAT 0~ I felt it was. Like as if he was George ••• 
The performance was for these people as well. 
PAT Yes. 
Well.· •• 
JACK I think he ••• 
How do you stack ••• like ••• how do we put., ... I'm struggling to put 
all that together with, um, well, showing off like you just said, 
or you know, talking about you Jack as if you weren't ••• as if you 
were there and not there and couldn't speak for yourself •••• 
JACK That's right • 
••• with what you told me about the sort of confessional hours. 
----I find it very hard to put those together. 
PAT Well so do we. 
Oh, you do too. 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
So do we Chester. We just ••• 
But I think that ••• 
That was the saddest thing I had ever been through 
in my life, was that night. 
) 
~·) 
' ' 
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PAT And just •••• not stopping that night. I thought 
JACK 
'Oh that's not thiGeorge I know'. And he was also 
in my boo15i searching. He realized that he was ~ 
facing death. And he even went back onto religion 
to me that night. And of course he said 'I don't 
disbelieve, but I don't believe. I'm a disinterested 
agnostic'. I said 'You might be agnostic but you 
can't convince me that you are disinterested. Why 
are you talking about it?' And he went on and on and 
on for a while about this and then back ohto their 
life and what he should have done and what he didn't 
do, and all the rest. Oh it was •••• it was really 
sad. It was ••• oh, it was unreal. 
It was gruesome. Especially when you know a man's 
dying, you know, and then he brings everything out. 
Well, I mean, at least we listened, and it helped him, 
so •••• fair enough. 
PAT And 'Do you think I'm guilty of this' and 'Do you think 
I'm guilty of that'. I said 'If you don't think you're 
guilty of it we can't judge you George'. 
What a terrible word 'guilty' is ••• 
PAT This guilt was coming out of him all the time~ 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACX 
PAT 
Oh, and all those intellectuals there and they've 
all got a guilt complex. 
Oh it was ••••• they've all got guilt complexes. 
If you haven't got a guilt complex you're not human! 
I can't understand that. You're not human. 
Oh yes, they're queer. 
I don't really know what they mean by a guilt complex. 
I'm guilty of lots of things in my life, I know. 
But I don't go back over that. You know, if ••• 
You don't live with it. 
••• I've done anything wrong I say well look God I'm 
sorry about that. And I've forgotten about it. 
I can't do anything about it except say I'm sorry 
and if I offended anybody I would willingly say 
I'm sorry. But I can't have a guilt complex about 
it. I don't dwell on that all the time, but they do. 
~ ) 
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Jack, you said last time I was here that this was the happiest 
time of your life in a way, the happiest period of your life. 
Why do you feel that? 
JACK Well, I think we're more together all the time. 
We're happy together. We've got no hassles, no 
financial, no problems. The only problem we've 
got now at the moment is my son losing his licence. 
That's right, yes, yes, yes. 
- JACK We've got a lovely family, grandchildren, 
everybody's happy. And I've got no boss but her, 
and you know, she can't sack me so I can say 
what I like to her. And well I ••••• 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
You have all your life, so what's new? 
I feel it is a happy part of our life, don't you 
think? 
Yes. 
I don't know whether I'd say it's the happiest, I ••• 
I don't think we've ever been unhappy though. 
No, no. 
We might have had worries •••• ! can tell him off as 
quick as a shot and he can tell me off, but we 
forget it the next minute. 
But we've been happy, when I say, all our lives. 
I'd never want anything else. I've never wanted 
anything else. The only time I think we were a 
bit unhappy wasn't in the Depression when we were 
short of money or anything. It was later on 
when we were trying to get a home together and 
we owed money. That's one thing I've got a dread 
of is owing money. If I've got all my bills paid 
I'm a happy man. Even if I've only got ten bob in 
my pocket. But if I owe anything I'm not very 
happy. Well we went through a period when the kids 
were going to school, and one thing and another, 
and we had to buy things on time payment, and one 
thing, and we owed money and that. Well, you know, 
you're wondering every week and working overtime 
to try and get that little extra. Which didn't 
make us unhappy, as a sense, because we had each 
other. 
/-:-J r ·-; 
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PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
But you see you don't define worry •••• that wasn't 
unhappiness, that was worry. You did worry ••• 
156. 
Oh well I suppose worried up to that point. Worried 
that I can't do something. 
Yes. 
Not worrying about something that's going to happen. 
Oh no. 
You see. But, no, I think that we're the most fortunate 
of people. We've •••• Even when mum had the heart attack 
up at •••• 
Port Macquarie. 
••• Port Macquarie, I never for one moment thought she 
was going to die. 
In terms of happiness, what about in the forties when you must 
have been away a lot and ••• 
JACK Well no, that was ••• we11·1 can't say I was happy in 
the war. 
unhappy. 
In th~ war years and that, but I wasn't 
I didn't mind the army. Had I been a single 
bloke I'd have stayed in the army all my life, because 
I think it's terrific, you know, if you use your nut a 
bit you can do lots of things. 
PAT Believe you me he knows how to use his nut. 
I'm sure. 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
But no, that was not an unhappy time. It was an 
uncomfortable time. But I was very fortunate because 
we lived at Hampton then and I was in camp at the 
Caulfield Racecourse for quite a long while. Twelve 
months wasn't it? 
Oh no six months at the most. 
No, six months. Yeah •••• 
And he was allowed home every night. 
But I used to be home every night. 
He shouldn't have been but he was. 
And, but were you anxious to get away at that time to ••• 
JACK Well I think I'd have liked to have got overseas and, 
you know, just to see some of it. Never thought about 
getting killed or shot or anything. That was the last 
thing I ever thought of. 
) 
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You just didn't believe that would happen? 
JACK No, no. Fatalist I suppose, but I never even 
thought about that. It was hard to do that, and 
yet I was sad about leaving mum and the kids 
and always glad to see them again. Well that 
period went and all mum's worries crune to nought. 
So she needn't have worried. 
PAT Well~ worried, the kids and I. 
Of course. Well, so, yes, yes, quite. 
Could I ask you all now, last one. When did you join the Catholic 
Church Jack? 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
. 'EAT 
JACK 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
Two years ago? Eighteen months ago? 
Well it would be •••• it'd be getting on for three 
years. 
Is it that long I've been a Mick? 
Yeah, I think so • 
( ???) 
He used to always take us to Church and sit outside. 
And whenever I was sick, which was very seldom, he'd 
take the kids and see they went and then wait for 
them. And it'd be Christmas two ••• three years 
ago. We've had Father Vi~( (?J up here for two 
years. 
Oh that's right, yeah. 
So it'd be three years ago and it was Christmas 
Eve. And we were going to Mass, my daughter and 
us, up in Lilydale. And I think you'd been down 
the pub with some of the toys and came home and 
you said 'Can I come to Mass with you tonight'. 
Well we nearly fell over. And I said 'Oh yes, 
you're most welcome', so he came. And next 
Sunday he got up and he was coming too. So I 
thought oh fair enough. We never •••• there was no 
pressure on him. And he kept on coming. And 
then he said to me 'Well, why can't I go to 
Communion with you?' I said 'Well I don't know 
whether you would be allowed to. You haven't 
been received into the Church'. So I spoke to 
the Priest up here and he said 'Well, why not'. 
And he said 'Do you think he wants to or are you 
pushing him?' I said 'Oh fair go, you wouldn't 
be able to push him.' 
) 
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And he said 'Well how do you feel that he 
understands it?' I said 'Better than I 
understand it'. Cause I used to hear him 
talking to the kids about Confession and all 
this sort of thing. They'd ask me a question 
and he'd answer it. I thought golly he knows 
more about it than I do. So the young Priest 
said to me 'Oh well, bring him up'. So I 
took him up. He didn't even bother to baptise 
him as they usually give conditional baptism, 
and confirmed him straight away to my knowledge. 
You know ••• 
JACK He:could ••• 
PAT 
JACK 
PAT 
Really, yes~ 
PAT 
JACK 
Utter a.mazing. 
He could tell, you know ••• good bloke. 
No, he asked him how he would explain the Holy 
Trinity, that's right. 
He said 'Oh, there's God the Father, and there's 
God the Son,i. and God the Holy Spirit' • He said 
~Well, how would you explain God the Holy Spirit 
to· a child'. And he thought for a minute and he 
said 'Well I think that it is God's love coming 
down to all of us. We all have love in our hearts. 
And it's the spirit of God coming into us.' 
And he looked at me and he said 'I couldn't have 
explained that better than that myself'. How 
do you explain the Holy Trinit~ We can't. 
And he said 'Oh I think he's alright', so he's 
been a Mick ever since. 
I went into it thoroughly first. ?arty-eight years/ 
Studied it very thoroughly at first-hand. But I 
thought 'w'ell if I can't beat them, I'll join them'. 
Well now, let's just round it off. What do you think would be, 
just, the same question to you both, What do you think would be 
the best and the worst of George's life? Pat? If you look 
iqross the whole lot of it. The best and the worst of it. 
PAT I think the best part would really be in those ••• 
/ )!~:\. 
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Would 
JACK 
PAT 
be the 
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Seventeen and twenty-one. 
•••• late teen years. The late ••• That would be the 
happiest time of his life. Not knowing very much 
of it, but what I saw of it ih Sydney, to my knowledge, 
would be the worst or it. 
worst. Well what was it •••• oh yes, al right. 
Well, how would you answer that Jack? 
JACK I'd answer it the same. Because we didn't ••• don't know 
what his life was in Greece, or London, but we know 
JACK 
q tJ,,,.u;,o' 
he wasn't happy, he wasAsickn and he was dying in 
Sydney, so it must've been his worst;time. And as 
I said before, I think between seventeen and twenty-one 
or twenty-two would have been his happiest time when 
he sort of got out, got to mix with girls, got playing 
football and mixing with men, got a good job and was 
going upwards in his job. Now everything was rosy. 
So I should ·say that would have ••• must have been 
the highlight at this time of his life. 
/, .. t-err..-rit. v'-. t;-·· rL ('1~ 
The happiest time of my life was the last fifty and 
a half years. 
PAT Isn't that nice} 
That's very gracious of you Jack. 
JACK Yes, oh it's good to be in love after fifty years. 
PAT Well that's, you know, it's terrific. 
.. · -- _..; j 
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George asked you. 
Yes. 
PAT How I would define a happy man. 
PAT And I •••• cause they were intellectuals. I'm not. 
And I thought well I wonder what he means. But in 
my opinion a happy man is a man whose family are 
waiting for him to come home. 
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